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INFORMATION COLLECTION & EXCHANGE

Peace Corps' Information Collection & Exchange (ICE)_was_
established so that the strategies and technologies devel-
oped by PeaceCorps_Vblunteers,_their co-workers, and their
counterparts could be made available to the wide range of
development organizations and ihdividr,*1 workers who might
find them usefUl. Training guides, curricUla, lesson plans,
project_ reports, manuals_ and other Peace Corps-generated
materials develOped_in the field are collected and reviewed;
Scme_are_reprintbd "as is "; others provide a sourceof field
bated_ information for the production of manuals or for re-
search in particular program areas; Materials that you sub-
mit to the Information Collection & Exchange thus become
part of the Peace Corps' larger contribution to development.

Information About ICE publications and services is available
through:

Peace Corps
Information Collection & ExChange _

Office of Programming & Training Coordination
806 Connecticut Avenuei
Washington, D.C. 20525

Add your:experience to the ICE Resource Center; Send ma-
terials -that you've prepared so that we can share them
With_others_working in the develo pment field; Your tech-
nical insights serve as the .basis for the generation of

ICE manuals, reprints and 1:5ource packets, and also _

ensure that ICE is providing the most updated,_ innovative
problemhsolving techniques and information available to
you and your fellow development workers.

Peace Corps
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About this manual....
Fteshwatet Fish Pond Cuttune and Management is the second in a series
of publications being prepared by the United States. Peace Corps and
VITA; Volunteers in Technical Assistance. These publications combine
Peace Corps' practical field experiences, with VITA's technical expertise
in areas in which development workers have special difficulties finding
useful resource materials.

PEACE CORPS

Since 1961 Peace Corps Volunteers have worked at the grass roots level
in countries around the world in program areas such as agriculture,
public health, and education. Before beginning their two=year assign=
ments, Volunteers are given training in cross - cultural, technical,
and language skills. This training-helps them to live and work closely
with the people of their host countries. It helps them, too; to
approach development problems with new ideas that make use of locally
available resources and are appropriate to the local cultures.

Recently Peace Corps established an Information Collection & Exchange
so that these ideas developed during service in the field could be made
available to the wide range of development workers who might find them.
useful. Materials from the field are now being_collected, reviewed,
and classified in- the Information Collection xchange system. The
most useful materials will be shared. The Information Collection &
Exchange provides an important source of field=based research materials
for the production of how-to manuals such as Fte6hwatek Fish Pond Cuttuke
and Management.

VITA

VITA people are also Volunteers Whd respond to requests for technical
assistance. In providing solutions; their aim is the most appropriate
answers for specific situations. Therefore. VITA specialists often must
produce new designs or adapt technologies so that they are of value
in developing areas.

Many VITA Volunteers have lived and worked abroad. Most VITA people now
work in the United States and other developed countries where they are
engineers, doctors, scientists, farmers, architects, writeiz, artists,
and so on. But they continue to work. with people in other countries,



through VITA. Thanks to their contributions of time and expertfse, VITA
has beervoroviding technical assistance to the Third World for more than
15 years.

Requests for technical assistance come to VITA from many nations. Each
request is sent to-a-Volunteer with the right skills. For example, a
question about fish pond operation might be sent to a VITA Volunteer who
has had years of experience_working to develop fish ponds in Asia, and
who is now a university professor.

THE PURPOSE

Fne/shwatek EA:oh Pond,CuZtuxe and Management is a how-to manual. It is
designed as a working and teaching tool for extension agents. It is for
their use as they establish and/or maintain local fish pond operations.
The information is presented here to 1) facilitate technology transfer
and 2) provide a clear guide for warm water fish pond construction and
management. 'A valuable listing of resources at the end of this manual
will give further direction to those wishing more information on various
aspects of fish pond operation.

THE PEOPLE WHO PREPARED IT

The strength of both Peace_Corps and VITA lies in Volunteers. These,
manuals represent. an excellent means of communicating important know-
how gained through Volunteer experiences and inputs.

The author of Fwhwatek Fi4h Pond Cuttu4e and Management, Marilyn
Chakroff, served with Peace Corps in the_Philippines for_three years
in a number of fisheries programs. Ms. Chakroff, who holds a B.S. in
Biology, now is an advanced degree candidate in the field of Environ-
mental Communications at the State University of New York, in_Syracuse.
This manual is written out of her first-hand experience as a Peace
Corps Volunteer.

Joan Koster; the illustrator; has been a VITA Volunteer for more_thab 3
years; She is a teacher; professional artist; and writer. M4. KOStei"i
.who has travelled and studied in Greece for a number of years, currently
is.prepar-F-g a manuscript on looms and weaving

OTHER CONTRIBUTORS

'Many thanks are due here to a number of people who aided the preparation
of this manual:

Dr. David Franselman, Dr. Peter, Black, and Dr- Robert Werner -- Faculty
of the College of Environmental Science and Forestry, State University of
New York, Syracuse, New York.

-Dr. Shirley Crawford, Agricultural and Technical College, State University
of New York, Morrisville, New York.



William McLarney, New Alchemy Institute, Woods Hole, Massachusetts.

A.F. D'Mello, Hawkesbury Agricultural College, New South Wales,
Australia.

Richard T. Carruthers, Bloproducts, Inc., Warrenton, Oregon.

Dr; William Ribelini Department of Veterinary Science, University
of Wisconsin, Madison.

A special note of thanks is due John_Goodell, VITA, for his layout work
and staff assistance with this manual.

REPLY FORM

For your convenience, a reply form has been provided here. Please
send it in and let us know how the manual has helped or can be made
more helpful. If the reply form is missing from your copy of the
manual, just put your comments, suggestions, descriptions of problems,
etc:, on a piece of paper and send them to:

FISH POND CULTURE
3706 RHODE ISLAND AVENUE
MT. RAINIER; MD: 20822
U.S.A.
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PLEASE RETURN ,THIS FORM

,

NOTE TO THE USER: This manual was published because Peace Corps and
VITA workers and volunteers wish to help in a growing area of worldwide

interest. In order to provide the most effective help, the preparers
of the manual need to know how it is being used, or how you, feel it could

better serve your needs. Please fill in the following form and return

it to:

FISH POND CULTURE
,3706 RHODE ISLAND AVENUE
MT. RAINIER; MD 20822
U.S.A.

WHEN WE RECEIVE THIS FORM, WE WILL AUTOMATICALLY PLACE YOUR NAME ON A
MAILING LIST SO THAT YOU WILL RECEIVE:

.
Updates and/or additions and corrections to the manual as
they become available.

. Notice of other publications which may be of interest to you.

If you have questions on'the material presented in the manual, or if.
you run into problems implementing the suggestions offered here, please
note them in the space provided. Use additional paper if you have to
in order to be as specific as you can about the problem. Wherever
possible, we will try to provide or direct you to an answer.

Date

Ygur Company or

Your Name Agencyilf any

Your Address

A 1. HOW did you find out -about the PC/VITA Freshwater Fish Pond--Culttim
and Management manual? How did you get your copy? -

2. Which parts of the manual have you found most useful? Eeast useful?

Why?



3. Did you findthe manual easy to read; too simple or too complex;

complete or incomplete?

How has- this manual helped your work? What have you done to Apply

the information?

5. Which plans have you:used? Did you make changes in any of the plany?
(For example, when you were buildinga drainage system, did.you
substitute any materials for tht ones mentioned or change the design?)
If you made changes, please describe what you did that was-different.
Include photos, sketches, etc., if possible or important.

6. Can yOU recommend additional methods or equipment_which yoU_feel
.should be included in a new edition of the manual? if -you &Jo khoW

of such methods, etc.; please include the' information here.

7. What were your successes using_the_manual_ or implementing_ any of the

'plans or procedures? Problems? Please dettribe completely.

Do you have other recommendations?

PAivacy Act Natice: Futnizhing the in6oxmation Aequezted hervein .L4

camptetety votuntam. iz Aequezted undeA authmitiez contained in

the Peace CoApz Act (22USC 2501 et seq.). The only uses which witt be

made o5 th,Zz in4oAmation are az 6o.teows: 1) FoA management puvozez

invoLving the 4oAmat o6 6uttpte issue4 o4 this pubtication; 21 Foic

corpora -on in a mailing tat 4oA thi.z and ()ther un=to- pubtication6.
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Introduction

What is Fish Culture?
Fish culture is the growing of fish in ponds. Growing fish in ponds,
from which they cannot escape, allows feeding, breeding, growing; and

harvesting the fish in a well-planned way.

Fish- culture is one-form of aquaculture. Aquaculture is the science_

Which deals with methods of growing (cultivating) animal and vegetable

life in water. Some other kinds of aquaculture are concerned with growing
frogs, oysters, seaweed, and even rice.



History of Fish 'Culture in Ponds

Growing -fish in ponds is a very old practice: Carp were cultured as long

ago as 2698 B.C. in China; where they were grown in -ponds on til1Worm

fartfit. Fish culture seemed to occur Whenever civilization Was settled

for a long period of time For example, -fish culture was done in ancient
E-gypl-a-fid4nGh-inaiwh-ic-hhastra-d--6---C-Oht-filtibtit del i La Liowfor-over

4,000 years. The first written account -of fish culture in ponds was by

Fan Lai; a Chinese fish farMer, in 475 B.C.

The ancient Romans intrOdUced_tarp from Asia into_Greece and:Italy; By

the seventeenth: century (1600't),_carp_culture_was being done all over

Europe; A book written in England in_1600:by_John Taverner gives the

details of_goOd pond management and_talksaboutgrowing the common carp;
Taverner:altii wrote about pond construction; ._fertilization and feeding

Another booki__Written in 1865, gave- the_ of the strippifig methodt

of spawning fish.- The methods of culturing common carp have not chafiged

very much since that time.

The common carp is still a very important pond fish.

today, other fish also are being cultured in_ponds. Some -of -the most

well=known are -fish of the tilapia gentitilike T' pia iiitottca and

Taapitz_modMbi&d, Some of the other Chinete carps -- the- silver, grass,

and bighead carps -- also:are often tiled -in pond culture.__Mostjmportafitly,

countries all over the world are using time and money to discover which

of the fish commonly-found in their own waters-will grow well In fish

ponds.

Why FiSii are Grown in Ponds
The_practice of culturing fish III ponds developed because_ growing fish in

ponds_is amore,useful practice; for some purposes, than trying to catch

fish from lakes; rivers; or streams._ For example:

Many interested people discovar that building a fishpond
close to home is passible and far more convenient than going

to the nearest market or river. Ponds can be built wherever
the soil, shape of the land, and water supply are right. This

may sound as if a lot of factors are involved. But since a

wide variety of soils, land shapes and water supplies can be

used for pond culture, a fish pond even be made from a.

rice paddy or an unused grain field.

It is easier to get fish out of a pond than it is to catch a

fish from a river or stream. Also, the number of fish taken

out of a pond can be controlled. But it is very difficult to,

know how many. fish can be caught in a river or_stream or lake

at any one time. When the farmer goes to his -fishpond to get

dinner, he knows he can take out the number of fish hecneeds

=:= quickly and easily.



Fish growth can be controlled. The fish can be fed extra
food to make them better for market; natural enemies can
be kept from killing the fish. For a person who relies on
fish for his food or his income, these are important factors.

.
The only fish grown in a pond are the ones the farmer
wants to is panel he
farmer knows what kind or kinds he will be getting. When

he catches fish in a lake,
stream, or river, many of the
fish will not be the ones that
are good to eat or to sell.

Growing fish in ponds allows
the farmer, or other fish
grower, to produce fish
cheaply, and to have a supply
of fish available on his own
land. Fish in ponds belong
to the pond owners; fish in
the rivers and lakes do not

Why Growing Fish is Important
There are some -very good reasons why a farmer or small land owner might

--be-ihterested in fish farming:

Fish are an important food source.

Fish farming can help a farmer make the best use of his land.

. Fish farming can provide extra income.
. _

There may be_additiOnal_reasons; you and the pond owners can determine

theSejfrOM the local situation. The three points listed above are very
broad,_ however; and apply, at least in part; to most situations.

Therefore; each point is discussed more fully below;

FISH. AS FOOD Farmers know that all living things need food, and that

without food, living things die. However, they are not as likely to know
the characteristics of food which make it valuable (or not) to the body.

Food is important because it provides proteins, vitamins, minerals, fats,

and carbohydrates. These things are called nutrients: they are materials

that the body must havd to live and grow. Every kind of food has dif-

ferent amounts Of each of these nutrients. For example, some foods

contain more protein; others have more fat than protein.

14



Because foods contain different amounts
of proteins, fats, and carbohydrates,
for example, it is_necessary to eat a
number of different kinds of food to
get the right amounts of each nutrient.
All the foods together then give the

_batiy_whatit needs to grow.

The food that people eat is called
their diet -. Eating the right kinds of
food -- foods that give the body the
right amounts of proteins, fats; etc.
-- is called eating a balanced diet.
People who eat a balanced diet usually
are healthy and strong; people who do
not eat the right kinds of food are
more likely to be weak and get sick.

Proteins are the most important part of food. Protein is made of carbon,
hydrogen; and nitrogen. These are called elements. The combinations of
elements in protein make it the most useful nutrient. Foods that contain
a lot of protein are especially good for people to eat. And fish contains

a lot of protein.

The table on the opposite:page. shows a list of foods that humans eat.
The first number beside the food shows the number of grams of protein in
the fdbd_When it is fresh. The second number tells how many grams of
protein there are in food which has_been dried. The table shows that
fish == whether fresh or dried=_is_a very good source of protein;
(100gm of dried fish contains- more protein than 100gm of fresh fish only
because dried foods have water taken out. Therefore; 100gm of fresh fish
weighs less when it is dried.)

If the farmers in your area already eat a lot of fish,-or like fish, fish
farming for food may not be hard to introduce and have accepted.

If they do not eat fish often, you will have to keep this in mind when

you talk about fish as a healthy food. Food just may not be the most
important reason, from their point of view, for wanting to grow fish.
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PROTEIN CONTENT OF FOODS *

-Food
Fresh; gins protein

per 100gm
Dried; gms _protein

per 1110gm_

FISH
Fatty (herring) 17 46
Non-fatty (haddock) 16 84

MEAT
Beef 20 67

Pork, loin 20 67

Liver 20 67

DAIRY PRODUCTS
Milk 3.4

Eggs 12 46

CEREALS
Wheat 12 14

Maize 10 11

Oats 10 11

Rice 9

OIL SEEDS
Soya 33 37

Cottonseed 20 21

Sesame 21 22

GREEN LEAFY VEGETABLES
Cabbage 1.4 - 3.3 24

Spinach 2.3 - 5.5 26

ROOTS
Cassava (manioc) 0.7 2

Potatoes 2.1 9

Yams 2.1 7

Plantains 1.0 3

* These values are estimates only; -the amount
of- protein varies according -to the age, size,
and_quality;of the food, and how it was
cooked and stored.

Solace! Aytwaltd and Ja (.1975)
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But there are other reasons you can offer a farmer. For example, a
farmer may consider cultivating fish if he realizes that fish are easy
to grow, cheaper than some kinds of meat, available as food all year
round, etc. You will have to see which combination of arguments works
best for getting farmers interested.

BETTER LAND USE Somelarmers_may be more interested in fish farming
when they realize they can accomplish two purposes: provide a reliable
food supply and make the best postible use of their land.

"Fish farming" is a good thing to call "fish culture' because it can
start the_farmer thin%ing about raising fish with the; same kind of plan-
ning and land-use management ideas that he puts into raising crops.

Whether the farmer raises fish, crops, or animals, he is using his land
in certain ways. His aim in all cases is to increase the production of
food and the yield from the land. What farmers; and other people, often
do not realize is that fish culture can help get more out of the land.
Here are a few ways in which fish culture can help support and extend a
farmer's land use:

Land gets tired when it is used for growing the same crop
year after year. These crops use up nutrients in soil, and
they begin to grow poorly. Fish ponds can beibuilt on this
land and fertilized_to provide food for the fish.__After_a
few years of fertilizing and growing_fishi_the soil_inside
the pond regains some of the nutrients_used up by_the grow-
ing of crops year after year. The land can then be used for
crops again.

. Some farmers own land_that may not_be very good for growing
crops: it is too sandy, for example. But there are ways of
building fish ponds in sandy soil. So the farmer would be
able to use land that was once not of much value to him.

. There are many ways that fish farming can fit into the
farmer's plan for hit land; The important thing is thatall
of these ways help the farmer'make the best use and get more
out of what he has -- readily; and often without much expense:
For example, a farmer who grows paddy rice can grow fish in
that paddy;. fish ponds can be built as part of water supply
and irrigation systems; vegetable seraps and animal_ manures
can be collected and used_for fertilizing ponds. The farmer
should_know_that_a farm with_a_fish_pond or ponds_can give
a total food yield that is higher than a farm with no fish
ponds.

The_following diagram illustrates some of the ways in which the fish
pond fits into the farm: The same water source is used by both the
garden and the fish pond; the mud from the bottom of the pond makes
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good fertilizer for the garden; vegetable matter from the garden can be
used to fertilize fish ponds; manure from the animals can be used for the
pond and parts of fish can be used to feed animals; etc.
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water
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ANIMALS

ADDED INCOME Fish ponds can be quite small, or they can be large.
They can be made using expensive equipment and drainage systems, or they
can be dug using hand tools and drained by a bamboo pipe. Fish can grow
successfully in both of these types of pond,ps long as the ponds are
managed correctly.

If the major reason for building the fish pond is to get increased and
better find for his family, a farmer certainly does not need fancy ponds
or expensive equipment. Fish ponds can be very inexpensive to keep.
Fish do not require fancy foods. Many ponds provide all the food the
fish need. But besides the foods they find in water itself,-some fish
eat leafy garbage, mill sweepings, beer residues, spoiled grains, broken
rice, and many other waste products that might not otherwise be used.
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A farmer makes his income go further by growing more of the family's
food and by selling leftover fish the family cannot eat.

Growing fish to sell can also be
very profitable. But the costs
involved in getting .started and in
maintaining the effort are greater:
if the farming is to be a solid
commercial enterprise; then more
ponds, more time,. more money, and
nearby marketplaces are needed.
Tne business may or may ncrII show
a profit right away; in_fact, the
chances are that it will not. A
farmer might be better advised to
start small and work into a bigger
enterprise slowly as he learns to
manage the art of growing fish in
ponds.

A Word about Cooperation

Often fish ponds are built by cooperatives. A cooperative is an organ-
ization of people in an area who come together to do something they could
not or would not do alone. In this way; four or five people or families
can pool their resources and build a fish pond operation together.
Sometimes an entire village will form a cooperative and will build and
operate a pond as a group. This kind of cooperation makes possible
better pond construction and management. A fish pond cooperative may be
a good way for a village to improve the diet of the community and to sell
enough fish to maintain the enterprise. If the farmers in your area are
not interested in, or are concerned about, building ponds individually,
a cooperative may be a very acceptable idea.



Gettiiid Ready to Plan a Fish Farm -

A farmer or other person interested in growIng.fish should read the
following list carefully before going further: The following factors
must be considered before the farmer builds his fish-pond. -Many pond
owners have small fish ponds that are only used for their own families,
but a farmer who sells fish must look for a market and a way to get his
fish to that market. It does no good to harvest fish which cannot be
sold or used by the farmer and his family.

Is the soil able to hold-water for a fish pond?

Is there an adequate supply of water for a pond?

Is the land a good miaop for a fish pond?

Is the pond area close to your home?

Who owns the land Where the pond will be built?

Are there enough people to help build and harvest the pond?

cah the equipment for building a pond be built, borrowed, or bought?

It there a marketplace nearby?

. Are there roads from the pond area to a market place?

. Are the roads passable even in the rainy season?

. It there a good way to get the fish to market?

. Is there a vehicle available for transportation, if necessary?

. If there is no market nearby; or if it is hard to get to the
market, can the fish be kept by drying, smoking, or salting?

. 'Is there enough food for the pond fish?

. Are there feriilizers available?

Do the people in the area like fish? Do they eat freshwater fish?

Can the people in the area afford to buy the fish produced in the

pond?

If the farmer can answer yes to the questions which most fit his

situation, he has a good chance of having a successful fish pond.

But he must consider these factors. Each is discussed in detail in

the "Planning" sections.

20



2 Planning: The Site and the
Type of Fish Farm

Before construction can begin, the farmer must look over his land to
choose the place or places where ponds can be built, and decide what
kind and how many to build. He must also decide on the kind of fish
culture he wants to do, and 'on the type of fish that he wants to raise.
He must look at his resources and his needs very carefully before he
actually begins building and operating a fish pond. This section will
give information to guide the farmer in the planning of ponds and kind
of fish culture.

TOPOGRAPHY

The Site

WATER SUPPLY

"TYPES OF

FISH

One of_the most important_ parts of planning is finding.the_right place
(selecting the site) for the Pond. Fish ponds'use the land in a different
way from agricultural' crops_ such-as rice or wheat, but fish also are a
crop. And when a farmer builds a2fish pond, lie is choosing one use of

N
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his land instead of some other use. If the site for the pond is well-
chosen, the pond can be more productive than the land by itself. But if
it is not chosen well,-the farmer may lose, or, at best, gain nothing

from his fish pond. When considering a site for the fish pond, the
farmer should remember and consider several points that were made in the

introduction:

. Often poor agricultural land can_be turned into very_good fish

ponds; In general, the better the soil of an area; the better

the fish pond. But this does not mean that -a pond cannot be
built on poor land. It does mean that the- farmer will have to
work harder to maintain the pond and the fiSh.

. If the pond is built on agrlcultural land which is not producing
good crops, but -the pond is cared for well, eventually the pond
bottom soil will become more fertile than it was before. If

this pond is a large one, after harvesting the fish, the pond
can be planted again with a land crop, like corn, and allowed

to grow. Then when_the corn is harvested, the land can be
turned back into a fish pond. This means that a farmer can get
two good uses out of his land instead of one poor crop.

. Other farmers may want to. grow fish in rice paddies by digging
trenches around the edges of the paddy for fish to swim in.
This is another way of culturing fish which will be discussed
in somewhat more detail later in the manual.

The point of the discussion above, is that a fish pond is just -one use

that a farmer's fields can have; and the choice of how the land can be

used is important.

Ve 11(,,114.it _(// 4, V. 0174
fr ft :crtfi v/

(p

4 types o4 ditcheo
dug tit paddy 4.ietds iot fish

s'
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There are three factors that work together to make a good site for a
fish pond:

. Water supply

. ,Soil

Topography

WATER SUPPLY __Water supply, soil, and topography all are important,
but water supply is the most important factor in selecting a site Fish
depend upon water for all their needs: fish need water in which-to
breathe, to eat, and to grow and reproduce. I/f/4 site has water availz
able year-round, that site meets its first test easily. If water is not
available all the time but there is some way to store water =.= in large
tanks, barrels or drums, in depressions ;,ponds, or wells -- for use when
the natural water supply is, low, then that =site may still be all right.
The key, of course, is that water must be available at all times and in
good supply.

Where Can Water for Fish-Ponds-Come From? Water used in ponds comes
from many sources:

. Rainia.U. Some ponds, called "sky" ponds, rely only on rainfall
to fill their need for water.

. Ran-olii. Some ponds are gravel and sand pits which fill when
water from the surrounding land area runs into them.

. Matti/tat orate'; Most ponds are filled with water that comes
from natural springs -or wells; or, with water that hat been
channelled (diverted') and brought in from streams, rivers,
or lakeS.

SpAings;_ Some ponds are built where_there is _a_spring to supply
water; Spring water -is water under the ground that has found a_
way to get out It leaves_the ground and_becometa stream as it
flows -away. Spring water is_good_for fish ponds_because it is
usually clean (uncontaminated).and has no unwanted fish or fish
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eggs i, n it. If the water from a spring has travelled very far,
it may need to be filtered before.it is used for a fish pond.
But filtering is easy to do (see the 'Construction" section)
and the important fact is that the water supply is available.

. Weitz. The best source of, water for a fish pond is well water.
Well water has few contaminants and, if the well i.s a good one,
the water is continuously available. Well water and spring
water, however, are both often low in oxygen content. Fish
need to have oxygen in their water to live, Since this problem
is overcome easily (see water quality information in the section
on-"Preparing the Pond") the major factor to be considered
here is an adequate water supply.

Most fish ponds use waIer-ihatcoMes from_a stream, river, or lake.
A diversion ditch or channel is dug between,the water source and the
pond to take water from source to pond. This_is a good way to fill_a__
pond because the water can be controlled easily. When the pond is full,
the channel can be blocked with a gate or a plug (see "Construction"
section), and the water will stop moving into the pond.

There can be problems with_this kind of water supply; for example, often
in tropical areas streams flood in the rainy season. This extra water
can be dangerous_to the pond and must be diverted away from the pond by
a channel_built_for that purpose.,, IT IS BEST NOT TO CHOOSE A PLACE THAT
IS KNOWN-TO FLOOD -WHEN CHOOSING A WATER-SUPPLY AND SITE FOR A POND. When
a pond floods, all the fish escape and the pond is empty at harvest time.

If the water for the pond is being taken from a stream, lake, or river,
then the farmer should plan to filter the water carefully when filling
the pond. Water from these sources' sometimes contains unwanted fish or
fish eggs. Filtering prevents these fish or eggs, and other harmful
animals, from entering the pond.

I_yallualitoft14ate. Finding an adequate water supply is the
first has to check that supply to make sure it
can be used for a pond. This check of the water should include:

. looking at the water, smelling it,and tasting it.

looking to see if there is a family upstream who take baths in
the water before it gets to the pond.

. making sure that there is no family or village downstream that
depends upon the source for their drinking water.

If the, water supply seems all right, the farmer must also find the
answers to some other questions.- Where the water comes from, how far it
travels to get to the site for the pond, and what kind of soil it travels
over will all affect the quality of the water. These questions and their
answers tell what must be done td make the water' right for a pond:

7
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Is the water very clear? Then the farmer may have to fertilize
the pond because there are not enodgh nutrients in the water.

. -Is the water very muddy?__ Then it will have to settle before it
is used in the pond: a epaial place will have to be made
where the mud can settle out of the water before the water
goes into the pond.

. Is the water a bright green? It probably haS a lot of =fish
food. in it.

. IS_the water a darki_smelly brown? It may have acid ih'iti
and the farmer will have to add lime to the water.

There are many 'things which can be done to make water,. good, a pond.
If_thefarmer knows his supply and the kind of_water I has, he can-
take the stept necessary to use his supply well.

SOIL The seconeimportant part
.area. The soil of the pond 'must
tributes to the fertility of the
contains..

of site selection is the.soil of the
be able to hold water. It also con-
water betause of:the nutrients it

Ability of Soil to Hold Water. The best soil for a pond contains a lot
of clay. Clay soil holds water well. When a place with a good water
supply is found, the farmer must test the soil. He can tell a lot abbut
the soil simply by feeling it. If the soil feels gritty or rough to the
touch, it probably contains a lot of sand. If it feels smooth and
slippery, it probably means there is a lot of clay in it This smooth
soil is good for a fish pond.

A very good way to tell if the soil is right for a fish
pond is to wet a handful of soil with just enough water
to make it damp.



TMW4ueeze the soil.

If it holds its shape when the farmer opens his hand, it will `-

be good for a pond. Remember, the more-clay In the soil, the.`

better it is for building a pond.

0

If the soil is sandy; or does not contain much clay, the farmer can still

build a pond. There are ways of building ponds in these soils. But he ,

should be aware thkt .building a fish pond in such soili requires more

effort and may not be as successful. Digging test holes will tell, the

farmer what his soil is.

Larger ponds can be built in soils with'clay. If the soil is rocky or has`

shifting sand, etc., only small ponds are po.5ible. If there.are other

locations available; the farmer would_be Wise to see if there is another

place with soil better suited to the fish pond. More information on soil,

is included in.the "Construction" section.

Abilit of Soil to Provide Nutrients. Soil also contributes to the pond's

ert ty. ert ity s a measure of the nutrients in the pond, and it

simply refers to how much food there is available in the pond-for_the

fish to eat. A very fertile pond is one which contains a lot of fish-food.

de
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The soil of the pond contains some of these necessary nutrients -- like

iron, calcium, and'magnesium. In addition, however, soilmalso can contain
acids; these substances often areharmful to fish. Whatever a soil has
in it is drawn into the pond by the water and thus comes in contact with

the fish. Sometimes after a heaVy rainstorm, there are big -fish kills

in new ponds: This,happens because the heavy rain carrieslarger
amounts'of acids from the soil into the pond. So the farmer who is aware
of the kind of-soil he has for his fish pond can prevent this problem

before it happens.

REMEMBER: One good'indicator of the quality of-soil is Whether it has

been used fOrgrowing crops. If crops grow well -in that location,°the
soil. will probably be good for the fish pond. If crops did grow well
there befoi'e the nutrients were used up, then it will probably still be

free of harmful substances.

TOPOGRAPHY -.The third factor in site selection is topography.
Topography is a_ cord used to describe the shape of the land -- whether

it is flat or hilly,,upland or lowland, etc. The topography of the land

determines the kinds of ponds which can be built. Ponds can be built in

valleys or_on flat ground. They can be square or rectangular, or uneven

in shape. They can be large or small. All of thitits determined by
topography of the land, as well as by the farmer'sfrequirements.

The host useful topography-for fish ponds is that which allows the farmer

to fill and drain ponds using gravity. Ponds built on a slope. for

example, can be drained easily. If ponds are located on flat land, the

pond must be built with a slope inside it to-it can be drained by gravity,

or it will have to. be drained using a pump.

SloOe. If the farmer looks at a hillside, he can see that it rises. It

is higher at one point than at another. This difference in height, from

high'to low point, is the slope of the land. In more scientific terms,

slope is the relationship between the horizontal distance (length) and
the vertical distance (elevation) over a piece of land.

Slope is usually written as a ratio (1:2) or as a percentage (5%). A

slope of 1:2 means that for every change in length 0,22 meters, there is

a change of 1 meter in height.' A slope of 5% means that for every change
in lepgth ofe,gay, 100cm, there is_a change in height of 5cm. Pond

bottoms usually have .a slope of 2-5%, whether they are on level ground

or in a hilly area As long as the pond'bottom has a slope, it can be

drained completely.

A farmer does not require a scientific understanding of slope to build

a pond. He does need to know how the shape of his land determines, the

best place for building ponds. Ponds built in hilly places often are

made.part of the hill. The picture on top of the next page, of a pond

with a spring as a water source, shows how the slope of the land has

been msed.to set up the pond's drainage system.
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In flatter areas, ponds are usually square or rectangular because it is

easier to use -a harvesting net in ponds of these shapes.

The farmer will leatt dUitkly_td recognize-by sight the slope that is-

best'for a pond; _Betatitea slope is so important, the first thing a_

farmer should lOOk for _is a site with_a slope and a water supply: If

he can use a natural slope for his pond, the pond will be cheaper and

easier to construct.

The best places to look for such combinations of slope and water supply

are where water collects from streams and flows through the valley at

the bottom of a slope. If the pond is built on the slope above the

water flow, water drained from the pond can flow directly into the stream.

Water might be brought to the pond in a number of ways depending upon the

situation == by streams running down the slope upon which the pond is

situated, for example. Another good place to look for a good combination

of slope and water supply is on plains or flattish ground between hills.

These plains often receive water from brooks or streams.

There are many possibilities; The important thing is that the farmer
look for a topography that makes fiSh farming as easy and as successful

as possible

The Type of Fish Earth

After the farmer has found a site or sites for his fish pond, he must

consider what kinds of fish culture are possible in the space he has

available. He_also must decide what his resources will allow him to

get started. This planning is necessary because the answers will

determine the number of fish ponds the farmer builds and the kind of_

fish he will want to culture. The following pages present a_rangt of

ideas concerning the kinds of fish farm operations (raising fish or

breeding fish); the types of pond used in fish culture; fish culture in

one or severalponds; advantages of small and large ponds; and mixing

or separating fish types and sexes. A discussion of these subjects will

provide the farmer with the background he needs to decide what kind of

fish farm is possible for him; given his resources and the kind of-fish he

wants to raise.



A NOTE OF CAUTION Before a farmer even begins, however, it is impor-
tant for him to include in his planning the fact that some fish will die.
This is an extremely important fact for the first-time is grower to
understand. It is very natural for some fish, the weaker fish, to die in
ponds. As long as fish are protected in ponds and are well taken care of,
fewer fish will die in ponds than would die in natural waters. But a
farmer who does not expect some death may get discouraged and give up
before he has given his pond a chance to work. It is never too early to
introduce this idea.

KINDS OF FISH FARM CDERAT1ON. In nature, many fish never reach
adult size because they are eaten by other animals (predators), or they
die from disease or lack of oxygen. In fish culture, the farmer tries
to control the pond situation in order to produce more fish. In ponds,
predators and so on can be controlled so that the pond yields more fish
per hectare than do natural waters.

There are two major kinds of fish farms -- those which breed fish and
raise the fry, and those which rear fry and fingerlings (the young fish)
to market size. So the farmer, after finding possible sites, etc., must
decide if he is going_to breed his fish and raise the fry. Or if he is
going to buy fry'and fingerlings and rear them to market size, not
getting involved in breeding.

Breeding fish requires more time and more ponds than simply rearing
fingerlings. And building more ponds can be more expensive and require
more ongoing management. So the farmer must finally determine his reason
for raising fish: to eat; to sell; to use his land better; or all of
these. He will have to have all these things firmly in mind so that he
can:

. build the right kinds of pond.

. build the right number of ponds.

. stock the right kinds of fish.

TYPES OF PONDS The types of pond a farmer can build depend on water
supply, soil, and topography, the factors which were just discussed. The
two types of pond most often built are barrage ponds and diversion ponds.
Many aspects of the construction of these ponds are the same. The main
difference between these two types of pond is the water source.

Barrage Ponds. These ponds are usually filled Iv rainfall or by spring
water. A spring, for example, sends water fldwing through a small valley
or down a slope into a low place. Or a spring bubbles from the ground
into a natural depress-ion. The pond is formed by collecting -Water at the
base of the valley and in the low .places. The farmer does this by build-
ing a wall (dam) which holds the water inside what now is the pond area.
The wall keeps the water from entering and leaving except as needed.

29
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SERIES OF BARRAGE PONDS
_

DRAINA PIPES

The number of pond walls the farmer must construct depends upon the land

and on how he fixes his drainage system. A barrage pond usually needs

only one wall =-..= the main wall between the water source and the-pond area.

One kind of drainage system called a sluice (see "Construction" section)

can be used to let water both in and out of the pond. There are also a
number of simple drainage systems which can be used that do not require'

any complicated construction.

Barrage ponds should not be built where the now of water is too great:

it is difficult to keep the Water from breaking down the wall if the

pressure of the water is too great. Brooks and streams Which flow well,
but not too strongly, make good sources for barrage ponds.

Even when the flow of water is not great, however, barrage ponds require

overflow channels. Because barrage ponds are usually built in low areas,
they are likely to fill up in heavy rains. Overflow channels are any
kind of system which can be set up to stop the pond from collecting too
much water. The overflow takes extra water away from the pond. If this

extra water is not taken out, the pond wall may break. Therefore,,:the

overflow system is needed to help the drainage system handle the flow of

water when there is too much water in the pond.
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The overflow system can be wide grooves cut into the top of the wall
toward the ends away from the middle; it can be large hollow tree trunks
which are set into the tops of the wall and work as pipes to drain the
water into ditches, or even to carry the water into storage areas for use
later when the water supply is low. Another kind of overflow can be
ditches, dug into the ground above pond level, which take the extra water
away when the water rises to that level.

An overflow often is not screened, because if something large catches
on it, the pressure of the water behind it might cause the entire wall to
break. This fact results in a loss of fish at time of flooding.
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Diversion Ponds. These ponds are made by bringing (diverting) water from
another source like a stream or river. Channels are dug to carry the
water from the water source to the pond.
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Diversion ponds can be made in a number of ways. Sometimes a pond is

dug in flat ground or can be made by slightly enlarging a natural depres-

sion in the land.

These ponds, like the barrage ponds, require walls depending upon_the

topography of the land; the drainage system used, etc. A pond dug in

flat ground often requires four walls; a pond built in a natural depres-

sion,may not.

With-a-diversion-pond; the-water-ft=a1VS=brought-to the pond instead

of running directly into the pond. Water can be diverted in a number

of ways. For example, a small stream which gets its water from a larger

stream nearby can be dammed and used as a diversion channel to feed a

pond. Or water can be diverted to a pond from an irrigation ditch which

carries water to agricultural crops from a nearby well or lake.

A farmer may have one diversion pond, or if_his space allows and the

water supply is sufficient, he may have several. When a series of di=

version ponds is built, they are built in one of two ways:

Rodsany 4otem. These ponds are built one after another in a

string. °In,this system, all the ponds drain into each other

and must be managed as if they were one pond. Therefore, if

the first pond in the series (the pond with the water inlet)

is full of predators which must be poisoned, all the other

ponds in the system have to be harvested (have the fish taken

out) and drained before the first pond can be poisoned and

drained.
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Each kind_of pond is going to have advantages or disadvantages depending
upon the farmer's situation. A parallel system of diversion ponds, in
most cases, is a better system. But rosary_systems are cheaper and
easier to build, and therefore, more possible for some farmers to under-
take. Also, if the water source is good, and can be kept free of preda-
tors and unwanted fish, and if the management of the pond is done well,
a rosary system can be very successful.

Diversion ponds are often better than barragei;onds because they are less
likely to overflow, and t!'. water source.is often more dependable through-
out the year. But barrage ponds require less construction and are likely
to be cheaper. In addition, for some farmers, barrage ponds are the best,
and perhaps the only, way for them to use their land for fish ponds.

The art of constructing and planning a fish pond or fish operation is
very much an individual thing. There are basic ways of using resources,
for example, land and water resources. But the exact shape and type of
fish pond must be decided by the farmer for his situation. There are
many ways of making fish ponds which will work, and the "right" way for
any given farmer is the way which works best for him. Many aspects of
fish-farming are determined by experimenting with pond operation, but
much can be done by good planning before fish pond construction.

Therefore, the farmer must look at his sites and 'consider the types of
ponds he can build from the viewpoint of the number, size, and depth of
the ponds he is going to need. If, for example, the farmer thinks he
has a good area for a diversion pond, but hits solid rock at .lm and needs
a pond 2m deep, he can find this out before he invests a great deal of
time and money. If he has room for two small diversion ponds and a
barrage pond, or for a large diversion pond and a barrage pond, he can
base his decision on what kind of pond to build upon the number, size,
and depth of pond he needs for what he will be doing.

The Number of Ponds.. The number of ponds depends on the possible sites
And on what the_farmer plans to do with his fish ponds. If he is going
to raise_fingerlings to market size, he will need one or a few "rearing"
ponds_. If a farmer plans a_larger operation in which he will breed fish
for the eggs and fry, he will need space for nursery pond, rearing pond,
and a pond for brood stock. Nursery ponds_can hold eggs and fry until
they are fingerling size; rearing ponds hold the fingerlings until they,
are market size; brood ponds hold the fish to be used for breeding.

It is possible to breed fish in a corner of a.large,,single pond, and a
farmer interested in raising fish for his own use may_wint to do_this.
But a farmer interested in marketing fish probably will want at least
two large ponds. If he has two medium-large ponds, he can Use one for
rearing fingerlings and one for broodstock. Eggs and fry Can be taken
care of in very small ponds or even containers.

TheSite.0fPOTICIS. The size of ponds depends upon the same factors --
topography, water supply; and need. Nursery ponds usually are smaller
than rearing ponds because the fry are very small. The size of nursery
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ponds depends on the fish species being cultured. In fact, eggs and fry
can even be kept in washtubs, oil drums or any other such container which
holds enough water for the number of fry and is supplied with enough

oxygen.
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As the fish grow, they need more space. So rearing ponds are usually
bigger than nursery ponds, and brood ponds are bigger than rearing ponds.

Sometimes a farmer will have to choose between one large pond or several

smaller ponds. His site would allow him to decide either way.

Here are some advantages of small and large ponds:

Small Ponds: . harvest easily and quickly

. drain and refill quickly

. treat for disease easily

. are not eroded by wind easily

Laage Ponds: . cost less to build per hectare of water

. take up less space per hectare of water
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. have more oxygen in the water

. can be rotated with rice or other crops

For most farmers, a few small ponds are better than one or two large
ponds. Farmers must also manage their agricultural crops, and it is
difficult for them to manage large ponds. Also, most farmers just do
not have _a lot of land. A good size for a single fish pond is probably
between 1 and 5 ares (100 and 500m4).

Farmers are going to be most interested in working the fish pond into an
already going farm as simply and easily as possible. This is why
culturing fish ir rice paddies is popular in some areas. In fact, fish
ponds can be set up in almost any area where a rice paddy can be located
-- even on steep hillsides.

Small ponds are easier to care for and construct. As a farmer gains
experience, he -can go on and build larger ponds. Starting small is a
good idea until the farmer feels he knows what he is doing and is successful.

Depth of Ponds. The depth of ponds depend8 upon the fish being grown.
Fish species like different kinds of food, and the depth of the ponds
affects the kinds of food produced by the pond. A common carp, for
instance, eats worms and other bottom organisms and must have, a pond
that is not deeper than 2m. But when the carp are fry, they eat only
plankton, the tiny free-floating plants and animals suspended throughout
the water. So nursery ponds for carp fry are often only 0.5m deep.
(As mentioned before, eggs and fry can be taken care of in almost any
container which holds enough water and has enough oxygen.)

Other fish feed at other levels in-the ponds depending on_their life
stage and on their owd-fddd preferences. A very deep pond will not
produce as much food because the sunlight cannot light the water below
a certain depth and the plankton will not be able to make oxygen for the
fish (see water quality). On the other hand; a very shallow pond might
be turbid, covered by water plants easily, and become very hot. Most
pond owners make sure that the water depth at the edges of the pond is
at least 75cm to discourage water plants. It is best if the pond is
about 75cm deep at the shallow end and up to 2m deep at the deepest end.
This will give the best results with most pond fish.

111E-014E-120t, OPERATION If the farmer's site can only have one
pond, his decision is easy. It is hard to breed fish when only one pond
is available. Usually a single pond is used only for rearing fish from
fry or fingerlings to market size. This is the case in small, backyard
fish ponds that are used to supply fish for only one family_ good
minimum size for such a pond is 15m2 in area and lm deep. A smaller
pond would probably not be worth the effort to build and maintain.

A single pond is stocked with the fry or fingerlings. For example, a
pond of the size mentioned above could be stocked with 60 fingerlings.
These young fish are cared for until they reach adult size. Then the

se.
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pond is harvested (the fish are taken' out). The pond area can then be
prepared for a new batch of fish and stocked again.

One pond can provide a good food source for the family. However, rearing
fish means that somewhere there must be a source of fry or fingerlings
for use in thepond. The farmer must check his area carefully, so that
he is sure the young fish are available before he builds one pond.

The source can be a river where he collects the young fish, or a local
fish farm which breeds fish to supply farmers who have small ponds, or a
government hatchery where the farmer can buy the young fish. If the
farmer decides that he wants to breed fish in his pond, it is possible
to breed some fish inside small nets placed in the pnhd. A single pond,
though, is usually used just for rearing fry or fingerlings to a good
size for food and market.

While one pond usually means that the farmer is wise to concentrate on
raising one batch of fish from fry or fingerlings to market size, he
still must decide what kind or kinds of fish he will raise in his pond.

He can raise one kind of fish alone (monoculture) or he can raise
several kinds together (polyculture).

MONCCULTURE Mbnoculture is the culture of only one species (kind) of
fish in _a pond. It can be tilapia of one species, common carp, or any
other single fish species.

MonocultUre has some advantages. One advantage is in intensive fish
culture practices, where fish are fed a lot of supplementary foods for

fast growth. It is easier to give these foods if there is only_one type
Of fish in the pond. Another possible advantage is that\monoculture
gives greater control-over the age and sex of the fish; In monocultures,
fish can be of all different ages and life stages, or they can be
separated into fry, fingerlings or brood stock;
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A monoculture allows a faemer who is unfamiliar with fish farming to get
to know his one type of fish very well. And there is some advantage to
this.

In monoculture ponds, fish are harves-
ted selectively by using nets which
have meshes of different sizes. For
example, if the farmer wishes to
harvest larger fish for market or
breeding, the net will not catch or
hurt the fry or fingerlings, because
they are too small to be caught by
a large-mesh gill net. This allows
the farmer to keep his pond in
operation and producing fish for
food all year.

One disadvantage of a monoculture
pond is that it is more likely'
for a single disease or parasite
to kill all fish in the pond.
Different fish are susceptible--
to different diseases. If only
one fish typeis present in the
pond, -a-biafrifidisease could
easily infect and kill all the
fish if it were not stopped in
time
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Monoculture is the most common kind of pond culture. For a small fish

farmer who is_most interested in having a_hearby, year=round supply of

protein (and -who does not haVe a lot of time or interest to give to the

pond), a monoculture may be a very good idea.

POLYCULTURE

Polyculture is the culture of,two or more fish species together in a

pond. .A good pclytulture uses the natural food soUrces in a pond better:

if the polyculture is mixed correctly, each of the species eats a

different food from the pond.

Polycultures are more
resistant to disease.
Disease, if present,
usually attacks the
smaller, weaker fish,
End the healthier fish
continue to live and
grow.

Fith_ttOtked in a polydulture must be able to live together._ And living

together successfully_means that the fish put into the pond together do

not all need to tat the same food; kpolyculture cati,have fish of any

size or. age -- as long as a balanced relationship is maintained.

Some examples-of polycultures are:

fingerlings of two or more speciet stocked together in a

fertilized pond and left to grow. A good mixture in this
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kind'of polyculture is a mixture of Chinese carp_ -- silver,
11 grass, and bighead carp stocked together. The silver carp

eats phytoplanktonl the grass carp eats pond vegetation;
the bighead carp eats zooplankton.

MIXED GAFF fiNGERLiNOS
o

TILAPIA FINGERLING -S
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CATFISH

A_few large fish (brood size) are stocked with fingerlings
of another species in a pond and left alone. A good example
of this is stocking tilapta fingerlings together with a few
adult-sized Cieartia catfish. The catfish feed on bottom
organisms and serve as a population control on the fry that
are produced in the tilapia ponds. Since one of the problems
which can be associated with culturing tilapia is overpopulation,
this is a very complementary relationship.

Poputation
contnot



. Another example of this type of polyculture is a stocking
of any kind of fingerlings mixed with a few large grass
carp for weed control.
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Alatmet must be
cakeiut to avoid
the mobtem of
itsh competing ialt
food When he ptam
a potyugtate.

Polyculture is _a good way to use a pond; especially if,theN_is_only_one_

; pond to use A 'careful_examination of local fish_and their habits-should

tell a.farmer what kinds of polycultures are possible in his pond. The

important_ thing_to remember_is that the fish must not compete with each

ofher. If stocked and managed correctlyi polyculture ponds can_giVe

maximum production to a fish farmer; In very practical terms k, the_fArmer

could raise as much as three times more fish in a_polyculture_of three

species than he can raise in .a monoculture pond of the same size.

MONOSEX CULTURE A word should be said about monosex culture, even
though few farmers will choose or be able to_choose this way of operation.

Monosex culture means growing only one sex of one species of fish in _a

pond. When only males or only females are stocked in a pond, all the

energy of a fish goes into growth and not intereproduction.

An all-male stodking has faster growth rates than kimixed stock of males

and females. Sosome farmers try. to stock only males or females in a

pqpd. One fish species that often is used in monosex culture is tilapia:

Tilapia reproduce at a-very small size, but wheh.separated by sex, they

do not develop their reproductive organs, yet-continue to grow.

One way'to stock a monosex pond is to,separate the fish one by one

according -to sex during the b..-eeding season. Often, at this time, fish

change color, and it is easier to sort fish by sex. Then the fish can

be grown to a larger size.

In another method, people have been trying to dbtain fish of all one sex_

by putting two differentspecies of tilapia into a pehd.- When these fish

breed, they produce either a monosex culture or a sterile hybrid. Three

crosses do now produce 100% male offspring.
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Crosses of Tilapia which Produce 100% Male 6ffsprio9:

MALE CROSSED WITH

Utopia mackochilt
Titapia mossambica
Utopia hotoAum

X

X

X

FEMALE

Titapia nitotica
Utopia nitotica
Utopia mos4ambica

There are no crosses that produce 100% female offspring as yet. Males
are preferred because they continue to grow during the breeding season,
when there are no females present -- even though they (the males) continue
to build their nests in preparation for mating.

Monosex culture is a valuable method of pond culture, but is usually
difficult to do: the hybrid crosses are very new; hand-sorting fish by
sex causes many of the fish to die from stress. Even if the fish are
sorted without stressing them, one fish of the opposite sexAhat
accidentally finds its way into the pond can ruin the whole monosex
culture. So monosex culture is generally not practiced by small-scale
fish farmers.

THE MORE -THAN - ONE - POND OPERATION A farmet%who has a laruer
area to work with might wish to consider having two or three small ponds.
Perhaps two ponds would be diversion ponds., and the third, a barrage
pond fed by a spring. Perhaps the farmer has room for only two barrage
ponds. He does not want to keep eggs and fry in the ponds becaroe it is
harder to protect eggs and fry in barrage ponds. This does not= mean he
cannot breed fish. He can keep eggs and fry in an oil drum, washtub,
oranythingelseaslongas.thewateriscleanandcontainsplerity of
oxygen.

With three ponds, one pond can be the rearing pond in which fingerlings
are raised to market size; one can be used to keep br3od stdck; and the
third, and perhaps the smallest, can be used as a nursery pond where the
eggs hatch and the fry grow tc, fingerling size. If the farmer does not
plan to breed fish, then he can USE all three ponds as rearing ponds.
He should not do this, however, without thinking ahead to the harvest .

and making plans for marketing the fish he will grow, orb preserving the
Fis.h for sale or use later.
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The major difference between a_large farm operation and a small one may

be only the number of ponds. Three ponds is enough to have a full-fledged
operating fish farm which includes breeding, selling fry and fingerlings

to other farmers, and raising fry and fingerlings to market and brood

size. Once the farmer is a skilled pond manager, these ponds should do

well and provide a good return on his investment.

Until the farmer is experienced, however, it is better for him to start

with small efforts and a smaller operation. Small pond failure is not as

severe. Once the ponds are working well, the farmer can expand and build

more and/or larger ponds. But he should be encouraged to start small.
There are a lot of factors in fish pond management that are learned best

by experience. But a bad experience will discourage, rather than encourage,

the pond owner.

A FINAL WORD ON PLANNING PONDS Good planning is a must for a

successful fish pond operation. It is during the planning process,
before any money or a lot of time and energy is spent, that many problems

can be solved.

The farmer should keep in mind while planning that ponds do not have to

have expensive equipment in order to work well Far more impor'tant than

the equipment are 1) an understanding of the general principles involved,

2) the selection of a fish or fishes that will do well in his pond (see

next section, "Selection of Fish"),-and 3) good daily management of the

pond (see section 6, "Managing the Pond").



Planning: Selection of Fish

The farmer now has _a firm idea of his site and the types of ponds it is

possible for him to build. He also should know what he wants to do with
his ponds -- raise fish for food or run a fish-marketing business. Now

he must consider very carefully what type or types of-fish-he-is-going

to raise in his ponds. The success of the pond depends upon choosing
the fish that will grow best in the type of ponds and conditions that a

farmer is planning.

The following pages give some: 1) general information on characteristics
of fish, and 2) detail about certain fish which have proved to be good

pond fish and why. This information should serve as a guide_to a farmer
trying to decide which fish will do best in his ponds.

Characteristics of Fish
The major body parts of all fish perform the same functions, and they
are located in about the same places on any different fish's body. But

the size; shape; and color are often different, and these differences
help tell the fish apart. Knowing how a healthy fish looks is important.

All fish have a tail consisting of the eauda peduncle and the cauda
.in: The fish's fins help it steer_through the water and hold it

upright in the water. Often a sick fish cannot steer or flops over on
its side. Other fins on the body include:

. Pectohme -- usually located on the sides of the fish behind
the head.

. Pavia -- usually located towards the rear of the body where
the hips would be if the fish were a four-legged animal.

. Doume -- runs along the top of the fish. May be single or

double. The second dorsal fin is sometimes called thezo6t dolaca

gn.
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Partt6 oi the taapia, one o the beat og tutu! pond 6.1.4h.

Aii6te
usually located right behind the an at vent ANS) on

the rear bottom end of the fish;

Most fish have eyed; but even -with eyes fish cannot see very well;

All fish have_gitts; The gills are covered -by a flap called the

opmcaum. The gills are extremely important. Fish take in water

through their mouths; The_water_is then passed through the gills

which remove the oxygen and_nutrients from the water;, The water

is then passed outside Of the body of the fish through the gill tlitS.

It is possible to tell a_lot about a fish's health and eating habits by

looking at its gills; _Fish with many' many feathery gill rakers and

few if any teeth eat the smaller foods ih the_pond; Fish with few_and

larger gill filamentS_Oat the larger particles from the pond\___Healthy

gills are a bright red color. If the farmer sees fish with gills that

do nothave thiS healthy red color, or have white spots all over, -for

example; he will knOW that fish is not healthy and should not be bought

or placed in hit pond. Or if the fish is_already in his'pondi he kh0WS

he must take steps to get rid of the disease before it troublet more fish.

Other identifying parts that all fish have are the mouthi the &mita __

opening4Atti_ireproductive organs); and the &terra tine; The lateral line

is a small line of nerve cells_which runs along.the length of -the body

about mtdWay on the side of the body; Sometimes thelateral line is

covered)by a layer of scales; -sometimes it is a different color than. the

rest bfithe bOdy. In apy_case; the lateral line is ah area Of Sensitivity

that helps the fish feel pressure and temperature changes in the water

around It.



Some fish, like catfish, also have ha/theta, small projections that hang
down from the sides of the mouth. Barbels-help the catfish sense its
surroundings, find food,and attract small fish to the catfish so that
it can eat them.

When a farmer breeds fish he will want to be able to tell the difference
between male and female fish. This can be difficult with some fish.
However, some fish change color in the breeding season (tilapia, for
example), so they are easy to identify by sex. Some fish can be classi-
fied according to the color and size of their genitals. The separation
of fish by sex is best learned by actual experience in the pond.

Sex oltgam titapia

I
ANUS

GENITAL
PAPiLLA

OVIDUCT
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Yhen the /farmer goes to buy fish, he must already know what healthy fish

look like. It is very important that he be as familiar as possible with
och of the fish he decides to raise. He must know the characteristics
of that fish and its life cycle, its eating and breeding habits, etc.
The farmer who begins any fish pond enterprise without having this kind

of information is inviting_failure. And if it is a new venture, it is
particularly important that the farmer's first effort be as successful
as possible.

The Life Qiiclie of Fish
Fish start life as fertilized eggs. The eggs grow and then hatch into

small fish, called fry. The fry are attached to the yolk sac which is
the leftover part of the egg they hatched from. The yolk sac provides
food for the fry during the first few days After hatching.

After the yolk sac is gone, the fry searches for food in the water. All

fry eat the tiny suspended and swimming plants and animal3 called plank-

ton in the water. Plankton are hard to see, but if a farmer puts some
of his pond water into a glass container and holds it up to the light so

that the light shines through the water, he can see the tiny plankton

floating in the water. The length of the fry stage depends upon the

species of fish. Usually a fish is a fry at least until the yolk sac is

absorbed. Fry range from 2mm to 30mm in length. This growth process can

take 2 to 6 or 8 days depending upon the type of fish.
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As the_fry grow bigger, they are called fingerlings_. They are called
fingerlings because_at this stage of the growth cycle, they are about the
size of_a person's finger. Fingerlings vary in size -- from 4-10cm.
Above 10cm, the fish is better called a post-fingerling. The adult fish
ranges in size; some can be as large as 2m long and weigh 22kg. An adult
fish is a fish which is sexually mature.

Fingerlings have different eating habits from fry; they are now much
bigger and can eat larger pieces of food. As fingerlings, the fish begin
to show that they like certain foods better than other foods. Each kind
of fish chooses its own kind of food, depending upon his needs and what
is available. For example, a carp fry will eat plankton; as a fingerling,
the carp eats pieces of decayed matter and insect larvae; as an adult
the carp will eat plankton, decayed matter, insect larvae, worms, snails,
and almost anything that is on the bottom of the pond. Common carp, for
example, are called "bottom feeders," because they eat food from the bot-
tom of the pond.

The food preference does not always
change as the fish grows. Some fish,
like the silver carp, eat plankton
their whole lives. When the fish
reach adult size; they will sexually
mature in the right conditions.
Brood fish are sexually mature fish
which are chosen as good fish to
breed (spawn), produce eggs and
begin the whole cycle again. This
is called the life cycle of a fish.

Knowing how the fish in the pond
grow, and the foods they require at
each stage in the life cyCle,is very
important for good pond management.

Choosing Pond Fish
Choosing fish to grow in ponds can be difficult. A good pond fish has
certain characteristics which help it grow successfully in ponds. There
are some fish which will not adapt to pond conditions and-cannot be used
in pond culture. A pond is very different from a natural waterway:

There is usually no water flowing through a pond. Some fish
need to live where there is quite a bit of current in the
water, rather than in a quiet pool of water.

The food that is already in the pond is all that is available
to the fish, unless extra food is put in by the farmer.

There is only a certain amount of water and pond area in which
to move about.

4
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There are many fish that do grow well in ponds. Some of these are fish

grown locally; some are fish grown in other parts of the world.

Many governments today are introducing exotic fish species (these are

kinds of fish not native to that country) into fish pond programs.

They do this for three reasons:

. Some introduced fish grow better and faster than native fish.

. Some introduced flA are preferred by people for eating (over

local fish).

. The offsprjng of a cross between a local fish and an introduced
fish sometimes grow faster and taste better than either of the

parent fish (this is called hybotid vi.gon).

But exotic fish must be watched and used very carefully. They must not

escape into local waters. Some exotic fish which escape create problems

in natural waters when they begin to compete with local fishes for food.

Also, introduced fish can carry diseases or parasites that are fatal to

native fishes.

There are certainly a number of fish in the natural waterways of your

area which will grow well in ponds. Native (local)_fish are usually

easier to use because they are adjusted to local water and climate

conditions.

If at all possible, farmers should be encouraged to start their ponds

using a tested pond fish which is locally available and is well-liked

by people in the area. It can be a fish from the list given here or

one chosen from a list prepared in your area The important points

are that the farmer be able tofiell any fish he wishes to sells that

the fish can grow in ponds, and that there is brood stock available

locally.

FiMi Used in Pond Culture

Here are some characteristics that good_fish for pond culture will have

Certainly it may not be possible for a farmer to determine whether a

certain fish has all these characteristics right away, particularly for

those local fish not discussed in detail here or those newly introduced

to pond culture. But good pond fish all have certain characteristics:
the more certain a farmer can be that the fish he chooses to raise fit

these descriptions, the more sure he can be of his success. Good pond

fish are:

. available locally

. able to reproduce (breed) naturally in your area.

. able to live in a confined space (the pond).
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. able to find the right foods in ponds.

. fast-growing.

. relatively free of parasites and diseases.

. known and liked as a food fish in the area.

Some fish that fit these criteria for good pond fish and are now grown
in ponds all over the world are named here. Though they all are grown
in ponds, each has certain characteristics which mean that it will grow
better in some kinds of ponds better than other ponds. Of course, these
fish are not the only fish that can be used in ponds, But they are named
here because they have been tested in ponds, and they can grow well under
pond conditions. All of these fish are warm water fish.

SCIENTIFIC AND COMMON NAMES OF FISH USED IN POND CULTURE

Please note: Each fish has a scientific name whichAs
however, can be different

It is a good idea for anyone
scientific name.

Common name

always the same. The common name,
from one country to the next.
who works with fiih to know the

Genus-species

1. Anguitta japonica eel

2. Ak.4:2ticktho nobitiz bighead carp

3. Baitbta gonionotua tawes

4. CalLauliva au/Latta goldfish

5. Ca/La...shit/4 awtaszita crucian carp

6. Catta cat .a catla

7. Chanua chano4 milkfish

8. eitxhina motitatetEtt mud carp

9. Cixthina wagata mri gal

10. Ctaxia4 batutehra catfish

11. etaxiAz mactocephatua catfish

12. Ctenopketyngodon idettua grass carp
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NAMES (Continued)

Genus-species Common name

13. CypAima canpuo common carp

14. Heto4toma temmincki kissing gourami

15. Hetermas nitoticas

16. Hypophthamkchthys motif/Liz silver carp

17. Labe° Aohita rohu

18. Mugit cephatus mullet

19. Mytophanyngodon piceta black carp

20. 04ph&onemu6 goxamy gourami

21. Sevtanochtomis nobtatla

22. :Utopia mackocha tilapia

23. Titapia metanoteuut tilapia

24. Titapia, mo44ambtect Jt Tapia

25. Utopia nitotica tilapia

26. Thichogaztet pectoAata snakeskin gourami

27. Tnichoga4tek trtichoptetuar three-spot gourami

Following is specific information on some of the more popular pond fish.

COMMON CARP

The common carp, Cypiamta cocoa, is a favorite warm water pond fish.
Common carp are used as a pond fish because they:

. spawn easily in ponds.

. do not get sick easily.

. tolerate wide ranges of temperature and pH (factors of water
quality discussed in detail later).

. eat all kinds of food, from zooplankton to decaying plants.

5O
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. have a very good growth rate;

. accept supOlementary foods;

Common carp generally are a grey-green color. However, they also can be
gold, yellow, orange, pink, blue, green, or grey. They spawn all year
round in warm waters, and they can be made to spawn by the pond owner if
they do not spawn naturally. Common carp are good to eat when they are
cooked properly- They can be grown in ponds by themselves (monoculture)
or in ponds with Chinese or Indian carp (polyculture).

Some of the yields gotten in various countries by stocking common carp in
monocultures are shown in the following table.

Yield,

Country . Culture methods kg/hectare

Czechoslovakia Growth in ponds with ducks 500

Guatemala- Intensive culture in ponds 4,000

India Natural growth in Ponds 400
Growth in ponds with management 1,500

Indonesia Intensive culture in ponds. 1,500

Japan Intensive culture in ponds 5,000

Nigeria : ComMercial culture_with__
fertilization and feeding 371=10834

Philippines Intensive culture in stagnant water 5,500

i

United States :

Intensive_pond culture with
---------------------i-norganio-fertilization 314

Sounce: Bdkdddhi et ea. (1972)
......_ ___.

1/4
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Conclusion: Common carp are a very easy -Fish to breed, keep, and harvest,
so a fish pond that relies on common carp will probably do well. Common
carp are a good fish for a farmer to use for his first effort. With good
management, common carp will continue to produce healthy eggs and fry
until they are too old (above 5 years of age).

TILAPIA

The neap& genus (family Cichlidae) contains at least 14 species, which
&real] good pond fish. The color of the fish differs only slightly
depending upon species; tilapia are generally dark brown to black in
color. The most common species grown in pOpds is the TZtapia mouambica,
also called the Java tilapia. It has beerOntroduced throughout the world
and is easy to find in most places. Tilapia:

are hardy fish, resistant to disease.

. breed.easily in ponds.

. grow rapidly.

. taste good.

. can withstand wide temperature ranges.

Tilapia are herbivorous: some species eat higher plants; some eat
phytoplankton. Both the Java tilapia and the Nile tilapia (neap&
nitotiea) do well in very enriched waters (waters polluted by sewage)
All tilapia have slightly different eating habits, depending on the
species.

Tilapia reproduce every month or so, once they become sexually mature.
They then take very good care Of their own eggs and fry in ponds. If

the farmer plans to breed and raise fry, this fish is a good choici
because the fish themselves take care,of the fry at a stage where many
fish of other species die easily. The major problem with raising tilapia
in fish ponds is that they become sexually mature at a small size, and



begin to reproduce instead of to grow further. It may be
separate the tilapia by sex before they are old enough to
it may be necessary to introduce catfish into the pond to
population of small fish.

Conclusion -: Tilapia species have many possibilities for
Their fast growth rate, ease of breeding,-good taste and
make them a good choice, particularly for the first-time

CHINESE CARPS

necessary to
reproduce.
control the

pond culture.
hardy'bodies
fish farmer.
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Other kinds of carp, besides the common carp, often are grown in ponds.
Most commonly used are the Chinese carps. Some of these are:

V
.,....- r--

.

.V.004NNWV*WW*0004P$PW4Wwv*,. ..7' .r.`
voet4e$, W04.4440P041,004,04wqw,v-evje

. Silver carp (Hypophthatnazhtho motittix). This fish eats
phytoplankton, but will accept rice bran and bread crumbs.
The silver carp gets its name from its silver color. It has
very small scales.

Bighead carp (Artiatichtho'nobai4). This fish feeds mainly
on zooplankton. It is a dusky green color on top which:fades
to a pale green color on the abdomen. It. also has small scales.
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Grass carp (Ctenophartyngodon idettu4). This fish is an
herbivore and eats water vegetation (bUt also will eat
almost anything). The grass carp is also silveNcolored,
but has a d4rker grey area running along the top of the body.
It grows larger in size and has larger scales than a silver
carp

Other chinese carps like the black carp (Mytophamngodon *ems) and the
mud carp (Cikahina motitortetta) are bottom feeders. This difference in

eating habits is very important in fish pond culture, It is the reason
why polyculture, or growing a number of fish species in onepond can be
successful. When one kind of fish is stocked alone in a monoculture,
the foodsin the water not eaten,by that type of fish are wasted: In a

polytulture of the aboVe three'species Of Chinese carp, for example,
three kinds of food are being eaten.

The following table gives some examples of polyculture ndxes and of how

many fish of each kind can be stocked in apond. For example, Pond I is
stocked with silver, bighead, grass and common carp.

STOCKING RATES OF CHINESE CARPS IN PONDS
3 TO 7 METERS DEEP 'I

Weight of /

KIANGSU PROVINCE, CHINA

Number of Yearlings per hectare

Species, Yearlings,_grams
I II III IV

Silver and
4

bighead carp 500 4,500 4,500 9,000 9,000

Grass carp 500 600 3,000 '-

Black carp 500 = 450 - 3,000

Common carp 200 200 200 104 200

TOTAL: 5,300 5,150 12,200 12 ;200

`Soartae: Batdaek, et at (1972)
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The preceding table shows polyculture mixes: as you can seei common carp
can also be used in polyculture with Chinese carp. ChineFie carp ark

grown in ponds because they grow wel' in polycultures,'_and_they are very
good to eat; The silver carp grows faster and is tastiet_(according to
some farmers) than common carp. The grass carp.is most often used to _

control weeds in the pond: In fact the grass carp does a better job -of
weed control than do chemicals. The grass carp_is:perhaps Oe most inter-
.esting of the Chinese carp and is now being_studied by scientists in
many countries to find better ways of breeding it in ponds.

A farmer might run into problems raising Chinese carp -7- if he does not
look into his local situation very well. Farmers_will have_to have a_
source of Chinese carp fry from a government hatchery or_a local breeder
before trying to raise Chinese carpi The carp only- breed once a year,
and then, inmost cases, only with help from man. Also,_Chinese_carp_are
very susceptible to diseasesi Theni_because they are deTicate fish, they
must be handled very carefully, or they will be injured.

Conclusion: A farmer just beginning a fish pond probably' would not want
to breed Chinese carpi but -he- certainly should be familiar with these
fish and how they might -help his ponds. For example, even two or three
large grass -carps placed in a. pond With many -fish of one other speties
could be valuable for keeping a pond balanced.

INDIAN CARP

There is one last group of carp often cultured in ponds. These are the

Indian carp. Indian carp are further divided into Minor and major carp.
The major carp of India are the catla (Caten catea), the rohu (Labe° tohita),
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and the mrigal (Ci/uthina migatal. The_minor carp are the reba, the bats;
the sandkohl, and the nagendram fish. The Indian major carp will not
spawn in standing water, so special ponds are built in India to provide
a flow of water for these fish, who must have running water in which to
spawn: The Indian carp can be made to spawn by man, but this is a dif-
ficult process (see "Managing Brood Stock"). However, there seems to be
no reason why the Indian carp cannot be spawned in ponds in places where
ponds can be constructed to provide constantly running water.

Concloion: A farmer who has only a small pond should not try to breed
Indian carp. Indian carp can be grown in polycultures with common carp,
but are not as good or fast growing in ponds as the Chinese carp.
Indian carp are also susceptible to many diseases. This is a fish for
an experienced fish farmer who is interested in, and able to; experiment.

GOURAMI

The gourami (asphkonemuz gotamy) is a very good pond fish. It is
originally-from Indonesia, but now is grown all over Southeast Asia.
Gourami possess an accessory air-breathing organ,^which means that they
can survive in waters that are low in dissolved oxygen. This makes it
an important fish in areas where the temperature remains high and there
is little water for certain periods of the year Gourami spawn all year
round in warm water conditions. Gourami:

. spawn easily all year round in warm waters.

. taste good.

. are easy to breed.

. accept a variety of foods.-

. are hardy.
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Conclusion: . Gourami are good fish for a first-time fish farmer. And
they are certainly a fish to be considered very thoughtfully by farmers
who live in areas that remain very hot and dry for periods of-the year.
The gourami is used to these conditions, and there are other pond fish
which would not do well at all under these conditions.

CLARIAS CATFISH

Ctaxi.a4 catfish are found throughout Asia, India, and Africa, as well as
the Middle East. The species most often used as pond fish are etalaa4
mactocephatuA and ettmita batItacha. etaitia4 mactocephatta is preferred
for its good taste; Ctaxi4A batItachuA grows faster.

These catfish have accessory air-breathing organs; they can even crawl
out of ponds to look for food. Because they can live in shallow ponds,
these catfish are sometimes used in culture with rice (see paddy culture).
They are scavengers; which means they will eat just about anything.
However, they prefer to eat worms, snails; and other fish. They are
often used in polycultures with tilapia where they_serve as predators on
the very small tilapia. -They will eat supplementary foods, and give very
high production in ponds. In Thailand, CtalLiaz catfish yield about
97,000kg/ha when they are fed supplementary foods. These catfish are
hardy: they sometimes get external parasites; but theie\do not kill the
fish.

Conclusion: The catfish are another good fish to be raised in areas
where high heat and long dry spells are found. They are good to eat,
easy to keep, and can be used in ponds in a number of ways. Cerainly
a farmer who already cultures paddy rice might be interested in consi-
dering adapting his paddy to catfish culture.

TAW ES

The common name tawes is applied to three species of fish -- Bakbas
gonionDtza, Pun t444 javanizu4-, and Pantiaa goni_onotta; These fish
usually are used in fish ponds for vegetation control; in polycultures
with Chinese carp; Tawes are able to spawn all year round, but they
most often spawn in the rainy season; Tawes need well-oxygenated water
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with a strong current to spawn. Tawes feed on soft water plants, but will
also take rice bran. There is not a great deal known about the tawes at
present, but it can be used in polycultures when the grass carp is not
available.

Conclusion: A farmer starting a polyculture certainly might be interested
in using this fish. However, first-time fish farmers with limited space
Would not want to try breeding this fish.

HETEROTIS NILOTICUS

The Hetexos nitotizta spawn easily in ponds. The mature fish will
build a grass-walled nest in the weeds at a pond's edge and spawn inside
this nest. They spawn when water is low and very warm, at the end of
the dry season. The mature fin feed only on plankton, but in a pond
they will accept supplementary food. This fish has a swim bladder which
can serve as an accessory air breathing organ.

Conclusion: There is not yet a great deal known about the Hetetota
nitati.cy..6 as a pond fish. But it seems that itls a gcod choice of fish
for warm climates and warm waters. A farmer who lives in such a climate
might find raising, and even breeding, this fish quite easy -- particu-
larly in a very wellfertilized pond.
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OTHER GOURAM1S

Thee are the snakeskin gourami (or Sepat Siam -- TAiehogasteA peetvAatiA),
the three-spot gourami (TAighggaAttft tAithoptenu4), and the kissing

gourami fHamstoma temmingki). All of these fish taste good. And they

breed easily in well-oxygenated, warm water. They do require a pond which

has a gcod growth of vegetation (particularly Hyckitta vektizittata).

Conclusion: In a pond situation such as that outlined above, these

gouramis are easy to breed and raiser They are a good fish to use in

polycultures with other gouramis; tilapia,and common carp.

MILKFISH CULTURE

The milkfish (Chroum chanoa) can be raised in freshwater even though it

is primarily a brackishwater fish, and Will not breed in ponds. The fry

are caught along the shoreline at breeding season (the rainy seasoni and

transferred to freshwater ponds. Milkfish culture is done for the most
part in the Philippines and in some other Southeast Asian countries, like

Indonesia and Taiwan.

Adjusting (acclimatizing) the fry from the saltwater to the freshwater

pond is hard to do; many fish die if the adjusting process is not done

well Therefore, milkfish_usually are cultured in brackishwater ponds

only; the use of milkfish in freshwater ponds is not widespread, Milk-

fish feed on a complex of bottom algae, and, recently, it is reported

they also feed on phytoplankton. Milkfish are prized for their beauty

and their good taste, though they have many; many small bones.
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Conclusion: This is not a fish for the first-time fish farmer. In fact,

it is not a good choice for any farmer unless he has a saltwater pond; is
interested in trying to acclimatize the fish to a freshwater pond; or can
buy milkfish from a source that has them already in a freshwater pond.

EEL CULTURE

Eels (Anguitta sly.) have been cultured in Japan and Taiwan for years.

Eels are very much a luxury food and are not normally grown alone in ponds

outside of these two countries. The eels are grown-in ponds in poly-
culture with other fishes and are particularly useful in_polyculture
with species of tilepia because they eat the smaller tilapias. The eels

.
used in Taiwan (Angait.ta japonica) spawn in the sea and the fry (called

elvers) swim upstream and are collected by dealers. Eels must be fed

supplementary feeds like pellets made of trash fish.

Conclusion: It_it not recommended that farmers work with eels because

they must be fed protein and are not very efficient converters of food.

Also, eelt cannot be bred in fish ponds;

OTHER POND FISH

Some other fish grown in ponds are the goldfish (CaAassi.u4 awcatule), the

crucian carp (Cartea4i114 cakas4ia6), and Smanochitomis Apbustuh. Any of

these fish can be grown in polycui.tures with Chinese, common carp, and

tilapia.

Conclusion: The use of one of these fish in a pond stocked with other,

more important fishes, results in an increase in yields of both species.
In polycultures these species can utilize other food sources and also

act as predators and weed controllers.
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One other fish species used in freshWater ponds is the striped mullet

(Mug.it cephatta). Like the milkfish, the mullet is_ primarily a salt-
water fish,and its fry are collected as they swim upstream. Recently the

mullet has been made to spawn_ lay man, but this is difficult to do because

mullet are very sensitive to handling. However, mullet can survive in

wide temperature ranges and are herbivores; so some farmers may want to

try mullet.

A CLOSING NOTE ON FISH
_

All these fish have been and are now being cultured in fish ponds around

the world. However; as stated before, they are not the only fish which

can be grown in ponds. In every area there are a number of fish in
natural waters that could be grown in fish ponds. So you might find it
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a good idea to experiment with local fish in your ponds, to find those
fishes that might be available to farmers in your area for use in their
ponds. It is better for an extension worker to do the experimenting
than it is to have a farmer risk wasting_his time or money, or even more
importantly; risk failure. If a farmer fails, he may not want to try

again.
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Fish Pond Construction

Construction of a large pond can be very expensive if labor is hired,
machines are used, and expensive equipment is rented. For example, in
the Philippines, a one-hectare pond having two concrete gates and walls

.3m_high x 3m wide recently cost US$1,522.56. Another pond, about 100m
x 25m, with only a Rivaldi valve cost about US$680.

An interesting fact about fish pond construction is that whether the
pond is large or small, expensive or inexpensive, ponds are all very
much the same. A larger, more expensive pond will not necessarily be
a better pond.

Here is an example of a good beginning for a new and small fish farmer

A "backyard" fish pond was planned and sited very carefully
by a farmer. The pond was dug by the farmer and constructed
with bamboo pipes for water inlets and outlets. The construc-
tion itself cost no money. The farmer's only expense was _a
supply of fingerlings' purchased from a nearby market. This
fish pond, managed by the farmer and his family, produced_
enough fish for the family and some extra income from fish
sold or bartered for goods needed by the farmer. The family
ate well and suffered no major illnesses during the year.

Next year, the farmer plans to add another pond and to produce
more fish for market. He will add a Rivaldi valve or a wooden
monk to this new pond, because either of these will make on-
going management somewhat easier, now that there will be two
ponds to manage (The bamboo pipe sometimes got clogged. This
was no problem to correct when there was only one pond. But

it would take up needed time in a two-pond operation).
Whichever the farmer chooses, the valve or the monk, he will
make it himself with materials found locally, using money from
the sale of his fish.
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This farmer began his operation well. He started small and
worked into a larger operation. However; even for the larger
fish farm, he planned an expansion which was within his means.
This kind of careful planning increases the farmer's chances of
success === and yours. Apd the scope of the project is some-
thing he can undertake on his own. He gained the knowledge and
experience that he needs to expand his operation.

The following section presents a range of ideas for constructing fish

ponds. The farmer can pick _a combination of construction possibilities
which best fit his own needs and resources.

IMPORTANT: Stress that the "right" way in any situation is the way
which:

. the owner can afford

. the owner can manage easily

; fits the owner's needs most completely

Construction should begin only_after careful planning such as that
outlined in the preceding sections on "Planning."

-WATER INLET

4$ WALLS

DRAiNA&E SYSTEM

A fish pond has three main parts: the walls, the IC IP

drainage system. Walls are also called dams, dikes, 'avans.

This manual uses "walls." Whatever they are called, w?lls
in the pond. They can be built using soil taken from ',nsid: .1i7 { .::ld,

or they can be built with soil taken from another place. Me; Nus;
strong enough to withstand the pressure of all the water inst,.;r, the ;,orld .

water constantly pushes against the walls. They must also be wa
tight (impermeable), so the pond does not leak.
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The water inlet, located above the pond water level, is used to let water
into the pond and is closed off after the pond is filled.

The drainage system is used to empty the water from the pond when the
farmer is ready to harvest the fish.

There are many ways of making inlet and drainage systems: the most

important criterion is that they work. But the walls are especially

important: they are _a11 that keep the fish inside the pond. The walls

must be built carefully.

Pond construction follows the same principles whether the pond is a

single backyard pond or part of a large fish hatchery. These are the

steps in pond construction:

Survey the land

. Mark out the area of the pond

. Measure and mark out the walls

. Excavate the pond bottom, if necessary

. Build the drainage system

. Build the water inlet

. Build the walls

Seal the pond bottom and walls

Each of these steps will be discussed in detail in the following pages.

Survey the Lard

The first step in the_ construction of a fish pond is marking the area of

the proposed pond. If the site chosen is a natural slope, the first
thing to be done is to find out where the main wall will be built. The
main wall should be marked off at the lower end of the pond, Where the
pond will be the deepest and the slope the greatest. This is where the

pond's drainage system will be put. If_the pond is to be on a flat area,
the pond bottom itself must be made with a slope so the pond will drain.

This is done by digging one end deeper than the other end. Remember:

the main wall is alwa,ys at the deeper end.

DETERMINING THE SLOPE

Evem flat ground usually has some kind of slope; although it may_be very.

little and had to_s_ee._ So before_constructing the_pond,_the land is
surveyed to find out which way the land slopes and what that slope is.--
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There are a number of_ways which can be used to deterMine &lope. The

way outlined here probably would not_beused by many farMers if they

were_building_a pond_on_their own; but this is an accurate_ method Of

determining slope and should be encouraged if at all possible.

STRiN6--

To su'vey the land for slope, some
stakes (long, straight pieces of
wood), some string (fishline, etc.),
and a carpenter's lievel are needed.

Most farmerS will not be familiar
with the level, a device that has
an air bubble trapped inside which
rests between two drawn lines.
When the level is placed on the
ground, it shows whether the area
is flat or sloped: if/it is straight
or flat (level), the bubble,stays
in the middle between the lines;
if the land slopes, the bubble will
move to the right or left of the

lines, depending upon the direction
of the slope.

FarMees who cannot find a carpenter's
level can make a level by getting a
_small lightweight container.___They
vhould then place the container on a
known horizontal surface,_add water,

and draw a line around the inside of

the container at the water level.

Then, if this container is'placed on
a slope, the water will shift away
from the line to show the slope.

Crap enteic 't Zev

When all the equipment is gathered, measure the slope.

. Look at:the land and decide which part is higher.

. Drive a stake or a piece of wood or bamboo into the ground

at the highest point.

'. Walk away downhill from the stake about 100cm. Drive another

stake into the ground at this point.



. Tie string or fishline or vine (whatever is being used)

between the two stakes. Attach the level to the string.
Then move the string up and down on the stakes until the
bubble is between the lines on the level, or the Water
level is even with the line marked on the conti'iner.
This will mean the string is level between the stakes,
even though the stakes are in the ground at different

heights.

. Measure the height of each string by measuring from ground'
level to the place where the string is tied.

STRING-

LEVEL

100 cw,
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STAKE

25-zi
la

GROtt
LEVEL.

This-drawing shows that one string is tied at 20cm; the other is tied at

25cm. Therefore, one end of the area is 5cm lower than the other. _The
distance covered by the string is 100cm, so the slope is 5%_(over 100cm

of ground, the elevation changed 5cm). Since a slope of 2-5% is good for

a fish pond, this site hat a satisfactory slope for a_pond.

Other 4tays-of-Deterentintg_Slo. As mentioned earlier,' 'Le abOve method
of measuring slope is a good ohe, but it may be difficult for so e people

to do. It is possible to calculate slope roughly. A farmer, who realizes

that what he is looking for is a way to placehiS pond so that t e water

can enter from the water source and drain away weliscan figure he slope

of his land by doing such things as rolling a ball or other round object'

and watching carefully to -note where and how quickly the ball rolls. A

good slope would mean_a slow=rolling ball. A variation of thi involves

throwing a quantity of water, or a mixture of water and dye,on the ground

and Watching the path it takes and its speed as it moves along the ground.

It is important to consider slope carefully. A well-placed pond with
good drainage is easier to care for and has more chance to be/successful.

It may be necessary for the pond owner to measure his land only once to

find a good location.. Omit may be necessary to repeat the asuring a

number of times. This is probably a good thing to encourage since
locations Which look alike to the eye often have enough difference in

slope to make a big difference to a fish pond. Also, deterMining slope
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Is a larger project if more than one pond is being built. Then'the ponds

must be laid out in relation to each other.

There may be several areas which_have the,correct slope, butonly one

which is good in -terms of getting the water into the pond from the water

source and out of the pond easily. For example, the farmer might like

to drain his pond so that the water'irrigetet his fields. Therefore; he

will want to keep this in mind when he decides upon the exact placement

of his pond. Likewise, if he is building a pond on a hillside in back

of his house, the slope may be perfect, but he will need to avoid drainage

into his buildings.

Once the slope it found, the location of the main wall can be determined.

Of course, if the pond is built on flat ground, it will have four walls._

If the pond it a barrage pond; it may only have one wall. The number of

walls dependS upon the land. The shape of the.land may -Mean that one

wall or two Walls or four wits will be needed.

Mark out the Pond Site;
Measure the VValls

Now that the slope is known, the place of the main wall is known. The

main wall _is at the end of the pond which will be deepest, and is the

wall where the drainage syiiem will go.

Mark out the mein wall, and any other walls that will be built, with

stakes. The walls, when finished, will be wide: 4c :,oes not matter so

much where the stakes are placed within the wleth r:f the planned walls,

for they are to be used as height markers.

ti
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The farmer has to plan the depth of his pond and the height of his wall.
If the pond is going to be 2m deep at the deepest end; for example, the
walls should always be at:least 30cm higher than the water level for a
small pond, and at least 50em higher fora large pond. Also the walls
will settle after they are finished, so it is best to make the wall 10%
higher than the desired final height of the wall. A 2m deep pond. there-
fore,_would have walls with a total height at the deepest- point -of 2.5 or
2.6m [height of wall before it settles = depth of pond + 30cm (for small
pond) or 50cm (for large pond) + 10% of depth and 30 or 50cm].

Tie strings to the stakes along the main wall line, at a height of 2.5
or 2.6m for a pond whose deepest end will be 2m. Use _a levelling device

1-other
connect strings to the stakes marking the'other walls, if the pond has

1 -other walls, at the same level as the string marking the height of the
main wall. The strings are the building markers.. When the walls reach
the strings, they are the right height.

Dig the Pone! Bottom

As stated before, the pond bottom must slope dowhward from the shallow
end to the deep end to help drainage. The pond bottom usually has a
slope of from 2 to 5%. (A slope of 2% would mean that for every 100em
change length there is a 2cm change in height.)

The pond bottom must be clear of rocks, roots, trees, and stumps so that
later, when a net-is used to harvest the fish, the net will not get caught
and tear. _If the pond bottdm is already smooth and slopes well, it can
be left alone. Or, if the pond'bottom only has grass on it, the grass
does lifit need to be removed before the pond is filled. In fact; once
water is added tc the pond, the grass will die and rot and add nutrients
to the water.

If the pond bottom does not already slope downwardi_excavate_(dig_out)
the bottom area of the pond until a good slope for drainage is made.

Adjust the height_of_the strings tied to the wall markers if digging the
bottom has changed' the height.

Keep the soil which was dug_out of the pond: when the pond 'Walls are
finished, the soil can be placed on top and planted with grass; This
fertile topsoil will root' grass easily; this grass will help keep the
walls from eroding (washing away);

P24
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The pond bottom can be excavated by hand
or by using machines, like bulldozers,

if they are available. Remember: if the
land for the pond is chosen well with regard
to the natural topography, only a small
part of the pond bottom will need to be
dug out. The most important thing is
to have the pond bottom slope so that
the pond can be drained.

Build a Drainage System LN.

A drainage_system is anything that is used to empty the pond. 7.- :A:insists

of the outlet system for letting water out of the pond and the dranage
ditches which carry the water from tf7/pond away.

As stated before, the best and easist way to have a good drainage
system is to build the pond in a place 1.,hichiprovides a good slope -- on

a hill, for example. This is the/ first step: Then, there are many
different drainage systems whicn/can be put into the pond. Some of these

drainage methods are expensive;/others are very inexpensive.

The drainage system must be built before.theomnd walls because some
drainage devices go through the wails.- -(In-some countries the drainage

is done by knocking a hole in the wall of the, pond. When the pond is

dry and empty, the hole is 'patched up.)
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OVERFLOW
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One of the easiest ways to drain the pond is to place a bamboo or plastic
pipe through the base of the wall into the middle of the pond. The end
of the pipe which is inside the pond has a screen over it to keep fish

------from entering the pipe. The other end of the pipe, the end that is
outside the pond, is plugged with wood or clay. To drain the pond at
harvest time, the plug is pulled out.

Two other methods of draining the pond which work but are not used as
often, are the siphon and the pump. A siphon is merely a flexible
plastic or rubber tube. One end of the tube is in the pond near the
bottom; the other end is placed on the ground outside the pond. A
vacuum is produced in the pipe by_sucking at the end outside the pond
until water begins to flow out The end of the pipe inside the pond
must be kept in the water or the siphon will not work.

The pump is usually not a good idea for a farmer because the engines
that are used to run the pumps are costly and often not available, or
gasoline to_run_thembis _costly, or they_mustiae_given_frequent attention
so they will not break down.

All ponds must be drained for harvesting fish. Also, it is a good idea
to let a pond dry out completely once every year or so to get rid of any
unwanted fish and/or disease-causing organisms.

The following are-some tested, effective drainage systems a farmer can
consider for his pond.

SWAM VALVE This valve was named after a farmer in Paraguay who _

first used the system. It is an easy and good method to use in a small
fish pond. A farmer who is building only one small pond for family use
would find this valve a good choice for his needs.

The Rivaldi valve is a flexible plastic pipe. Place the pipe on the
ground before the wall is built. Build the wall. Then turn up and tie
the pipe to a stake. Tie the pipe end at a level which is Somewhat above
the usual level of the water in the pond. Keep the pipe up and tied to
the stake until it is time to drain the pond. Then, untie the pipe and
let it lie on the floor of the pond until the water is out of the pond.
At othertimes, the pipe works as an overflow to let out water after a
heavy rain: when the water level_in the pond reaches the top of the pipe,.
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water will flow down the pipe and out of the pond.

The Rivaldi valve should have a screen over th-, end inside the pond to

keep fish from going out of the pond while the pond is being emptied or

drained.

LAS TtG Pt PE

POND BOTTOM

ELBOW Jcnisrr_ A vaniati of the Rivaldi valve; rhi .-nsistg_nf two

metal or plastic pipet tonnectea by an elbow joint; _The point lts the

upper pipe be turned down to drain the pond; The joiH.: is screwed onto

the ends of the two pipes; one of which extendS_Under toe wall and the

other above the_sUrfate of the water: This drainage method is also

called a "turn-down" pipe because it is actually turned on its side to

drain the pond.

POND BOTTOM

Wt LE_
METAL PIPE

CONCRETE ANCHOR
BLOCK

BOTTOM-WATER OVERFLOW This drain takes water directly from the

bottom of the pond where oxygen levels are the lowest. The Rivaldi valve

and elbow joint do this also, but each of these requires that the pipe

be lowered so the_pond can be drained. The bottom-water overflow regu-

lates the depth of water without any need for moving the pipes. When

new water is added to the pond, the less-oxygenated water at the bottom

drains out automatically.

This type of drain is relatively complicated and usually difficult to

build._ For a small fish farm operation, it would probably not be worth

the effort.
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DOUBLE SLEEVE OVERFLOW This drainage system is built like
the turn-down pipe, except a large pipe is placed over the section of

pipe which extends above t,. surface. This outer pipe should be
longer and wider than the ,r,ner pipe, which is placed so that it is about
equal in height to the dept.?, of water desired in the pond.

When fresh water is required in the pond quickly because the water is

too warm for the fish or because ttm oxygen levels are low, all the

farmer has to do is to add water to the pond. The dr.ible-sleeve overflow
automatically drains the stale water from the bottom of the pond.

0 LIT E R
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PIPE.
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SLUICE A sluice can function in a number of ways in a pond. It can be

a screened gate in a water channel going into the pond, or a drainage
gate-leading water out of the pond.

Ina pond, a drainage_sluice gate is anchored into the main wall by

extending the sides of the sluice'into the wall so the sluice structure

stands upright. The sluice is constructed at the center of the main wall

before the (like is built.

The sluice can be made of wood, cement, or brick. It can have one or two

wooden gates which are removed to empty or fill the 'pond. A sluice also

can have a screen gate to keepAmwantee_fish from entering.at an inlet
and pond fish from leaving at the outlet.
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IMPORTANT: The wooden gates of the sluice must fit into the slots well,

but eas:Iy. The wood will swell to make a tighter seal as it is soaked

by the water in the pond. The slots (grooves) can be filled with several
strong, long, narrow boards which have been bevelled or notched so that

they fit together tightly. Or the slots can be filled with single pieces

of wood. When single pieces of wood (or a number of boards which have
been fastened tightly together) are used in a sluice, the pond is drained

and the water flow regulated by lifting the entire woodeh structure out
of the groove to a height which allows some or a lot of water to flow out

of the pond. When separate boards are used in the grooves, the boards
are taken out one at a time If a small flow out of the pond is desired,

onll one board may be taken out To drain the pond,_all the boards are

removed. In a sluice having two wooden gates, the space between the gates

can be packed tightly with earth. This will help seal the water into

the pond.

WATER LEVEL-
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WOOD BOARDS
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NICHN1- The monk is very much like the sluice, but it is not built into

the po.-A wall the way the, sluice_is. Sometimes the back of the monk
does touch the wall, but it is not built into the wall. Also, a monk is
never used'at the inlet as a suice can be

eit.ozz-zsmtizm otc monk, side view
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A monk-type drainage system controls the level of water and prevents fish

from escaping when the pond is being filled. It also allows for good

drainacz of the pond. The completed structure consists of a horizontal
drainage pipe and the vertical structure, or monk. The drainage pipe
must be placed before the wails are built; the monk may be built outside

the pond,_and placed inside later.

The drainage pipe runs from the back of the monk under the pond

It should be between 20 and 40cm in diameter; if piping of this diameter

is not available, two pipes may be used. For good drainage, place the

pipes 30 to 40cm lower than the pond bottom. Make sure the drainage pipe

is on solid ground so that the pipes do notbend. Bent pipes are difficult

to clean out when clogged.

The monk itself is a structure which is closed on three sides and open

in the front. The open side should face the inside of the pond and should

be at least 30cm wide; the entire monk should be at least 40cm above the

surface of the water.
_

The two parallel sideS of the monk, and the bottom, have grooves cut in

them:- a monk may -have -two ur three- grooves. One groove, or part of a

groove is .always for the screen. The other groove(s) is for the boards.

Monks-can be Made_Of_wood_iconcrete or brick. A wooden monk should use

strong wood -- 4 to5cM thick.

A concrete monk should be reinforced with metal. Before-the concrete is

poured, a wooden form shaped like the monk is made and oiled. A frame,
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?lightly smaller than the wooden form, is made of chicken wire, or some
other strong wire, and set down inside of the wooden form. The concrete
is then poured into the form. A good concrete mixture for monks is
1 part cement, 2 parts clean sand, and 4 parts crushed stone, by volume.

GROOVES FOR BOARDS

Cutaway monk

BRICK WALLS

DRAIN PIPE

CONCRETEBASE

If the monk is made of
concrete, the grooves can
_be shaped by bending iron
rods into a "U" shape.
Remember, the grooves must
be sunk-into the sides and
bottom of the monk.

The grooves are filled by
using a series of boards --
wide enough to fit the
grooves well and between
20 and 30cm high. Each
board has a hook on it so
it can be lifted from the
groove easily; the boards
may also be bevelled or
notched so that they fit
together well.

TQp view
o6 monk

DFAINAGE-p)PE.
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25cm

50em

If the donk has three grooves, the first groove can be a large screen.
The screen is what keeps the fish from escaping as the pond drains.
However, if the monk has only two grooves, a smaller screen can be placed
above or below the boards in the first groove. Placing the screen at
the bottom allows water to drain out from the bottom of the pond.
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HERRGUTH MONK This is a monk with three grooves. A large screen

is in the first groove. The large screen is better than a smaller one

because it does not get clogged up as easily as a small screen.

The second groove holds a series of boards. The lowest board can be a

small screen. Water flows through the large screen in the first groove,

and through the small screen'in the bottom of the first series of boards

up and over the third series of boards into the drainage system.

IRistiSED WOODEN
GATE

WATER
OUTFLOW

, DRAIN PiPE

There are,other ways this kind of :onk can be built. For example, the

second groove could be filled by a large wooden gate (one piece of wood

or- several fastened together) which could be raised and held up to allow

a floW of water from the bottom of the pond. It is this flow of water

from the bottom of the pond which is important.

The Herrguth monk would probably not be used in a pond which is filled

by rainwater. In these ponds -- sky ponds == a regular monk is used,

anrd the.space between the two wooden gates is packed with mud to make

a watertight seal which lasts for the fizh-growing season and is-removed

when the pond is drained for harvest.

SOME NOTES ABOUT MONKS Be careful with screens. Bamboo slats

can be used instead of screening'if the fish are large; But for fry;

the holes should be_less than,2mm in diameter. Often the screens are

made by poking small holes in sheet metal. The screen mesh can get

larger as the fish grow.

A valve is sometimes placed on the drainage pipe behind the upriiht part

of the monk. This is used to control the draining speed and is easier

to do than to move the boards in the grooves.
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A large catching, ditch can be made in front of the monk to help with
taking fish out of the pond when the pond is being drained for harvest.

DRAINAGE DITCHES Drainage ditches are channels which should be dug
on the bottom of the pond tojielp the water flow out Lining the ditches
with stones helps the water flow. A small family pond,does not require
this system of drains. The only real requirement fOr drainage is a
ge ntle slope.

This is the'tilhe to build other ditches which may be needed. For exam-
ple, if the farmer wants to use the water from his fish pond to irrigate
his land, he will want to construct the ditches or channels which will
carry the water from the' pond to the field or to storage tahks for use
later. Therefore, the farmer mint consider carefully where the water
which is draining from a pond is going to go. If the pohd is being fully
drained; and the pond is built on flat ground, he should build drainage
ditches around the outside of his pond to drain the water away from the
walls. These ditches should be 30-40cm deep.

DRAINAG-E
DITCHES

CATCH
BASIN
MONK

-Di KE

DRAIN PIPE

C

%t %,;, 1-.1 -t -

Water Inlet

All ponds, except for_thoss filled directly by a spring or by rainwater,.
need water inlets. The water inlet must be_constructed so that it supplies
adequate quantitiesand quality Of wateriand so that It_ es not allow
!,:nwanted fish or other_materials_to_enter the pond. Thi usually means
there must be a channel of some_kihd to bring_the water to the pond from
the source and a filter of some kind to keep the water whiCh goes into
the pond clean and free from predators.
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A water inlet can be as Simple as a bamboo pipe of good diameter running

from a water source through the wall into the pond. Remember: the inlet

pipe should be placed above the Water level so that incoming water drops

into the pond. n some areas, surf `4ings as bamboo strips are tied to

the end of the inlet pipe which 1. d over the'pond. The water flOw

into the pond is broken up by the ' .ps and the water picks up and takes

more oxygen from the ar into the ;ion- water.

?
.If the Pond is large or is a stream-fed barrage_pohd, a sluice makes_a

very good water inlet. The sluice can be one piece which controls flow

when it is lifted to various heights, or the sluice can a VITieS of

boards slipped in Mid out of-the grooves.

It is better to filter most pond water as it goes into the pond. Filters

are not needed if the water is clean and clear and the farmer knows the

source is free from iinwanted fish. But if the water is muddy, or has

lots of leaves or debris in it, a filter helps keep the water quality

good./ *-

A fiT6r can be placed at the begfnning, middle or end of the channel

Whicrbrings water to the pond. Usually filters/work best_near the water

inle Filters_can be made very simply. Remember th6y must keep unwanted

fishyout and pond fish in.
_

A vi re screen makes a good filter. The picture above shows a sluice with

a to with fine screening to strain incoming water of pieces of debrit

and other unwanted fith and materials. pote the screen fits into the

water channel exactly.
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The hori2Ontal screw. at the
left.is/very effective.

.

Here/the screen is placed
so-that the water passes
through as'it falls into the
pOnd. This screen merely
juts out_from the wall at
the inlet.

In the version below the
horizontal screen has a
vertical screen wall attached
to it. This short wall
prevents fish from going
over the screen.

WATER.
INLET-

POND

In any variations of these kinds of filters, the screens should be
assembled into one piece for easy removal as a unit for cleaning.



There are other ways of filtering the water:

A nylon mesh bag mates a good filter, as long as it is partially sub-

merged in the pond so that it does not tear as the bag catches fish or

other material from the water source. Check it periodically.

NYLON MESH
BAG

WATER INLET

-121

_ - -
WALL

A sand and gravel filter is particularly useful for cleaning out fish

and eggs. It requires building a smaller pond or tank at the water '

tnlet. If a filter is built in the earth it must be lined with: a waiter=

proof liner.

-
WATER INLET

N D ;c:

"-;511_6N ES7-:1"

WATERPROOF

LINER
D

_ .

A saran fiber filter is basically like a wire screen that is placed

horizontally underneath the water inlet;. However,-it is placed in a

box standing in the water and uses saran fiber material instead 0 wire:"

(See drawings next page.) I
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WATER INLET

WOOD 50X
SARAN

I

These filters all have good and bad points. All must be cleaned often
to remove debris that collects in them from the water source. The best

filters are the sand and gravel filter, and the saran filter, but these

are more costly than the others.

The farmer should exa.nine his water source carefully before deciding on

the kind of filter. If the water is very muddy, or has lots of leaves
and grass in it (organic matter), he can use the wire screen. If the

Water source is free of organic material, the mesh bag will work because

it is not likely to be torn. If the water conta-ins unwanted fish and

eggs, as well as a lot of organic matter, the sFran filter or the sand

and gravel filter is best.

To clean the filters, remove them and clean them with a brush and fresh

water. Or flush the filter with water in the opposite direction of the

normal water flow. This is called backwashing.

IMPORTANT: Filters must be kept clean to be of any use These filters

should be cleaned each time water is let into the pond.
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SILTATION TANK One other structure Which should be builtat the

water inlet, when necessary, is called a siltation tank. Silt is the

mud that is suspended (floating) in water. Silt can become a problem

when it clogs the gills of the pond fish so they_cannot breathe If

the water source has a lot of mud in it a siltation tank should be

built at the inlet to the pond, or at the inlet to the first pond, if

it is one of a series.

The siltation tahk:can simply be_a tMeller_pond. The water flOWS into

this pond and is kept there until the mud falls out of the water_and

settles on the bottom._ Then the clear water isiet_into the_fith_pond.

Siltation could_ also ;fie done in a storage tank made out of ,old oil drums,

etc; The itpertant r:ing is that_SOMething_be constructed or set up so

that the silt has a r.!iance to fall out of the water before that water

goes into the pond.

The silt must be removed from the siltation tank or pond_every so often.

The silt which-is removed should be used in gardens and fields: it-is

very fertile.
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Build the Wilk;

The walls (dikes dams, levees) have to withstand the pressure of all the

water-in the pone. They also have to be watertight to keep the water

inside the pond.

The construction of the'walls depends upon the kind of soil in which the

pond is being built.

A soil which is a mixture of send and clay is best. If pure clay is to

be used, it must be mixed with other soil before it can be used Pure

clay will crack and leak. Do not use turf, humus, or peaty earth. All

stones pieces of wood, and other materi&ls which might rot or otherwise

weakenthe_wal_l_must_be remoVed before building begins. If the soil

contains enough clay, the walls can bebUilt by-placing layers
of soil

20cm deep_over the drainage pipes and tamping each layer down until it

is compact.
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The finished height of the wall
small ponds and_50cm above water
at the top should be about equal
wall is never less than lm wide
two people can walk side by side

Tamp the soil down with a simple
rock or even their own we:2ht by
important thiny is that the soil

should_be_about 30cm above water for
for_large ponds; The width of the wall

at

its height; For a large pond, the _

at_the top; most walls are built so that
along the top;

tamping tool:_ Some people use_a large
jumping up and down on-the soil. The

must be packed down very tightly.

One way to build pond walls in soil that does net huve o lot of clay or

is very sandy is to build a "kdy." The key is made of clay soil (it can

be pure clay) aid adds strei;gth to the !ails. To make A key. dic a

trench (or shallow hole) about lm deep and lm wide in the center of the

places Where the walls will be. Then bring clay soil and pack it tightly

into the trench. Also put a thick layer of clay soil on the pond bottom

and pack that down tightly. The clay layer on the bottom and the key__

run together as shown. This connection of the bottom and the key helps

prevent leaking. The drainage pipe should be placed in the clay lining.
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If the farmer has a soil which is a mixture of clay and sand, and he is

,ot sure it is strong enough, he may still wish to build a clay key. Or

re d a key ucing the same soil used in the wall. This key must

.teed down very tightly.
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The type of Soil determines the ways in which the pond can be prepared

SO Water does not leak out (see "Seal the POnd 3ottorei next page).
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The soil also determines t' .4 slope of the walls. Soil with a lot of
clay in it,can have a grcaer slope on the outside wall than on the in-
side wall. A typical wall is built with an outs 6-i slope of 1:1 and an
inside slope of 1:2. A slope of 1:2 means that for every change in
length of 2111 there is a change of lm in height.

Once the walls are constructed, the farmer should plant grass on them.
,ss roots help to hold the wall together and preVent erosion of
1. However, NEVE4 plart trees on the wall. As the tree roots,

91,. they will crack and destroy the wall.

Seat the Pond Bottom
The last step in pond construction is sealing the pond bottom so that
it does not leak. If the soil has a lot of clay in it, no special sealing
is needed. If the bottom is sand or gravel, it should be sealed to help
it hold water. One way to seal the pond is to build a clay core into
the wall and extend the clay over the bottom of the pond as a lining.
This kind of sealing must be done when the walls are built. After the
walls are built, there are other methods you can use for sealing the
pcind.

/ (4-,

../// ',//7
lot

(717

will 4-01,1

CLAY Li N I NG
CLAY CORE

-ond can be zealed using hollow cement blocks, but this is expensive.
method cif sealing the bottom calls for using a sheet liner made

;ethylene plastic, or a rubber liner. The waterproof sheet is
on the pond bottom and around the sides in one piece (the farmer

nave to tig!tly seal several sections together), then covered with
soil.

Another technique, recently developed in the USSR, is called a "gley" or
"biological plastic." "Gley" can be made in the pond in this way:

. Clear the pond bottom of debris,-rocks.; -and all other materials.

. Cover the pond bottom and sides completely with animal manure.
Apply the manure in an even layer.

. Cover the animal manure layer with banana cut grasses, or
any vegetable' matter. Make sure that all e0,, manure is covered.
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.
Put a layer of soil on top of the vegetable layer.

. Tamp the layers down very well.

. Wait 2 to 3 weeks before filling the pond;

D'

c.:
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Preparing the Pond

The last pages of the construction _section presented several ways of
sealing the bottom of the pond so it will hold_water better. This
section tells what has to be hone to prepare the completed pond for
the fish;

Conditioning the Pond
If the pond is an_old one from which the fish have been harve teo,
it completely. Plowing turns the ground over so that it dries well
Cllar the bottom_of any twigs, stumps, branches, or dead fish. Any pre-
Aators (snakes, frogs, etc.) must be taken out by hand or poisoned (see
'Problems of rish in Pondsfor more information on this subject). Then

smooth the bottom out again. When the pond is dried enough, the soil
will have large cracks in it.

After the pond is plowed, cleared, and smoothed, it should be conditioned
with lime.

Whether the pond is old or new; a 0

the bottom of the pond. Place the Ul MOlayer of lime should be placed on

lime on the pond two weeks before
the water is put into the pond.

Lime conditions the soil of the pond.
It is not a feitilizer, but it helps fertilizers work. It is especially
important to use lime if the soil has acids in it which might harm the
fish_ time can control these acids so they are not a danger. A farmer

ndt:sure-whether-the his_new_fish_pond -has- acids in it
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because he had no place to get his soil tested, or bEclus,_= 'ne has never

farmed the land -- is always-safer if he puts lime on ttIP :>» ..tom of tree

pond.

Lime comes in several forms: ground limestone; agricultural lime;
`Iydrated (builders') lime; or quicklime. Of all thesezypes, hydrated
firie is cheapest to use because it is more concentrated.

Quicklime must be_ used carefully: it can burn if it touches the skin

and is harmful if breathed into the body. Farmers should be warned to

use quicklime only with extrene care.

Lime should be put on the pond bottom at the following rates for a new

pond:

GroundLlmestone
Agricultural Lime
voated Lime
Quicklime

r 1140kg per hectare
227OIg per hectare
114kg per hectare
200kg per hectare

A word about limestone: In nany areas of the world, limestone can be

found locally. It is a soft stone and may be ground by the farmers

themselves. It is a good idea to let farmers know whether or not lime-

stone is available locally and to help them identify it if they can not

already do so.

Filling the Pond
After the lime has been on the pond bottom for at least two wee's, let

the water in slowly. The water should fall from the water inle: into

the pond below, so that the water mixes with oxygen from the ai- as it

falls into the pond.

ao
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The water should not go in too (I'ckly. If the water goes in too fast;
the pond bottom. will ge stirred up and make the water muddy.

Let the pond sit for a few days after it has been filled. Then cheek the
quality of the water in the pond -- before adding the fish.

Fish growth depends greatly on the quality of the water used in the pond.
And the quality of the water depends upon where it comes from and what
kind of 1 it travels over Testing the water quality means making
sure that---a-1-1thefactors which relate to water are right for the fish.
These factors are temperature, oxygen content, pH, turbidity, hardhess,
alkalinity;affd nutrient availability (source of food for the fish). The

farmer does not need to know these particular words to raise fish well,
but he does require a working knowledge of the factors that are part of
the water world in which the fish live.

.z7

TEMPERATURE
Fish are cold-bloodedanimals; that is, their body temperatures depend
upon the temperature of the water in which they live. Every fish species

has a temperature range within which it grows quickly. This is called
the optimum temperature range, and it means that this fish grows best
at temperatures within that range. In a fish pond, the fish should live
at their optimum to grow well. Howevt:!r, since fish have different
temperature requirements, the farmer must choose the fish which will
grow best in the temperature range of his pond.

Here are some of the common pond fish and their

Genta, specie4 Common name

TtZapia mozzambica
Osphtonemus,gonamy
Pak' ti.u.6 javanicaa

Cyptinu4 caltpio
Cotcnophatyngodon ideVws
Angaitea japonica

tilapia
gourami
tawes-
common carp
grass carp
eel

amperature ranges:

7):FrattrAe

24;28
d

25=33
20;25
25=30
20=28

This chart_shows that all the fish on this list could live .7r1 water illat

is 25'C (77°F) The chart L-so shows that an eel can live and grow ivAl
at 20°0, but that the tilapia and the grass carp will not do well at 20°C

because this temperature is below the range in which they are comfortable.
When the temperature goes higher or lower than this optimum, fish will

not grow. Eventually, if the temperature goes too high or too low,

the fish will die.

The farmer must watch the temori.-.Lre in tne pond water carefully,
especially if the ole',U1 !.....7omesunusual-ly hot or cold. Tf it is

possiole is a ',xid ii2a +c- a farmer to Ase a thermometer to 'ind
the tempera4Lre of W( pond 0.,-:.ter. This can be done by using a

:4*AMMEMMENWOWNWMNIMMENNUMMENW
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thermometer which is used for taking temperatures when people are sick.

The most important step is to guide the farmer to stock fish which will

do well in the normal temperature ranges of his area. Then the tempera-

ture of the water will not generally 'be a problem, except in cases of

unusual weather.

Some experienced fish growers can 3ude the water temperature by putting

their arms in the w ._ater Most people cannot tell temperature this way.

But ifthe right kind of fish has been chosen for the pond, the farmer

need only watch the fish to be able to judge the temperature of the pond

water. If the_watet' is becoming too hot, the fish will not eat and will

move very slowly.

If the farmer sees this behavior in his fish pond, he can take out some

of the pond water and put in new, cooler water. Another way of pro-

tecting the water From getting too hot is to find a way -to shade-the pond,

so that the sun does not shine directly on the water. The shading should

be temporary because sunlight is important-to the success of the pond.

92
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The picture on the previous page shows a fish pond being st-00ed by

palm tr.ec ranches stuck into the ground around the_edget of 1-±e pond.

As soon the temperature of the water goes dbwhi the branche:-, are

removed.

Temper- 11-E, owever, usually does not act alone. If the fish are

show:1Q signs of distress because of hot Weather,_it is often a ::oblem

caused by high temperatures and low oxygen content.

OXYGEN
The farmer cannot see oxygen, so it may be hard for him o realize

its importance. But it is- worth taking the time Whelp a pond owner

understand oxygen as a critical factor in the success of his fish pond.

Oxygen lack is a problem which can occur at any time during fish pond

operation; and there is a good chance the farmer will have to depend

only upon his own knowledge of the probl( and its cause to solve it

immediately.

Fish, like all- animals and human beings, need oxygen to.breathe and,

therefore, to live. Through a process called respiration,_fish and

human beings take in oxygen and give off carbon dioxide. Fish will not

grow well when the oxygen supply is low; and if the oxygen level gets

too low, they will die.

OXygen is a gas. Human beings get the oxygen they need from the air.

They c, ,ot tee it, or smell it, but without it they would die. Most

fish c only get oxygen fromilie water in the fis!7 pond. The farmer

cannot s,:c. the oxygen in the water either, but he Should realize that

it must be there in sufficient quantity for the fish to live.

Oxygen troubles arise in a por1i when the supply of oxygen is used up

faster than oxygen is put into the pond. This happens to human beings

too -- if too many people are shut into a room with no windows c. air-

holes, the respiration of all these people uses up the oxygen._ Soon,

there is too much carbon dioxide in the air. The people have trouble

breathing until a window is opened and fresh air containing oxygen is

let in..

This i. exactly --Mat happens to fish in the fish pond. The fish are shut

up in the pond, and if there is not enough oxygen entering the pond,

they will have trouble breathing. And, if the problem continues, they

will die.

Water contains tiny plants and animals called plankton. Mcst olLAton

are so very small" that they cannot be seen without using a microscope.



The plants arP phytoplankton:

Ditycpsphavtium

putchatilm

The animal's are zooplankton:

Water also contains higher orders of vegetation.
larger than the phytoplankton.

p.olnata

AZona sp.

These plants re much

_Hydti,Lta ovt - :ctYrt tl

/ A favorite food
of the qrirami.

The fish and the ti,L1 cxygen and give off carbon dioxide in
respiration; the pt,:y.,,i;1,,kton ,nd higher plants use carbon dioxide and
sunlight to produce oxy9,11n during a process ci.11ed photosynthesis.

COQ
/

Thz Cycte o4 ReApitatixii
and Phatozynthes

oN.
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The oxygen in a fish pond also is used up by the process of decay;
Dead organic matter -- leaves; fish;:.other plant and animal material
:.present in the pond; use up oxygen in the decay process called _2

oxidation -. Oxidation and respiration goon both day and night;-while
photosynthesis can take place only during sunlight hours.

Therefore; there are times during the day when the oxygen levels in the
pond can be very low; and oxygen may have to_be added.to the water._
Oxygen can be added to the pond water by taki1ng out some of the old
water which is low in oxygen and adding new water.

A Muth' Day Can Sometiimez
Caine Oxygen. Leveez to Dtr.op

_------ -- _
t7=--

The new water-should be sprayed or bubbled tnto the pond so that the

water picks up oxygen from the air as it falls into the pond.

Oxygen also can be added to pond water by:

Stirring up the waterlalready in thn I

pond. Some farmers peat ,,nd stir the
water with poles.

41,- win, gill it;/

told,
""'io

ri-br
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Some pond owners use oars to stir the water.

Other owners run small motors
to. bubble the watel in the pond.

j
In additioni winds_ which are strong enough to ripple the surface of the

Water in the pond help the a r-and-water-tomix-. Remember any disturbance

Of the water main: by man or nature helOs put /oxygen into (aerates)

the water

Life_under_fhe water is a new idea to many farmers. And-it is sometimes
dlffitUlt.to_understand ti*t_the balance: which exist bn land are also
qe8014: in the water.:' Oxygen is ',produced and used bothyabove and below

0
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the surface of the water. 'The fish pond does well only when oxygen
production and oxygen use are in balanced relationship.

If the farmer understands the balance_--
how oxygen is added and how used__

up, he will know how_to watch_for_trouble
before -it happens. For. examplei if
the colorof_the water changes from green
to clear - -.in a few hours or_a day --
the phytoplankton _are not producing__
enough oxygen; if the fish are al, the

OXYGEN LEVELS RISE
DURING THE DAY AND
FALL AT WIGHT;

02- CO2
-0-i-

o
2"

surface_of the water and seem to

CO be gulping air, they may need oxy-
2 A gon. Early in the morning; before

C O the sun comes up, or a long period
of no sunshine can be bad times be-.
cause the phytoplankton need the
sun to produce oxygen. Long periods

e0i of hot weather can create oxygen
----=,------- problems because the pond water

.- - , gets warmer, and warm water cannot
_

.
hold as much oxygen as cool water
can.

The following table shows the difference in oxygen levels at various
Points in the day. For example, at 6 am; the temperature has remained
steady, but the dissolved oxygen level has dropped to 6.3mg. At 6 pm,

after a sunny day, the dissolved oxygen level is 16.3mg.

This table also shows that on a typical day a pond's temperature
does not vary greatly. This illustrates why oxygen as a'separate
factor is much more important than is temperature.
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MEASURED OXYGEN CONTENT COMPARED WITH TEMPERATURE IN ONE POND

Time of Day Temperature-°C Dissolved Oxygen, mg/1

2 am 29 9.8
6 am 29 6.3

10 am 29 6.7
2 pm 30 9.4
6 pm 29 16.3.

10 pm 29 10.7

Oxygen is measured in either milligrams per liter (mg/1) or parts per
million (ppm). One milligram per liter of oxygen means that there is
one milligram of oxygen dissolved in one liter of water. One part per
million is approximately equivalent to one milligram per liter.

Fish begin to be stressed when the oxygen level falls below 4mg/l. For
best growth; the oxygen levels should _be above 5mgil, but not more than
15mg/l. Abov'e this level of oxygen, supersaturation often results
(too much oxygen).

Sometimesi_tf there is a_lot of sun and a lot of wind activity at the same
time, and if the temperature is lows the water can become-supersaturated
With oxygen. Supersaturated water contains more oxygen than_water can_
normally hold at a given temperature; it is a temporary. condition. This

condition can place stress on the fish; However; it does not oappen _

very often in small ponds because the wind is not usually able to aerate

pond water as thoroughly as it can in a large pond.

To determine the exact oxygen content
of a pond, certain chemicals and
equipment are needed. Dissolved
oxygen is usually determined in
the laboratory by the Winkler
Method. Now, however, there are
field kits availab'e((Hach, LaMotte
These kits are, however,'expensive,
and certainly_will not be
available to most farmers.

A Fietd Kit bon Tez g

Pond Wate c CoAts About ------
30 (U.S.)
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pH; HARDNESS; AND ALKALINITY
These three factors are not the same thing -- each one is a measure of
a certain characteristic or characteristics of the water in a fish pond.
Each of these factors can be measured exactly if samples of pond water
can be taken to a laboratory to be analyzed, or if chemicals are
available for testing the water in the field. Certainly if such
testing is possible, it should be done.

However, many pond owners are not able to aet their water tested and
they do not have the right chemicals and equipment to do the tests
themselves. For these people, it is best to stress the importance of
using lime in their ponds. Lime is the proper treatment to correct
imbalances in these factors; each of which is discussed in some detail
here.

Or. pH is the measure of hydrogen ions (H+) in the water and is measured
on a scale of 1 to 14. If the pH is between 0 and 7, the water is
considered to be acid. If the pH is at 7, the water is neutral not
acid or basic). A pH of-7 -to 14 means-the water is basic. Fish grow
best in a pH of between 6.5 and 9.0. -Fish are very sensitive to low,
pH, or, in other words, to water which is acid. Most pond fish Will die
if the pH falls below 4 for a very lcag period of time.

Sometimes the pH of a pond can change quickly. For example, a heavy
rain may carry acid from-the soil in the dikes into the pond water.
The best way to get the pH back to neutral is to add limestone
(calcium carbonate) to the water by spreading it on the pond bottom
or on the surface of the water. A fish like tilapia can tolerate
pH from 3.7 to 10.5, but below a pH of 5, they are stressed and they
will not eat.

Some people measure pH by.tasting the water. If the water tastes sour
or salty, it has too much acid in it. Another way to find out pH is to
know where the water is coming from. If the water comes from a swamp,
bog, or other place where the water is pretty stagnant and contains
lot of decaying material, it may be acid. Most water, however, has a
pH which is very close to neutral. If the water comes from a river or
lake, it is not likely to have a pH that will harm the fish. If the
local fish do well in the water, the pond fish probably will do well
also.

Utimu.6 Papex. Some farm owners find out their 0 by using litmus paper,
or pH paper. These are thin strips of paper which have chemicals on
them so that they change color when they are placed -into the water. If

the water is acid, the paper will turn one - color; if the water is basic,
the paper turns a different color. The color on the paper is compared
to a color chart which will give the pH for that color. There are also
electronic meters which measure pH, but these are expensive and not
necessary in a field situation.
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Hardness. Hardness is the measure of total soluble salts that are
dissolved in the water. These salts, usually calcium (Ca++) and
magnesium (Mg ++), help the fish grow healthy bones and teeth. Also,

the foods the fish eat, like the phytoplankton, need calcium and
magnesium for growth. Water that contains_many salts is called "hard"
water; water that contains few salts Is called "soft" water.

Hardness is related to the pH of the water, but unlike the pH, hardness
stays constant throughout the day. Hardness can be measured in a labora-
tory or by using a field kit with chemicals. Hardness should be between
50 and 300ppm in the pond for best fish cv.owth.

There are several ways a farmer can'tell if he has very hard water without
using chemicals. One method is to look closely at the pond wallS where
the water line is. If there is a white line on the wall ofthe pond
where the water was touching the pond before the water level fell; there
are salts present in the water which have dried on the Rpnd walls. This

water probably has a lot of salts. Hardness is important to fish.

Another way a farmer can tell if the water is hard is to washhis hands
with it at the side of the pond. If the soap takes a long time to lather,
and if the lather does not stay very long, the water is hard. If the

water is soft and does not contain many salts, it lathers very easilyand
is hard to wash off.

If the water is too soft, the farmer can increase the hardness by adding
lime to the water..

Alkalinity. Alkalinity is a Measure of the acid=combining capacity of the
water; or it is also called its buffering ability. Alkalinity measures the

amounts of carbonates and bicarbonates in the water. These are materials

which mix with acid in the watr. The result of the mixing is that the

acid is not as strong. Waters which have an alkalinity of 50 to 200ppm
are the most productive for fish. Alkalinity, like pH and hardness, can
be corrected and controlled by adding lime to the pond. The relationship

among alkalinity, hardness; and pH can be summarized like this:

Low Alkalinity = Low pH = Low Hardness

REMEMBER: THESE THREE FACTORS ARE NOT THE SAME THING, BUT THEY ARE RE=
LATED. IN FISH PONDS; ALL THREE CAN BE CONTROLLED BY ADDING
LIME TO THE WATER.

TURBIDITY
Turbidity is the term for the suspended dirt and other particles in water.

Turbidity can be a problem, especially in shallow ponds, if the dirt and
particles prevent sunlight from reaching the plankton, so that the phyto-

plankton cannot produce oXvgen. An operating pond can be turbid if there
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are bottom feeders such as common carp stirring up the bottom mud. Or,
turbidity con result from a water source which has a lot of silt in it.

Turbidity can be measured by just looking at the pond water. Or turbidity
can be measured by using a device called the Secchi disc. The Secchi
disc is also used to determine the total productivity of the pond.

A SECCR! DISC

A Secchi disc is about 30cm in diameter, painted white and black or
just white, and has weights or heavy objects hanging on it to make it
sink straight down into the water. The disc is suspended on a rope or
a long_pjece of wire that is marked off in centimeters from the disc up.
A Secchi disc can be Made out of wood or meth -- at- long-as it will
sink. The disc does not have to be very complicated. It does not have
to be round, either. It can be any shape, as long as it has some white
paint on it to help-it be seen under the water. The disc can be made
from a tin can pounded for this purpOse.

When the Secchi disc goes into
the water, it will sink straight
down and disappear from sight at
some depth% If the disc disappears
at 30cdiin depth, the pond is
turbid. If it disappears im-
mediately, tither it is very tur-
bid (brown in color), or it is very
fertile (productive), if green in
color.
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Turbidity also can be measured wiltout but this requires somewhat

more experience. The farmer Aards 4.7 the pond and sticks his arm under

the water.

. _

If his hand disappears when
the water is about -elbow
deep, the water is not too
turbid. If it disappears
before the water reaches the
elbow, the water is either
turbid or very productive.
IT the entire arm from hand
to shoulder can be seen under
the water, it is not turbid
at all, nor is it very pro-
ductive (it does not contain
enough fish food).

One'way to clear up muddy water is to scatter twelve bales of hay per hec-

tare around the edges of the pond. The hay will help to settle the mud

and can then be removed easily from the pond edges. However, do not use

this method in very hot weather, because the hay will begin to decay

very quickly and will begin to use up oxygen in the pond water. If the

pond water continues to have a lot of silt n it, the farmer should

consider adding a siltation tank (see "Construction ").

NUTRIENT AVAILABILITY
All fish require certain elements to grow and reproduce. These essential

elements are carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogenOhOSphorus, potassium,

,sulfur, calcium, iron, and magnesium. Some other elements,called trace

elements, are neededvonly in small amounts. If these elements are missing,

or present in to small quantities, the fish will not grow well.
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Fish get these elements from the pond soil, the pond water, and the
food they eat. Some fish ponds lack elements that are necessary to
fish. In these cases, it is necessary to add fertilizers to the water.
Fertilizers are simply materials which contain the missing elements.
The elements most often missing, or in short supply in fish ponds,
are nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P), and potassium (K).

Fertilizers containing these
missing elements are added
to the fish pond to help the
growth of the fish and of
the plankton the fish use
for food. Fertilization
is discussed in the following
paragraphs.

Fertilizers
Fertilizers are materials added to the pond to make the water more
fertile (produCtive). As stated before, fertilization is sometimes
necessary to help a pond provide the nutrients directly needed for
fish and plankton growth. As a major food source of fish, plankton
must be kept healthy,and in good supply.

-Fertilizer supplements the eleMents the pond gets from its own water
and soil. This is especially necessary in ponds made in soil which
has used up the nutrients once available.

A WELL,FERTILIZED POND
A pond which has a lot of phytOplankton is often a bright green color.
This color indicates a "bloom" of algae. In a normal bloom, the Secchi
disc disappears at about 30cm depth; when the Secchi disc disappears
at 20=40cm, the pond is very productive and fertjle. No fertilizer
is needed in a pond under these conditions. Also, if the farmer,places
hiiarml in the pond and his arm disappears from sight at the elbow,
the pond does not need fertilizer.

There is one more condition when no fertilizer is needed: Sometires
a pond can become too fertile. If the Secchi disc disappears at only
15cm, the "bloom" is too thick. The thick layer of green blocks the
sunlight from the pond and no oxygen can be made by the phytoplankton.
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In this case, there is too much
fertilizer, and the farmer must
take off some of the thick layer

of algae.formed at the top of the

pond and stop using fertilizer
until the pond has recovered a
normal fertilizer level;

WHEN TO FERTILIZE
If the Secchi disc can still be seen at 43cm, for exampig? or if the

farmer can still see his entire arm from fingers to shoulder under the

water, there is not enough plankton. And it is necessary to add ferti-

lizer to the water in order,to prepare the pond for the fish.

which determines the need for fertilizer is the quality

the soil is very productive, the need for fertilizer

soil is not productive, the need is greater. A farmer

the fertilizer he uses on his fields, if he uses one,

in his fish pond. The fish pond soil is often very

the fields around it.

One other factor
of the soil. If
is small; if the
should know that
can also be used
like the soil of

TYPES OF FERTILIZERS
The kinds of fertilizers used in fish pcinds vary greatly, depending on

the amount of money which can be spent and what is available. Many

fish pond owners use organic fertilizers, or fertilizers that come

from living things; Stich as cow dung--because it is available_ on their

farms. Some big pond owners like inorganic fertilizers, or chemicals

made by man, like the superphosphates. But these chemical fertilizers

are expensive and sometimes hard to get.

Choosing fertilizer can be difficult. The following paragraphs provide

more detail about organic and inorganic fertilizers and some guidelines

to the proper use of each.
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arganicFertilizers:._ Organic fertilizers can be plant or animal
products, such as:

VegetabZe'matten. Chopped Up manioc, sweet potatoes, oe banana leaves;
[Ong kong, guinea or napier grass, or other such things that have been
allowed to rot for a while. The amounts of vegetable matter used as
fertilizer can be as high'as 5 ;000 kg/ha.

Liquid manuite. Mostly animal urine containing uric acid; a source of
nitrogen. It is washed out of buildings where animals are kept into the
ponds and used in very small amounts by mixing it with other organic
fertilizers, such as cow or pig manure.

HouAehad 4cnap6. Including garbage, grass cuttings; rice husks; and
human sewage, also called "night soil".

An manute,e-Almost any kind of animal manure can be used as
fertilizer, including cow, pig, duck; or chicken dung. Some manures
are better fertilizers than others. The best way to use/this kind of
fertilizer is to make a "soup" of it in a tank by mixing it with water.
Use the liquid part of the "soup" in the pond. Animal manure cah also
be placed in a burlap bag hung from a stake in the water. This way,
the nutrients from the manure will be released slowly into the water
without the manure itself clogging up the pond bottom. If this cannot
be done, then pile the manure in the corners of the pond. Do not use
too-much manure: decaying manure uses up the oxygen in the pond --
particularly in hot, humid climates.

The best way to use these sources of fertilizer i§ to mix them all
together in what is know as a tompost pile. A compost pile is simply
a pile of these organic materials which has been left to rot: As
the materials decay together, they produce a substance which is a
very good fertilizer. Compost 'plies are important: they provide the
very best kind of organic fertilizer fcr fish ponds and, in many cases,
they cost nothing.

10$
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Making a Compost Pile
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For many years; compost has been made this way:

. Pile organic matter, such as leaves; straw; grass; rice husks
or other plant material and household scraps about 30cm high;

. Put a_layer_of animal manure (chicken, cow, pig, duck or what-
ever is available) on top of the first layer.

. Sprinkle ashes and lima on the manure;

Repeat these layers of_plant material, manure, ashes and lime
until the pile is abaut-1.5m high and 1.5 m wide.

Keep the= pile moist, but do not let it get wet.

Turn the pile every three weeks with a shovel for about 3 months.

Use the pile_in 3 months. It will have decayed and shrunk to
abOut 1/10 of its original size.
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There is: now S faster. way to make the compost ready to use as fertilizer.

Make the same 1.5m x 1.5m pile'of plant material, manure, and -

lime: This time, however, use morehousehold garbage and animal
manure. Onimal manure supplies nitrogen, an element,used by
plants during the decay process. A good compost mix:tut-041s about
1 shovelful of manure to 30 shovelsful of the other organic
materials.)

the- material well Then cut all of it into small pieces, using
a shovel, machete, scythe, etc. The pieces should be about 3 to
5cm long. Cutting the material speeds the'rotting process. (If
animal manure is hard to-get, add some inorganic fertilizer contain=
ing nitrogen to the compost pile.)

pile every few. Turn the Use a shovel to keep it well-mixed.
Compost piles can get too hot ikthe middle if they are not turned
and mixed. Put -_a stick into the middle of the pile. Leave the
stick in the pile for 3 minutes,and then pull it out If the stick
is hot, dry, or smelly, the pile must be turned so that the inside
of the pile is now on the outside..

-

. Keep'the pile moist, but not wet. Protect it from the rain. Animal
urine can be used to keep the pile moist and helps add nitrogen to
the pile (pig urine is best). A compost pile made in this way will
be ready for use in only 3 weeks.

When ready, pile the compost in the corners of the pond and - restrain it
with a screen; or cover the compost with a layer Qf mud to hold the-
plant material in place so it.does not float into the pond. The compost
releases its nutrients into the pond water gradually.

APPLICATION RATES
Fertilizer should be applied at a rate determined by_ the area of_yout,
:pond: Area is the length of the pond multiplied by the width. For

WWTH ` AREA 1. LEA-6'M X WIDTH

4
LENGTH

407
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example, if the Aond is 10m wide by 20m long, it has an area of 200
square meters (m9. This is equivalent to 2/100 of a hectare. The
measurements used for pond area are:

1 are = 100m2
1 acre = 40 ares = 4000m2
1 hectare = 100 ares = 2.5 acres = 10,Q00m2

To fertilize a 200m2 fish pond with chicken manure, at a rate of 200
-kg/ha, you must only use 4 kg as follows:

200m2 = x : 200__(.200) = !X ; X 4 kg
10,000m2 200 kg/ha 10,000

Most ponds are not as big as one hectare, so the farmer will have to
determine fiis pond's area before using the manure. It will be hard for
most farmers_ to calculate application rates in this way; but it is
probably easy for you to cievelop some standard measures a farmer can
use. which are based on the average-sized kind in your area

Often fish ponds are managed in conjunction with other animals. Stable's

are built right over the edge of the ponds, and the manure and urine
from a certain number of animals are a)lowed to fall directly into the
pond. This efficient system works well for fish which can use animal

----manure directly as food. Pigs are often used like this because pig dung
makes a good food for some fish. Fish ponds which share the area with
a number of ducks also show high yields of both ducks and fish.

Raiz-Eng U.-6h With.
Othe& Anima Can
Inckea6e The Yield
c76 a Fatm

C.



For the first fertilizer added to a new pond, some common'rates of
application of animal manures are:

Cow dung
Pig dung
Chicken dung

1000 kg/ha
568 = 1704 kg/ha
114 =,2e8 kg/ha
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REMEMBER: Except for compost fertilizer, only one kind of fertilizer
is needed at one time in a pond, Only use one of the application rates
each time the pond is fertilized, or a combination of fertilizers with
different rates to make up one rite. :Thet is, you can use 1000.kg/ha
of cow dung, or 500 kg/ha cow and 171 kg/ha chicken dung, or about 300
kg /ha cow, 57 kg/ha chicken, and 284 kg/ha of pig dung. After yo6 ferti=
lize keep an eye on the pond. Try-not to over fertilize -- too much is
just as bad as not enough.

After the first application of fertilizer, application rates do not

have to be as high. Many older.ponds do not need as much fertilizer
because the natural life of a pond tends towards becoming more fertile

the older it gets. However, each time the fish are harVested they
take part of the pond's productivity with them. That is why older
ponds are still fertilized -- even though they may need less fertilizer

than new ponds.

Inorganic Fertilizers. Inorganit fertilizers are chemical fertilizers

that dissolve in the pond Water_andprovide their nutrients immediate-

ly; Originally; inorganit_fertilizers supplied nitrogen, phosphorus;

and potassium; and they Wete Called the NPK fertilizers. Some typical

NPK fertilizers were8 -8 -2 (NPK) and_20=20=5 (NPK). This simply

referred to: the mix of fertiliZer that each bag supOlied; for example;
8 measures of nitrogen, -8 Measures of- phosphorus_ and 2 measures of

potassium; Recent. ttUdiet:thOWthat if enough phosphorus_is available;
the plants in the pond produce their own nitrogen, and_thatpotassium -

'is present AlreadY_in_ttall amounts in fish. Presently; the only
element needed by fith that May be lacking in the fish pond is the

element phosphorus.

Now, the most common inorganic fertilizers used in fish ponds are the

phosphorus fertilizers == basic slag, powdered single superphosphate,
granular double superphosphate and triple superphosphate. Some of
these fertilizers can last as long as three years in the pond, so even
though they are expensive initially, they are often used in fish ponds.

Research shows that the best fish growth, occurs when phosphate ferti-
lizers and organic fertilizers are used together.
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Application rates of phosphate fertilizers are:

Basic slag 25=30 kg/ha

Single superphosphate 114 kg/ha

Granular double superphosphate 57 kg/ha

Fertilizers have one purpose--to provide better growth of fish in ponds.
many organic and Inorganic fertilizers are good. Watch the pond care-
fully for signs concerning a need for fertilizer. As long as the water
is a green color, the pond is in good condition. Remember: it is
always best to do two things at once--wherever possible use fertilizers
which can be used as food by the fish.

Now that the pond has been_filled, the quality of -the water tested, and
the fertilizer added, the last step in preparing_for the fith is to
make sure that the food supply in the pond is sufficient for the fish
that will be put into the pond.

Foods
It is important to be sure that fish have good food. Feeding and
fertilization work together to make the pond successful.

The growth of fish in ponds is directly related to the amount of food
available in the pond. The pond must provide all the food and.nutrients
fish need. But all fish do not need the same kinds of food: different
species eat different types of food, and fish eat different foods de-
pending on the stage of their life cycle.

Newly-hatched fry eat from their yolk sacs until the sacs are gone.
The fry then eat the smallest phytoplankton.in the pond. As the_fry
get bigger, they can eat bigger foods. Adult fish eat the things that
their particular kind of fish enjoy--plankton, higher plants, worms,
insect larvae, etc.
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TYPES OF FISH FOOD
Fish foods can be natural (those found naturally in the pond) or sup-
plementary (those foods added to the pond).

Natural Foods. These foods are the phytoplankton, zooplankton, detritus,
snails, worms; insects and insect larvae, small plants like duckweeds
and various other weeds and grasses that can be found in a fish pond.
(See illugtrations of Natural Foods at the end of this section ;) Also,
if the fish is carnivorous and eats the flesh of other anfmals, small
fish'are a food source.

Some fish eat all these foods; some prefer only one kind of food.
Often a fish will choose one kind of food over another, even though
either of the foods would be eaten by the fish if the other food were
not available. Natural foods are the best foods for fish. The farmer
should encourage; as much as possible, the growth of these natural
foods--through maintaining-the quality-of his water, proper fertiliza-
tion of the pond bottom and the water, etc.

Sometimes, however, the farmer must add food to the pond because the
pond is not producing enough food for good growth. The best supple-
mentary foods a farmer can put into the pond are extra natural foods.
But there are a great number of other foods which fish will eat.

Supplementar Foods. Almost anything can be used as a supplementary
food,-depen ing on the fish species in the pond. Typical supplementary
foods are: bread crumbs, rice bran, fish meal, ground-up maize,
broken rice, soy bean cakes, peanut cakes, corn meal, cottonseed oil
cakes, oats, barley, rye, potatoes, coconut cakes, sweet potatoes,
guinea grass, napier grass, kang kong, manioc, water hyacinth, wheat,
silkworm pupae, and left-over animal feeds and some animal manures.

As stated previously, the kind of extra food depends on the kind of
fish. Tilapia, for example, will eat almost anything, including the
supplementary foods listed above. This is one reason why they are
such very good pond fish. The silver carp. on the other hand, will
eat only phytoplankton, even when it is a fish of marketable size.
The farmer must know what his fish will accept before he puts the
fish into the pond`.

NOTE TO DEVELOPMENT WORKERS
Some of these supplemental foods are'better at encouraging growth than
others._ The value of each food is measured in terms of how quickly-
_and well it can help the fish gain weight; The amount of-a food that
can -be converted into fish flesh by the fish is called the conversion
ratie. And because these foods are -given to help the fish grow; each
food has_what is known in various places as a growth co-efficient;
fOod quotient, or its nutritive ratio;
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The food quotient is figured by dividing the total weight of the food
by the total increase in weight gained by the fish over a period of
time. This is done as follows:

Food Quotient = weight of food given
increase in weight of fish

For example, a fish weighing 100g is fed a supplementary food at a
rate of 5% of his body weight, or 5g per day. The fish weighs'160g
at the end of a 30,=day period. Therefore, the food quotient of this
particular food is:

Food Quotient = 150
;160 -100g 60

Food Quotient= 2.5

In other words, the fish has been able to use about 2.59 of food to
gain 1.0g of weight a day. This is a good conversion ratio.

The table shown here lists food quotients of some kinds of supplementary
foods used with common carp._ The lower the value of the quotient,
the better the food was used by the fish._ For example, dried silkworm
pupae help the fish grow faster than do fresh silkworm pupae. REMEMBER:

the conversion of foods depends upon the ability of the individual
fish to use the food given to it. And that ability 'differs according

to species.

FOOD QUOTIENTS OF COMMON CARP FEEDS

FOOD FOOD QUOTIENT

Fresh silkworm pupae 5.0 - 5.5
Dried silkworm pupae 1.3 - 2.1

Chironomids 2.3 - 4.4

Fish meal 1.5 - 3.0
Ricejpran 5.1

Soy bean cake 2.2

Clam meat 1.3

'Cottonseed cake . 3.0

Dehydrated blood 1.5 - 1.7

Mitaze 4.0 - 6.0

Souxce; Batudaehi et; ct,Li A qua. datune
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It will be hard or impossible_for many farmers in your area to figure
these ratios and quotients. For the farmer who is new to the effort
and has few resources, it may be a good idea to direct him to the
supplementary foods having the best conversion ratios for his fish.

SA.
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Managing the Pond

It should be clear by now that much _of the success of a fish pond depends
upon careful planning.. Before the farmer could build the pond, it was
necessary for him to think through why he wanted the pond for food,

profit, or both, what kind of ponds he could build on his land and what_

kind or 'ands of fish are best suited to hiS climate and pond conditions.
Only when all these factors-were thought out could the pond be built.

Now, with the pond constructed, fertilized, and otherwise prepared for
the fish, the farmer is ready to put the fish into (stock) the ponds
and get to the business of raising fish.

Stocking
Stocking is the word used to describe the. act of placing the fish (stock)

into the_pond; The stocking density- is used here to refer to the total

number of fish which can be put into (stocked) in a pond.

Good Steeling Density = Good Fish.Gtowth,

TO Many Fish = Powt Fish Gitowth
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The stocking rate is the term used to refer to the number of one species
which are put into a pond. Therefore, in a monoculture pond, the
stocking rate is the same as the stocking density because there is only
one kind of fish.

In a polyculture of Chinese carp, however, the stocking density, or the
total number of fingerlings, may be 20,000 per hectare. Of this total,
the stocking rate looks like this: __grass carp are stocked at a rate
of 5,000; 5,000 are bighead carp; 10,000 are silver carp.

A'Potyaatixe
Canp

Stocking rate and density are important. There is only enough food and
roomhin a Bond for a certain nymber of fish: The good growth of fish
depends upon putting the right number of fish into the pond.

The age of the fish must also be considered when stocking ponds. For
example, more fingerlings can be placed in a pond than brood fish,because
fingerlings require less food per fish than brood fish. If the food
available in the pond is not supplemented, proper stocking rates and den-
sities are even more important.

STOCKING DENSITIES
The farmer must know how many fish he can put into his pond so that he
can_get the right_number--either from the market or from a local stream
or lake. .He should remember, when he decides upon this number, that
some of the fish will die--both when they are put into the pond and
later. The'follOwing paragraphs provide some guidelines to use when
stocking a pond with some of the more common pond fish.

Common Carp.. Stooking.densities differ with the age and size of the
fish. In general, the more volume of water a carp has; the better is
its growth. This assumes that the pond contains enough food; and the
water temperature is right. The best growth of common carp has been
shown with-stocking. densities of about 10,000 to 20,000 fish per
hectare_; more with fryl,_Tess with pogt-fingerlings. Some ponds use
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running water, and in these ponds,they have been able to stock up to
850,000 fry per hectare with only a 20% mortality rate.

Tilapia. Tilapia have been stocked in amounts ranging from 1000 fish
per hectare to about 50,000 fish per hectare when supplementary food
was provided. But stocking densities really depend on the rates of
reproduction of tilapia, and whether they can be separated by sex or not.

Chinese Carp. In general; the stocking rates can only be found bar trial
and error, and often will be different from time to time, depending upon
the availability of fry. In Malaysia; a ratio of carp stocking has been
suggested of 2:1:1:3 for grass carp, bighead; silver carp and common carp.
This means that if there were a stocking_density of 7 Chinese carp, 2
fish would be grass carp, 3 would be common carpland there would be only
one each of bighead and silver carp. This is a good stocking rate for
this density. The density for a given pond has to be figured in terms
of what the pond can support.

Indian Carp. Stocking densities of Indian carp are,not widely known.
Some densities range from 4,000 to 11,000 fry or fingerlings per hectare,
but again, the density depends upon the amount of food available to
the fish.

When stocking ponds to produce market-size fish, remember that the more
fish stocked, the more food must be available for the best,possible
growth in ponds.

The following paragraphs describe the proper methods for carrying new
stock from the market or river to the pond, and for placing them into
the pond.

STOCKING FISH IN PONDS
There are some`general rules which apply when bringing fish from one
place to another:

. do not handle the fish'too much

. make sure the fish get enough oxygen
. keep the fish from getting too warm.or too cold
. stock or transfer fish in the_early morning when temperatures

are lower and the fish are less active.

If fish are stocked so that there is enough oxygen, no temperature,
difference_between the stocking water and the pond water, and they are
not touched, the fish will not be stressed and will survive the stodking.
Here are more details concerning the stocking of fish at different
stages in the life cycle.
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When fry are being moved for a short distance only; for example, from
a nursery pond to a rearing pond, .they usually are carried in small plas-
tic or metal tubs; or in baskets.

CONTAIMERS_FORTAKING
FRY FROM OWE POWV TO ANOTHER

To move fry successfully:

. Scoop the fry out of the fiver or-pond in jars, cups, or
small nets.
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. Put the fry into a bucket of water.

.Carry the bucket to*the pond where
the fry will be placed.

. Check the temperature of the water
in the bucket; it should be the
same temperature as the water in

the pond where the fry will be
stocked.

Add water from the pond to the bucket slowly -- until the,
temperature of the water in the bucket is the same as.the
temperature of the water in the pond.

Tip -the bucket slowly into the pond; and let the fry swim'

out into the pond themselves.

REMEMBER: SOME FRY WILL DIE EVEN WHEN HANDLED VERY CAREFULLY. THIS IS

TO BE EXPECTED.

Moving Fry for Longer Distanczs_. If the fry are to be taken from a

market or river which requires a few hours travel or a long distance,

they must be protected better. One method; which can also be used

for fingerlings (and some small adult fish), is to:

. Place fry into plastic bags filled 1/3 with water.

Fill the rest of the bag with oxygen. The oxygen is

put into.the.bag with a hose placed directly into the

water so that the oxygen bubbles into the water.

9
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Tie the bag tightly so that the
oxygen does not leak out,

Place the plastic bags into tin boxes or cardboard boxes

or in woven grass bags. These containers give added

protection.

P

Change tbe meter in the bags, after 6 hours. The oxygen will

lasi.only that long.

Make sure the bags do not get too hot and that the tempera

ture of the water in the bags stays at about the same

temperature as the water from which the fingerlings or

fry were taken.

12
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Place the bags in the pond_unopened until the water temperature
inside the bags is about the same as the temperature in the pond;

. Open the bags and let some pond water in.

. Let the bag fill up slowly, and the fish will swim out into the
pond by themselves.

This process may take a little while, but it is far better to take the
time than it is to lose the fry. NEVER POUR FRY INTO A POND. This will

shock them and kill them all.

Stocking Fl -r-lings-- Fingerlings are stocked in the same way as fry.
Always remem er that the water in their container must be at the same
temperature as the water.in the pond. Then let the fingerlings_swim_out
of the container into the pond by themselves. DO NOT POUR FINGERLINGS
INTO THE POND. They may die because. of the shock_of hitting the water
or the sudden change of temperature. Some fingetlings will die_during_
stocking. But usually these are th eaker fish. Careful handling will
mean less loss of fingerlings, as well as fry.
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Stocking-Multfish; Adult fish are a little more difficult to stock
than fry or fingerlings; First, they are large (from 0.5kg up to
3.0kg) and can injure people and themselves by jumping out of containers
or-ponds when they are being carried or caught; For example,: Chinese
carp often hurt themselves this way; This problem is controlled by
placing a net of some kind on top of the container so they cannot jump
out;

To move fish from one pond to
another, or from a pond to a con-
tainer, make a carrying cradle.
Use fishnet and pieces of wood or
bamboo for handles. The cradle is
placed around the brood fish in
the water. Then the fish can be
lifted out of the Water and carried
to the new pond or to the container
for transporting. There the cradle
is released and the brood fish
swims away. Brood fish must never
be thrown into a pond.

Adult fish often are nervous when being taken from one place to another.
Some pond owners even put a hand or _a handkerchief over the fishes' eyes
when they are carried. Care is necessary when handling, however:

brood fish particularly are sensitive
to being handled. They bruise easily
if they are held tightly, apd the
bruises can become sites for infection.

Brood fish are often carried in tubs
or drums half-filled with clean, well-
oxygenated water when they must 1,0.
carried a long distance.- Change the
water often and check the water temper-
ature each time. If the brood fish
are very active, mix a solution of 1.
to 4 grams per liters of urethane in
the water. This will make the fish
slow and less active, so they can
be moved without injury.
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Routine Pond Management
After the ponds are stocked, ongoing management of the pond includes:

. .feeding and fertilizing as necessary

. keeping the pond in good condition
watching for trouble and disease

Each pond; whether it is small or large, one pond or one of several;
requires supervision in the above areas. And good management requires
that checks of the condition of the fish and the pond be a regular
part of the pond owner's day; Guidelines for both daily and monthly
general maintenance are given here. Then, since fish in ponds are
treated somewhat differently depending- upon their species; and their
stage in the life cycle; more detail on managing fry and fingerlings
and managing brood stock is given.

DAILY MANAGEMENT
Ponds and the fish in them must be taken care of every day. It is a
good idea to have the_pond owner follow a checklist of things to do.
Daily care will greatly lessen the chance that something will go
wrong in the pond.

A good checklist might look like this: 0

. check the pond for leaks

. clean filters

. watch fish behavior near the feeding area

. feed the fish -

. add fertilizer, if necessary

. watch for predators

IMPORTANT: Check the ponds at the same time each day. Early morning
is the best time because oxygen levels in the water are lowest then,
and the fish are more likely to have trouble at that time of day--if
they are going to have trouble at all.

Each step on the checklist involves certain activities and is discussed
in More detail here.

Checking for Leaks. -Check all walls, gates, inletspand outlets._ It .

is possible for a Oug on a drainage pipe, for example, to work loose,
or partly loose, so that water leaks from the pond. Walls made of
hard-packed earth can erode (wash away), especially after heavy rains.
Little leaks get larger quickly. It is important to be sure the
farmer realizes that in a. pond only 2m deep, for example, loss of
even part of the water can create problems for the fish.
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Cleanin9 Filters. Again, this is very important. Any filters in the
pond must be removed and .cleaned of silt, leaves, or other materials
that have collected in them. A dirty filter at the outlet pipe
could slow down the drainage process.

Watch the Fish. A farmer can tell much about his fish by watching
them carefully. If they are swimming_ quickly and easily around the
pond, they are well If they are waiting near the surface, they are
likely to be hungry. If they are gasping for breath at the surface
of the water, there is not enough oxygen and the farmer will know he
has to act quickly to aerate the water in the pond.

Feed the Fish. RemeMber: in some ponds it is not necessary to feed 'the
fish extra food. The pond can be made rich enough to fill all the
food needs of the fish. However, -some ponds and some fish require sup-
plemental feeding. And, sometimes, even a pond which has provided
enough food before has to have food added to it.

Supplementary foods are given by:

spreading the food over the water's surface, as with
bread crumbs and rice bran
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. placing food inside a floating bamboo or rope feeding
ring (which is attached to the bottom of the pond)

. pressing food into dry pellets which float in the feeding
ring or fall to the bottom under the ring

Guidelines for Feeding Fish

Here are some good guidelines for feeding fish which might prove useful
to the farmer:

Always feed the fish at the same time and in the same part
of the pond. The fish will learn where to go to get food.
Then, when the fish come near the surface of the watery in-
side the feeding ring,for example, the farmer can see how
well they are eating and growing.

. Do not overfeed. Give onlythe amount of food the fish
will take at one feeding. Too much food will not get
eaten, but will decay and, therefore, will use up valuable
oxygen from the pond during the decaying process.

The amount of food can be found by experience. And of
course, the younger the fish, the less food they will need.
A farmer is wise to start with a Smaller amount of a food.
Then, if the fish seem to be waiting near the surface in
the feeding area, he will know more food is required..
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There are more exact ways to determine how much food to feed

the fish. Most pond owners feed fish at the rate of 2 to
5% of body weight per day. Therefore, 100 fingerlings
weighing 6g each (a total weight of 600g) would receive
5% of 600g, or 30g of food a day. One hundred fish of
breeder size weighing 1kg each, (total weight 100kg) would
require 5kg of food a day.

Making such measures and calculations is not possible
for many farmers. Therefore; it is best that they know _
Which foods to give, how to give themiand how to judge when
the fish are or are not getting enough food.

. Feed fish only 6 days each week; This will give the fish
a chance to feed on whatever food remains in the pond.
Too much food can clog the gills of fish, particularly
those fish who eat only very fine particles of food.

. Do not feed fish for at least one day before harvesting
or breeding them. When the fish eat, they void (empty)
the waste from their bodies into the water. This hap=
pens'even more when the fish are stressed. The combina-
tion of food and wastes makes the water turbid and
increases the stress that is already placed on fish by
the breeding and harvesting processes.

. Feed the right kinds of foods. Some fish will eat almost

any of the foods mentioned in the section on"Preparingthe
Pond." Other fish are not as easy to please. The farmer

will have to experiment with supplemental foods. If he

gives food one day and it is not eaten, he should stop
that food and try another. Again, if he starts with
small amounts only,_he is not likely to run into trouble.

While it Ts a good idea to test those foods most avail-

able to a farmer, here are some guidelines to feeding a

number of pond fish.

Common Carp

Common carp feed well on the natural food produced in the pond. However,

pond owners often give common carp supplementary food,so the fish will

gain weight quickly. Some good supplementary foods for common carp
are dried silkworm, pupae, fish meal and clam meat. However,, these carp

will tat almost anything. Suplementary foods such as these are not

necessary. The best way to.increase common carp growth rates is.to

fertilize the pond well so that the pond produces a good supply -of

natural food for the carp to eat.
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Tilapia

Not much is known about the feeding habits of some of the tilapia,
for example, TilAnia nilotica. Tila is mossambic.a and Tilapia zillii
are used to control filamentous a gl which is a habitat for mosquito
larvae, thus the tilapia is used to help with malaria control.

Tilapia are hardy and accept many foods. Most tilapia ponds can be
managed in much the same way as carp ponds.

Chinese Carp

Chinese carp fry eat plankton, so it is important that they be placed
in a well4ertilized pond with a good supply of_natural food. Fry
can be fed supplementary foods after awhile. These foods include
egg yolk which is strained through a cloth into the pond, soybean meal,
rice bran, and peanut cake. Once the fingerlings get larger, they can
be fed like common carp.

Remember, however, that the small pond owner is likely to have Chinese
carp as part of a polyculture. If the polyculture has been planned
wifely; the Chinese carp will not need to be fed extra food.

Indian Carp

Young fry of Indian carp, like all carps, feed on the plankton in the
pond. Normally fIsh ponds in India are fertilized by draining the
pond and drying, then adding a fertilizer made of some animal manure
mixed with oil cake at the rate of 200 to 325 kg/ha. This produces a
good bloom of plankton for the newly hatched fry. However, it has
now been shown that the Indian carp prefer zooplankton, though sometimes
they are given supplementary foods. After the fish reach fingerling
size, no supplementary food is given.

Note that in any pond, the fish can be kept healthy, well-fed and
growing well by making sure the pond is- well - fertilized so that it
produces its own food. As a general rule, it is better for most small
farmeri to work at keeping their ponds well fertilized or to' find
natural foods which can be added to the pond. Most small farmers do not
have extra foods to share with fish, but they do-have access to organic
fertilizer materials, such as manure.
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Fertilize_the Pond. The srction on "Preparing the Pond" discussed
kinds_of fertilizer, so the farmer should already be familiar with

what fertilizers can be used in ponds. Again, the right fertilizer

is a matter for experiment and experience.

The farmer has already used fertilizer before filling the pond. Now

he must watch the water carefully each day; If the healthy green

color of a fertile pond is not there or if the water has become

brown, fertilizer is needed. Fertilizers are applied depending upon

what kind they are: REMEMBER: organic fertilizers do not provide
their nutrients right away; inorganic fertilizers work very quickly.

A farmer who uses mainly organic fertilizers would probably be wise

to keep some amount of inorganic fertilizer on hand for those times
when he needs the fertilizer to work quickly.

Fertilizers are added to the pond in a number of ways;

Leaves, grass, and animal- manure may be left in piles

around the inside edges -of the pond. This is probably
not a good way to fertilize in a hot, humid climate
where the faster decay process would result in faster

use of oxygen.

. Liquid manures-and "soups" ares:lipped into the pond
around the edges or in the deepest water.

Powdered fertilizers (chicken manure, superphosphates)
are broadcast {sprinkled) in a fine layer over the
entire surface of the, pcmd.
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. Some fertilizers are left on platforms in the pond.
The platforms are submerged near the surface of the
water and confined behind a screen.

Watch for Predators Check the pond area for signs of snake holes,
rat burrows, eels; and strange fish which may have entered through
holes in an inlet screen for example. Any of these can be very
dangerous in a fish pond, particularly to a pond containing fry or
small fingerlings. Make sure fences which protect ponds lrom farm
animals who might eat grass off the walls or break down the walls of
the pond have no breaks in them.

Not each of these things will require much time each day. But a good
pond manager will at least check each of these items daily.

MONTHLY MANAGEMENT
Ponds which are managed well_day by day will- require little other
treatment. However, the following things will probably require more
careful attention every month or so:

. Check the pond walls. Cut grass which is too long or
plant more, if necessary.

. Check the pond bottom. If there is too much buildup of
silt and organic matter, shovel or scoop this material

-out.
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Check_for and_remove weeds or other growth which -might be__
a problem At harvest time or when a net is used in the pond.

Give_the wails And inlet and -utlefsystems an especially
careful check for leakt and for. blockage. Make sure the
mater_tAn flow smoothly_in and out of the pond; :so that
if-water needs to be put in or taken out quicklyi there
Will be no problem.

. Check the fertility and turbidity of the water; Even a _

pond wellfertilized at the beginning may need more ferti-
lizer after a month of operation;

. Check the fish carefurlyfor signs of diteaSe. if all has

gone well during the montlf,-the fish_have gained weight
and their gills are a healthy red:colothe chances are
that all is well; But the ffsh should be theckethespecially
carefully for signs of.diseas4each Mthith. _(See'Oroblems
of Fish Cultured in Pondsin) it\Odet_tiOt take long for a

disease to infect an entire pond full of fith.
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. Add lime if needed. If the farmer has been adding
fertilizer and feeding his fish regularly, but the
fish still do not seem to be gaining weight well or
moving in the water well, the water quality may
need adjusting.

Good management is -a key to a good fish harvest. It is important for
the farmer to realize this and to work fish management into his
daily schedule. But this is not always easy for him to do. In many
parts of the world, farmers -let their animals manage themselves, i.e.,
find their own food, etc. This will not usually work with a fish
pond. Fish cannot be put into ponds, left alone, and expected to
grow and provide food and income. Successful fish pond operation re-
quires active attention by the farmer.

The management guidelines just described apply to all fish ponds,
regardless of type of fish or stage of growth. There are, however,
some differences between managing a fry or fingerling pond and managing
brood stock. So these differences should be looked at more closely
here.

Management of Fry and Fingerlings
There are several ways to get fry. If the farmer is breeding fish,
then he will have his own source of fry to bring to the rearing ponds
from the smaller nursery (hatching) ponds. If the farmer has a small
backyard pond, where he'raises fish from fry or fingerlings to market
sizeOle either gets hfs young fish from a market or another farmer
or scoops them out of natural waters.

Wherever the young fish come from,
it is important for a pond owner. to
know how many fry or fingerlings he
is pUtting into his pond; If the
owner knows how many fish are going
into the pond he will know at_har-
vest time how many fish died (the
mortality rate) before -they were
.ready for harvest; This information_
can help the farmer make decisions about_his_management_of the pond.
If, for example, more than half of the_fish in ,a pond died between
the_time they were-put in=as_fry and the time of_harvesting_for
marketi too_ many.fish are dying;--the farmer ought to find_the reasons
why before he begins-again.
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COUNTING FRY
Fry are very delicate and must be handled gently. Here is one way of

counting them:

. Take a basin or tub of which you know the size (50-1001its)
Put all the fry into this basin.

. Scoop up fry into a 200-250m1 measuring cup.

. Count the fry in the measuring cup by slowly and gently

pouring the fish back into the basin.

. Estimate the total number of fry in the basin hy setting up

a ratio like this.
number- offryi_n_measuring cup = vOlUme Of measuring cup

/number of fry in basin (total) = volume of-basin

For example; a measuring- cup -of 250 ml holds 100 fry. Therefore;

it is estimated; using thit formula, that a 50 1 basin full of

fry holds 20,000 fry,

Here is another way of counting -fry Which is somewhat easier because

it does not depend uponCups and ha-ins of any particular size;

Put all the fry into an -old container - -an old metal garbage

can; an oil drum; a washtub.
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. Get an old milk cani.or some other smaller container; and
make sure one end is cut off.

Fill the smaller.. container with strained water.

. Mark a line on the garbage can to show the level of water
being put in.

. Fill the milk can and pour the water into the larger can

. Continue to fill the smaller can and dump water from it into
the larger can.

. Count how many small cans of water it took to fill the larger
can as high as the line drawn on the can.

. Fill the smaller can with fry and count them carefully.

Estimate the number of fry by multiplying the number of fry
in the milk can by the number of cans it takes to fill6fthe
large container to the line marked on it.

.Therefore, if there were 50 fry in one milk can,and it takes
25 cans to fill the larger container to the mark, there are
50 x 25'or 1,250 fry.

Fingerlings are easier to count than fry because they are older and
larger. The,same kind of measuring system could be set up. But the
containers would have to be able to deal with the larger fish; A
farmer who has raised,his fingerlings from fry should count the finger-
lings.as he sells them or moves them'from a nursery pond to a rearing
pond:- -Then he will know how -many survived. _If -a farmer started
with 20,000 fry and had 15,000 fingerlings, 5,000 fry died. Bat his
is a death rate of Only 25%--which is not -a_ terribly high figure.
Again, the farmer must accept that some of his fish are going to die.

A pond owner,Who raises fish is more likely to be able to handle fry
successfully. Fry are very delicate and must be protected carefully
from predators and sudden temperature and oxygen changes. The fry
hatch from their eggs in 12 to 72 hours depending upon the temperature
and the type of fish. The fry then live off the yolk sac which is .

attached to them. This sac lasts several days. But then the farmer
must be sure that the water provides enough food for the fry.

Many pond owners feed the fry with the yolk of a hard-boiled chicken
egg that has been strained through a cloth with water. After -a_ few

days of this, the fry can begin to eat the phytoplankton and the
zooplankton in the pond. Rake sure7that there-is alweys enough food
for the fry to eat before you transfer the fry to the rearing pond.
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For a farmer who has'onlY-one new pond, itis probably a better idea

for him to start with young fingerlings. This will.give more chance

of success than starting with fry.

this'is not to ~say that a farmer who has only 'one.pond cannot start

his fish crop from eggs or fry. He can One way this can_be done is

to keep the eggs in a washtub or large container rather than a pond.
The eggs must have plenty of oxygen, so the water must be changed often.
Any unfertilized -eggs -must be removed so that they do not cause in- -

fections in the fertiliied eggs. Unfertilized-eggs are white; ferti-

lized eggs are yellowish re.i.

Keeping fry in a smeler Lnntainer is a good idea because it allows
the farmer to better control the surroundings. Fry often get
'bacterial and fungal infections and are a favorite target of birds.
Again, the water,must be kept rich in oxygen and food which can be

eaten by fry.
O

The care_ of eggs and fry is very difficult and very important. A

farmer whd wishes to breed fish must certainly work to-gain experience

handling delicate eggs and fry. A farmer who wants only a food source
in his backyard may wish to take the easier road and start with

fingerlings.

The size of fingerlings depends upon climate, water_teinperature, food

given, and the number of fish stocked in the pond_. The following are

some average sizes and weights common in the Philippines:

AVerage Average
Lengths Weights

Milkfish 6.57cm 2.9 grams

Tilapia 6.33cm 5.8 grams

5.64cm 5.6 grams

Silver Carp 7.39cm 7.1 grams

Common Carp 7.39cm 7.1 grams

Fingerlings may be fed supplementary food if it is necessary. Remem-

ber that fish usually receive supplementary food which*is about 5%

of their body wcIght per day. This was discussed in more detail in

the section on preparing the pond, so there is no need to go into

detail here.

jt probably is a good idea, however, to note again that_farmers should

proceed tloWly When giving supplementary foods. Add only small_amountS

of food And watch the fish carefully to see how they accept it And

tile most important thing is to make sure-the pond is producing enough

of its own food.
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If the guidelines for management, discuSsed earlier in this section,
are followed, the fingerlings should grow well. When the fish reach
a good size (the size preferred in the farmer's area sole people
like smaller, rather than larger fish), they can be harvested and

, well-cared-for fence protects
this farmer's pond from unwelcome
visitors.
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Breeding is the term used to describe the complete reproductive cycle of

fish. Successful breeding depends on the health of thebrood stock and

the ability of the fish to spawn. Spawning describes the actual release

of eggs and sperm by the adult fish, andthefertilization of the eggs

by the sperm. This section gives information concerning the breeding of

pond fish.

Management of Brood Stock
A brood fish is a fish that has reached its full growth and is able to re=

produce. The.gp at which this happens depends upon_the_kind_of_fiSh, the
climate, the quality and amount of food. The specific characteristics of
brood fish are basically the. same for every fish species. In general,

good brood fish are:

well-formed and unbruised

free of parasites and disease

. lively and active,

a few years old, betWeeh 0.5kg and 3.0kg (depending upon species)

. sexually mature (so they can be separated by sex)

Other characteristicsjiged in choosing good brood stoc

and the large, rounded abdomen in the female fish.

Choosing brood stqck of common carp is more difficult.

of these fish are:

moderately soft bodY

139
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broad and flat lower side of belly, so that the fish
can stand its belly

relatively great body depth compared to length

broad, but supple; caudal peduncle

small head and pointed nose

rather large and regularly inserted scales

genital opening nearer to the caudal peduncle than in the
average carp

In generali_the larger the female carp; the more eggs it:will produce.
A carp of_45r50cm-can produce up to_310;000 eggs; a carp -of 60-65cm pro-
duces_up to 1;507;000 eggs -at one time But older carp (5 years -and up)
will have eggsthat_are not-as- healthy as_those of younger carp (2 years
old); so size is not the.only factor_in_choosing:_good breeders; Good
breeders usually are younger fish weighing 1 to 2 kg.

Brood fish can be obtained fromnaturaLwaters_by seining (netting) or
traps, from fish dealers or fishermen; from other pond owners; or from
government fish farms. Select more males than_females; so that. when a
female is ready to spawn; at least one male also will be ready:

_ _ _

The numbers of breeders needed depends upon the ize of the brood pond.
For example, a carp weighing 1 kg needs about.5m4 to live and spawn,
Therefore, a brood pond of 0.5 ha (5,000 m9; will hold 14000 brood_fith
of an average 1 kg weight. Most brood ponds are much smaller- than -this;
however; so the farmer must calculate the number of fish to place inside.
After some. experience; the farmer will be able to judge the correct
numbers for his pond quite easily. .

After choosing the breeders; treat them for possible parasites or
disease before placing them into the brood ponds. ,This treatment is done
by plaCing the fish; one by one; into a bath of 10 ppm_of_potassium
permanganate for 1 hour; them transferring them to a bath of 15 ppm of
formalin for_another il_to 12 hours; These mixtures can be prepared in
washtubs. After the fish are treated; they can be placed into the pond.

.

Of course, brood fiSh coming from a_source which is known to be uncon-
taminated_and free from disease would not require this treatment;
(Further information on treating fish for disease is found in "Problems
Of Fish in Ponds.")

The brood stock must be well cared_for. If they are in_goad health; the
eggswill'be healthier. It is probably -more important to feed brood
stock with sbpplementary foods than it is to give supplementary food
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to fish at any other stage of growth. Feed them rice bran, soy bean
cakes, or other processed foods at a rate of 5% of body weight per
day. They should be managed carefully according to the general guide
lines discussed earlier. Remember: brood stock should not be fed for
at least one day before they are caught- for breeding.

When caught by net, examine the brood stock carefully and handle them as
little as possible- -Use a cradle to handle and carry the fish from one
pond to another. They should be carried to a spawning pond, stocked in
the proper manner, and left to spawn. After spawning has occurred, the
brood fish should be caught again and carefully carried back and released
into their brood pond.

Always reMember to treat brood stock well, and never select a fish for
spawning which does not show the_proper signs of readiness to spawn.
(See the following information on spawning behavior.)

Spawning in fish ponds is done in two ways:

Natural spawning -- the fish are placed in ponds and left
to spawn by themselves

. Induced spawning (artificial propagation) -- methods used
by man to make (induce) the fish release
their eggs and sperm

Both of these spawning methods have advantages and disadvantages.

_Natural Spawning. Fith_WhO spawn naturally require only a well- prepared

brood pond.. lite a net to seine the pond and choose good breeders; Then

introduce_them into the spawning pond. Most fith will sawn the first
night in the new pond;_if they do not spawn, then leave them alone for
a few more days. If they.still_do not spawn, remove them:and start
again with some other breeders. .

Each fish used.in:pond culture has very definite and very different needs
to spawn naturally in ponds; To encourage spawning, ponds can-be pre-
pared differently depending upon the fish. Therefore, the best way to
prepare_is to understand how that fish would spawn in- nature. The

following describes the natural spawning behavior -- in-nature and in
ponds -- of.some of the more common pond fith.

IME_COMMON_CARP Spawning in Nature

In China, common carp -spawn ifi_the rainy season when the water level and

temperature rise -at the SA*. time. This rise in temperature and water
level is a signal to theitarp_to begin maturing sexually; When they are
fully mature (ripe), they begin their mating behavior, which includes
chating each other in and Out of the plants floating on the water surface.

I
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The farmer who sees his common carp doing this has a good indicator that
his fish are ready to spawn.

When common carp are ready to spawn, the female carp begins to swim in
and ut of the plants. She then releases her eggs on the plant roots.

e male follows her very closely. As she releases her eggs, he releases
his sperm (milt); the sperm fertilizes the eggs. Carp eggs are slightly
sticky( adhesive) and they stick onto the plant roots just under the
water surface until they hatch. Depending on the temperature of the
water, the eggs hatch in 2 to 6 days.

-CARP_EGGS STICKING TO
_ A WATER ',burr

The new common carp fry feed. off of their yolk _sacs for another 2 to 6
days, until it is absorbed, and then begin to feed on the zooplankton
in the pond water. The carp can spawn all year round in nature,_as long
as the water tempei.atures stay high, because a carp is capable of
breeding once every two or three months.
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THE COMMON CARP -- Spawning in Ponds

The best way to spawn common carp in fish ponds is to try and reproduce
the natural conditions of high water levels and temperature. First the
fish are taken from a cool pond and put into a pond with warmer water.
Then the water level in the pond is_increased.__This provides the
signal for the carp to mature sexually. When the fish mature, place
egg collectors, called kakabans, in the pond, or just some water plants
with roots that hang down;

After the introduction of the kakabans, the female fish begin to investi-
gate the fibers. Soon the females will begin spawning behavior and the
fish will spawn on the fibers of the kakaban. Because the eggs are
sticky, they stick to the kakaban, and the entire kakaban can be lifted
and transferred from the breeding pond to the nursery pond.

Important: Common carp are omnivorous; that is, they eat anything --
including their own fry. It is best to transfer the full kakabans to
another pond for hatching.

A kakaban is A floating mat that uses a fiber like inkjuki or beaten palm
bark or leaves that have been shredded into long fibers; These fibers
are bunched together and tied in the-middle; The bundles are then nailed
down between two:long-pieces of wood or bamboo and floated just under the
water_surface, with the ends Nanging.down into the water; This will
look like:the roots of water plants_to the fish.

A KAKABAN

A kakaban is better to use for carp breeding than plants because it can be
boiled and sterilized each time it is used. This will prevent any fungus
or bacteria from attacking the newly-laid eggs.
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TILAPIA -- Spawning in Nature

Tilapia spawn every month or so, as long as the water is warm. The male
begins the reproductive behavior by digging holes in the pond bottom
or side wall about 35em across and 6cm deep.

A mined pond 4houting -Utopia nest:6.

The female will deposit her eggs, about 75 to 200 of them, in the nest,
and then the male releases his milt. The female picks up the eggs and
the milt in her mouth, so the fertilization of the eggs actually takes
place in the females' mouth. Tilapia often are called "mouth breeders."

The eggs remain in the 'female's mouth until they hatch -- 3 to 5 days
Then the fry stay in the female's mouth until the yolk sac is gone.
During this time, the female does not eat.

At the fry grow, they continue to- hide in the mother's mouth when they
are threatened. The main reason for -this mouth-breeding is for protec-
tion of the young fish, since the tilapia have relatively few eggs -

compared to some other pond fish. Tilapia is also_a favorite food for
a number of predators. Because the fry are so well taken care of by the
mother (and even sometimes by the father fish),. these young fish are
easier to raise than some other species of fry.
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TILAPIA -- Spawning in Ponds

Tilapia spawn well in ponds. It takes no special equipment or ponds.
A tilapia needs only a pond with a loose bottom to spawn. The spawning

ponds can be stocked with 25=30 females per 100m4 (1/100 ha) and about

40-45 males. If the temperature is warth enough, the males will begin

digging holes in the pond bottom immediately, and the female will be

attracted to the hole and release her eggs. From that point, spawning

continues as in nature.

Tilapia will also spawn in ponds that do not have loose bottoms. In

these ponds, place large-mouth pottery jars or wooden boxes on their
sides on the pond bottom; the tilapia will use these containers as nests.'

Young tilapia mature at about 3 months, when they are only 6 to 10cm
long. They can then breed every 3 to 6 weeks, as long as the water is
warm. In areas near the equator where the water is always warm, tilapia

can breed almost continuously.

When a fish begins to breed, his energy goes into the development of his

reproductive organs, not into bodily growth. The main problem with
breeding tilapia in fish ponds, therefore, is the rapid reproduction of

this fish. Reproduction can be controlled by sorting the tilapia by sex
and placing them into separate ponds, or by producing a monosex culture

by hybrid crossing. However, these methods can usually be done only by
large commercial or government hatcheries where conditions are controlled.

The problem of fast breeding in tilapia ponds can also be controlled "by
using some natural predators of tilapia in the pond. The predators most
often used are catfishes of the genus Gtania4 and, sometimes, eels like

Angu japonicaio_Alld some other carnivorous fishes like SeAA4X0ChADMWA
AO Catia, in a polyculture with tilapia that are reproducing. These
predators will eat the young fry, allowing the adult fish to continue
,their growth by having no competition for the available food.
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CHINESE CARP -- Spawning_ i nNature

Chinese carp spawn in the large rivers of China when the spring rains
cause the water levels of the river to rise. The eggs are found
drifting down the rivers with the current, and they are collected by
fry dealers as they drift. The main requirements for hatching Chinese
carp eggs are a swift current and plenty of oxygen. Not much is
known about their breeding habits in nature, but they are likely to
show normal chasing behavior and then spawn, like common carp. Most
Chinese carp are cultured by collecting their fry and eggs from the
rivers in the spawning season.

CRINESECARP----Spawningin Ponds-

The Chinese carp are all annual breeders. Good brood stock is chosen
in the same way as breeders of common carp. Chinese carp breeders
usually are kept in small ponds, separated by sex. When they are
sexually mature, it is quite ea*, to tell them apart; since the males
will usually leak milt when handled; and develop other body changes such
as serrations (rough edges) on their fins.

sitverc emkp

Chinese carp brood stock must be well cared for, like all brood stock.
They must be allowed to live undisturbed until time for spawning. Now=
ever,the Chinese carp must be induced to spawn-(see Induced Spawning).

bighead cow
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INDIAN CARP == Spawning in Nature

The Indian major carp will not spawn in standing water, so special ponds

are built in India to provide a flow of water for these fish. These

ponds are built like barrage ponds in upland areas so that the water

flows through them. But these ponds are impossible to build in many
locations, so the Indian carp often are bred by induced spawning.

In nature, the Indian carp spawn in rivers like the Chinese carp. The

eggs are then collected and transferred to hatching ponds.

INDIAN CARP -- Spawning in Ponds

Good Indian carp breeders_are sexually Mature when milt comes from the

male as it is pressed on the stomach. Ripe females have soft, rounded

bulging abdomens and reddish genital openings. The breeders Should

be kept separated by sex in ponds prior to the breeding teaton,so that

they will readily spawn when introduced into the breeding hapas.

Usually one female is placed into a hapa_with two males to insure that

fertilization occurs. If a farmer can place the breeding hapa into
a source of flowing water, he may be able to breed these fish naturally.
If not, Indian carp must be bred with induced spawning methods.

A hapa is a rectangular box about lm in depth and 1.6 - 6.5m2 in sur-

face area. It can be made from mosquito netting with a mesh size. of

3mm. Hapas can be made in many sizes., Some other dimensions of-hapas

used in Indian carp culture are:

91cm x 91cm x 183cm
91cm x 122cm x 244cm
91cm x 152cm x 305cm
91cm x 183cm x 366em
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The hapa is held in place inside the pond with stakes of bamboo or other
weipd. The breeders are put inside the hapa; Kakabans are placed -below
the water surfacei and the top of the-hapa is closed so that the
breeders do not escape while mating; After spawning; the kakabans can
be removed and taken to the nurser! pond and the breeders released into
the pond. Hapas can be used to spawn other fish as well;

TWF nnmiAmr -- crowning in Nature and Ponds

The gourami build nests out of plant materials to lay their_eggs. The

eggs hatch in about 30 hours. The fry float belly-up for 5 days until
feeding begins, The gourami can spawn all year round in warm water
conditions.

1 1
) ) 111 )1.,

Gou'uuni,

This is a very good pond fish; and very, easy to,breed
have a well-fed brood stock; The, natural food, of the

leaves of plants like Colocastaand Carica. _They can

bran before breeding; "Usually 10 feiiTii7and 5 -males
ponds as small as 100m? and the eggSfloat until they

Breeding in ponds is dope by merely placing the breeders together in a

pond where there are some marginal plants available for nest building.
Once the fry hatch and begin to feed; they can be stocked in nursery
ponds:

as long as you
gourami is soft
also be fed rice
are stocked in
hatch.
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OTHER GOURAMISspawning_in_Nature and Ponds

The-snakeskin gourami and the three spot gourami build nests made of air
bubbles so that their eggs float. The kissing gourami scatters its eggs,
which are free-floating.

To breed the snakeskin and three spot gourami, place the ripe fish into

a well - oxygenated pond thathas a good growth of aquatic vegetation,
particularly Hydrilla verticillata. These fish will continue to spawn
as long as the water temperature stays at 26 -'28°C. Hatching takes
place,about 2 days after spawning, and the fry absorb the yolk sac
within 3 to 7 days.

The kissing gourami spawn at 6-month intervals and spawn within 18 hours

of stocking in the pond. Some of the eggs may be eaten by-the parent
fish, so there must alwoys-be_abundant vegetation in the spawning pond
to prevent this The eggs hatch in 2 days SW float on the surface for
3 to 4 days. The new fry eat the decaying plants and plankton in the
pond.

CLAMS-CATFISH Spawning Nature and Ponds

Clarias macrocephalus spawns during_the rainy season in nests on the
bottom of natural waterways, while Clarias batrachus spawns in horizon-
tal holes in the banks. Hatching taket_place after 20 hours at 25 - 32°C.
The fry are then_collected by hand net from the nests. There are

2,000 to 15,000 fry in each nest.

Clarias catfish will spawn naturally in ponds, but induced spawning
methods may be used if necessary.
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THE TAWES -- Spawning in Nature and Ponds

The tawes_soaWn in the rainy season- Tawes ponds_usually are about
200 to 5001n4 and about 50em deep. The ponds should be dried for 5
days before they are_filled, and the spawners should be introduced.when_
the pond is half full. Tawes need well-oxygenated water that has i strong
current to spawn. Mating occurs at night; then the current should be
turned off and the eggs spread_out evenly on the_pond bottom. The,eggs
hatch in two to three days. After 20 days, the fry can withstand the
currents and it should be turned on again. Tawes females produce
about 20,000 fry each.

01 eV .11 ", ta

This species is normally light-colored, but during the breeding season
it changes to dark brown. The spawning of Hetekativis recta ikma in
nature begins at the end of the dry season when water is very warm.
The fish splash in the shallow water among the weeds in the ponds to
begin their breeding behavior". Then the male builds a nest of weeds
in water_that'is 10 - 45cm deep. The nest is made in a depression
that is 15em deep and 60 - 100cm wide. The_nest has a grass wall at
its outer edge which keeps other.fish out of the nest. To get in and
out of the nest,,Heteuta hi, otiew jumps over this wall.

The eggs ofiletercoVA are about 3mm in diameter, and are laid in the
bottom of the nest and then fertilized; One of the parent fish is
always in the nest to circulate water over the eggs (to give them
oxygen).* The eggs hatch in 4 - 5 days. The fry travel in a !'school"
and stay with their parent fish for several _months after hatching.
The fry are very delicatei and shoUld not be handled for a while;

1 4 9
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EELS -- Spawning in Nature and Ponds

The eels -used in Taiwan (Aftguat4. japonica) spawn in the sea, and
the fry (011ed.e1vers),swim upstream where they are collected by dealers;
Fels; are stocked in rates of up to 26,000 fry /ha along with other fishes,
and must be fed supplementary feeds like pellets of trash fish; It is
not recommended that a beginner work with eels because. they must be fed
protein and Are not very efficient converters of food;

Eels cannot'be bred in ponds.

flutoIsHSpawning in Nature and Ponds .

Ailkfish spawn in saltwater during the rainy season. The fry are caught'
along the shore line at breeding season.(which corresponds'to the
rainy season) and.then transferred*and_acclimatized to freshwater ponds.
This is done for the most art in the Philippines and-in some other
Southeast Asian countries like Indonesia and Taiwan.

Milkfish cannot be bred in ponds.

STRIPED MULLET == Spawning-in Nature and Ponds

The striped mullet is a saltwater' -fishi. and spawns in the 'sea. The

fry are collected as they swim upstream.

The mullet can be induced to spawn by hormone - injection; bUt thi? it
very diffiCult and certainly is not recommended for a small fish pond
owner;
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Induced awning-.__ Induced spawning means making the_fith produce eggs
and milt when they will not do so naturally. IndUted spawhing is done
when the pond conditions cannot be made to encourage natural spawning,
or when the fish are not ready to spawn When the farmer Wants thEM to
spawn.

Spawning can be done by three methods:

hormone injection

hormone injection with stripping

stripping

Each of these methods has advantages and disadvantages.

Hormone Infection. Hormone injection is the most common method of
induced spawning, and it requires certain kinds of equipment:

. hypodermic needle and syringe

. mortar and pestle

. saline solution or distilled water

. centrifuge

. test tubes

. dissecting kit

HYPODERMiC

SALINE.
SOLUTION

TEST
TUBESMORTAR +

-*PESTLE

Di §SECTION KIT
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This technique uses the pituitary gland (the hypophysis) of the fish.

This gland contains the substances(hormones) that trigger the reproduc-

tive organs of the fish to start developing.- When these hormones are

taken from a ripe fish and injected into a_fish that is ripe, but has

been unable to spawn; the injected fish will spawn in 6 = 12 hours.

The ripe fish must be killed to get the pituitaly gland out This must

be done very carefully.' The gland is very small:_- less than lmm in

diameter in the common carp; which has -a_ relatively large pituitary.

The pituitary_ gland is a round, yellowish-red organ located in the brain

pan of the fish. Here is-'the method commonly used to take the gland

fnmn the fish:

. Use a mallet or dull knife._
Hold the fish near the head with one hand.

. Hit the_fish above the eyes at the point where the skull begins.

This will kill the fish.
Make sure to hit_straight and up a little. A solid hit should'

ditlodge the skull.
Slit the skin around the front and sides of the skull, then lift

up the top of the skull and fold it back as if it were a hinge.
The brain is attached to the top of the skull; by folding it back,

the underside of the brain is exposed. The pituitary gland is lo-
cated in the middle part of the underside of the brain.

If located in this way, the pituitary gland is relatively easy to

find. However, this mustbe done carefully. If the skin is cut too_

much, or the fiSh it handled too much, the contents of the brain will

move and_the pituitary will be hard to locate. The brain_containt a

number of fat deposits which are yellowish and coulA easily be'confused

with a pituitary by someone who was not familiar with that gland..

Most farmers will not beinterested in doing hormone injection spawning.

But you should be familiar with and be able to do it Steps for

processing the pituitary gland and giving the injection are given below:

. Select the fish You want to soak and weigh them.

./ _ _

Select the fish that will be killed_fer their glands and weigh

them. -Always mat8h the_weights_of donor and recipient

Fish. If a donorAs 1.6kg and the recipient is 3kg; use pitui-

taries from two .16kg'donort

. Kill the fish; as outlined above.

. Remove the pituitary from the fish matching weights or use

2 to ,3m of dried pituitary gland for every kilogram of by
weight.)

Place the pituitary gland into the mortar.

Grind the pituitary with pestle until it is a pulpy mass.
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Wash the pituitary into a test tube with 1 milliliter distilled
water or saline solution.

. Place the test tubes into the centrifuge.

. Centrifuge the glands for 5 minutes.

. Remove the test tubes from the centrifuge.

. Draw up the liquid portion from the test tube into the
hypodermic needle, leaving the pulp of the gland in the
bottom of the test tube.

Inject the fish above the lateral line behind the
dorsal fin, just underneath the scale,

. Place breeders into the breeding pond.

All of the materials used in hypophysation can be found or made
easily. __A simple centrifuge can be constructed very easily from a
hand drill (see next page for instructions). If a centrifuge cannot
be found or made, the fish may be injected with a whole Oituary gland.
The gland may be dropped into the syringe, water added, and\injected
into the fish as outlined above. The force needed to push the gland
out through the needle will crush the gland as if it were beingNground
with the mortar and pestle, and this will allow the hormones to be,
released. N,

After the injection, the female fish will begin to develop her eggs `N

until they are ready for fertilization by the male. In some fish, it
is necessary to inject the female twice with varying amounts of
pituitary extract (see Chinese carp) and the male, once. After the
injections, the fish are treated in the same way as in natural
spawning.
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MAKING A CENTRIFUGE

Tools and Materials:

1 hand drill
1 20cm piece small wood. (or bamboo) dowel rod

. 2 metal cigar tubes or plastic, or rubber hose with clamps)
2 pieces medium wire (long enough to wind around the tubes 6

or 7 times)
. 1 piece heavy wire about 9cm long (old_coat hanger will work)

. cotton balls or pieces of soft material
2 test tubes or small clean glass bottlet
string, tape; and nylon fishing line

HEAVY WIRE

COi LED
WIRE

METAL TUBES

cm WOOD
DOWEL

HAND.
DRILL

OT7ON BALL

-TEST TUBE

Construction Steps:

Drill hole through one end Of dowel rod about lcm from the

end.

Remove drill bit from drill.*

Insert .dowel rod filth drill bit hole, leaving end with newly

drilled hole at opposite end on top;
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. Insert piece of heavy wire through the hole in dowel rod.

. Bend the ends of the wire into loops.

Secure the wire on either side of the dowel rod with tape
to keep the wire from slipping through the dowel rod hole.

. Wind medium wire around each cigar tube leaving about 2.5em
of wire free at the top of each tube.

_ _ _ __ __ 0 _

. Attach tUbeS te_heavy wire_by_benditig MediUM Wire (left
over from step just completed).

. Place a small cotton ball in the bottom of each tube to
cushion the test tubes.

SttLipping. Stripping is the term given to the method of actually
pushing eggs and sperm out of the fish and mixing them in a dish. This
can be dangerous to the fish, mostly because the fish .n be hurt by
pressing on the' belly. Stripping is especially dange) to a fish which
is not ready to spawn. If the fish is ready to spawn, a gentle strokiag
motion down the side of the fish towards the genital opening will be
enough to release the eggs or sperm.
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First the eggs are stripped into a dry dish. Then the milt is stripped

into the same dish. Mix the eggs and milt gently with a feather. Add

water to the dish so that fertilization can occur. After a few hours,
and a few changes of water in the dish (to provide eggs with oxygen),
transfer the fertilized eggs to the kakabans and allow them to hatch
as normal.

There are other variations of stripping that are worse than the one
outlined above. One method involves killing the female or male, or
both, and removing their reproductive organs and then mixing the eggs
and sperm by hand. Not only is it necessary to kill both breeders, but
if the eggs and sperm are not ripe (mature) and ready for fertilization,

no fry will hatch.

Strapping with Injection. Often stripping is done after the fish have

been injected with hormone extract. The fish are injected; and the

eggs are allowed to develop. Then the fish are stripped into a dry

dish, etc. Stripping with injections works fairly well. tut of the

three methods of induced spawning described here; the best is just_

to inject the fish and let them spawn by themselves in the pond. The

following paragraphs give directions for induced spawning of some

important pond fish.

INDUCED SPAWNINGIRLUESECARR

The Chinese carp must be induced to spawn by hormone injection. The

normal dosages for bighead, black, mud, and silver carp are 2 to 3mg

of dried pituitary or 3 fresh pituitary glands for every kilogram of

female fish. That is; if the female_silver carp weighs 2.5kg, 5ag of

dry pituitary or 6 fresh pituitary glands are needed to ripen her eggs.

Or HCG (human chorionic gonadotropin) can be used at dosages of 700 to

1000 IU (international units) per kilogram. But HCG is expensive_and

certainly not available to everyone, Grass carp need higher dosages

(3 to 4mg dried pituitary Der kilogram of body weight). Inject only

a fraction (1/10 to 114) of the total for the first dose; then, follow
it with the rest of the dose, 6 = 24 hours later,

After injection, put the breeders into the breeding pond. The tempera-

ture should be about 23 = 29°C to encourage spawning, and the oxygen

content should be at least 4ppm. It is best to put in two males for

every female. Let the fish spawn on their own; they will spawn within

a day. Remove the breeders after spawning.

Hatching Chinese carp is complicated. Chinese carp eggs need a constant

supply of clean, well-oxygenated water flowing from the bottom up

through the eggs to stimulate hatching. Some types of_hatching

bags have been developed for this purpose. One kind of bag hangs from a

rack down into the nursery pond or a trough, and water is bubbled up by

pipes from the inflow pipe. These bags have an advantage in that once
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the fry are hatched, they can easily be transferred without touching
them at all. This is good; because Chinese carp fry are very sensitive
to handling stress.

After the carp spawn; the_eggs are_collected_by_net_or by draining
the breeding _pond, and they are placed in the hatching_bags (or_ _

shallow trays) as soon as they have hardened after ferlization (1 to
2 hours). The eggs hatch in 1 == 2 days depending on the temperature;
and then absorb their holk sacs in another 3 - 6 days.

As soon as the fry absorb their yolk sacs, they should be transferred
in the hatching bags to nursery ponds. The nursery ponds should be 0.5
to 1.0m in depth and the oxygen level should be at least 4ppm for good
fry growth.

The spawning of Chinese carp is -a very complicated business and is usually
done inside carp hatcheries so that all conditions can be controlled.
In China, the carp hatcheries sell their fry to fish pond owners who
then raise them to marketable size. For most farmers, common carp is
a much easier fish to work with and is just as valuable for food as
are Chinese carp.

INDUCED SPAWNING OF CLARIAS CATFISH

The etaram mactocephmEnz fishes are injected with pituitary extract at
a rate of 13 to 26mg/kg at 25 - 32°C. Spawning occurs within 16 hours.
Larvae (fry) absorb the yolk sac in 5 days, and are transferred and reared
in ponds only 18cm deep. The best food for fry is'zooplankton, but
after 2 to 3 weeks, trash fish may be added. They can be fed rice bran
as well, and later on -a mixture of trash fish, rice bran, and broken
rice. In Thailand this sort of production gives yields of 97,000 kg/ha
per year. Ctalata catfish are used in fish ponds throughout Southeast
Asia now, and are enjoyed for their good taste.
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INDUCED SPAWNING OF INDIAN CARP

If you cannot build a fish pond like a barrage pond or spawn the Indian
carp naturally in ponds, they can also be induced to spawn by hormone
injection but this is very difficult to do. Induced spawning is
dependent on the dosage and the stage of maturity of the breeders.
Breeders should be about 2 to 4 years old, and weigh 1.5 to 5.0 kg.
Females are injected twice, once with 2 to 3 mg of pituitary gland per
kg body weight, and then, after 6 hours, with 5 to _8 mg/kg. Males
are injected once, at the time females get their second dose, with a
dose that is equal to the first dose given to the females. After
the second injection, the fish are placed together in breeding "hapas"
and spawning takes place within 3 to 6 hours. The breeders are put
inside the hapa, kakabans are placed below the water surface, and the
top of the hapa is closed so that the breeders do not escape while
mating. After spawning the kakabans can be removed and the breeders
released into the pond. The eggs should'be transferred to deep
hatching hapas where they will hatch in 15 to 18 hours at 270C.
However, this induced breeding does not work as well as Chinese carp
breeding, so most Indian carp fry are still caught and collected
in natural waters.

i N_ CARP-

Sometimes common carp will not spawn in ponds, and they are injected.
The amounts needed for common carp are determined by the fishes' weight.
Usually the common carp is injected only once with pituitary extract
from a fish that has the same weight as the injected fish. The male
is not injected. After the injection, the fish are placed into the
breeding pond. Usually a gopd female breeder will weigh 1 to 2 kg.

This one large female is placed with 1 or 2 males, so that the
total weight of the males is approximately the weight of the female.
If you have -a female of 2 kg, you can use two males of,lkg each.
The more males,, the greater the chance that fertilization will occur. ,

If you have a large breeding pond, you can place about 5 or 6 large
female fish and 10-15 males to insure that all the eggs are fertilized.

Carp will only respond to pituitary injections from other carp. However,
many other fish will respond to the pituitary gland of common carp, so
often carp are kept just to serve as donors of this gland in other
induced spawning attempts. Also, carp glands are relatively large
and easy to find, compared to the glands of other fishes, and can be
stored for later use by drying,freezing, or powdering. Carp glands
can be preserved by placing them in 100% dry acetone, then cooling
them by placing, that jar they are placed in, into an ice bath; Every

12 hours, the acetone should be changed, for a total of four times.
Then the pituitaries are air-dried, and stored in an air-tight
container. This is called the alcohol drying method; glands preserved
in this way can still be used after 10 years!
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Harvesting Fish

Harvesting is the collection of fish from a pond for sale at market,
or for cooking and preservation for family use. Harvesting can refer
to collecting all the fish or to taking out only some of the fish
(this happens often in tilapia ponds having both young and adult fish).

If the pond can be drained, harvest the fish by draining the pond into
the catch basin and collecting the fish with a scoop net If the pond
cannot be drained, drain out.as much water as possible and use a series
of nets to catch the fish.

Types of Nets.
There are different kinds of nets which can be used in ponds. Soiw.,

such as the one shown here are gill nets. Gill nets often have mess-
sizes fromfrom 2-3cm; they are often used to harvest the largest fish t:
pond and leave the smaller fish until they grow larger.

They are called gill nets because the
fish pokes his head through the net
mesh, and is caught around the gills as
he tries to wiggle through the net
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Another net used to harvest fish is the seine. A seine can collect all
the fish in the pond at one time because it has smaller openings (mesh
size) than the gill nets, and it is usually made of heavier fibers to
hold the fish. (See the end of this section for instructions on making
a seine.)

Both seines and gill nets have lead sinkers (weights) attached to the
bottom ropes. These weights hold the nets at the bottom of the pond
(so the fish cannot escape underneath the nets as they are pulled).
Seines and gill nets also have floats attached to the top ropes to help
the net form an enclosure: the entire pond is, netted with one sweep
of the net.

Netting a Pond
Let out as much water as possible. NEVER LET THE WATER OUT COMPLETELY.
As the fish have less and less water in which to live, they become
excited and use up more oxygen when there is less available. Plan on
harvesting while the water is draining out so the fish are caught before
they are stressed_. Or, drain the pond almost completely, and then let
water slowly trickle through while netting the fish.

1 60
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USING A SEINE Place the net at one end of the pond and slowly draw
the edges down the sides of the pond. Bring the middle of the net
across the pond.

When near the other side; begin
pulling the edges up onto the bank
so that_the_net forms a_u-shape in
the pond._ Pull up the bottom_
rope of the -net along the pond
bottom until it- breaks -the water
surface. At this -point the -net
is a bag_shape and will hold the
fish in (some seines already have
a bag woven into them).

P
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Pitk the fish up one_by one and transfer them to buckets or tubs of
clear water for later weighing and transport;

OTHER HARVESTING METHODS Fish also can be harvested by other

methods. One method is to catchthem with a hook and a line, but this

method is time=consuming. In some parts of the world fish are harvested

by dynamiting or poisoning the water. But these 'methods are dangerous

and should never be done_in a pond or any other waterway:' dynamite

and poisons can kill people andother animals, in-addition to fish.

NEVER HARVEST FISH BY DYNAMITING OR POISONING THE POND. There are

tasierand cheaper methods than these.

Marketing Harvested Fish
Once fith are harvested, they must be marketed. Marketing includes the

transportation and sale of fish. As the introduction to the manual

pointed out, one -very- important thing to consider before building a

pond is the availability of a market. If a market is further away,

the farmer must have transportation to it over passable roads. If the

market is very near, he may want to advertise the date of his harvest

by word-of-mouth_sothat the people will come directly to the pond to

buy the fish. Also, he may want to make an agreement with a tradesman

at the market to that he is sure he has a buyer far his fish when they

are harvested. If there is no market, or_if the farmer.it going to use

411 the fish himself, then he probably will want to preserve some of the

fish (see fish preservation).

1 62
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Containers for storing
live fish being taken '

to market.

Transporting fresh fish to market must be carefully done, so that the fish
are-not damaged. Usually, fish are handled ip the same way they were
handled when put into the pond. If it'is not possible to.i.get the fish to
market right away, they must bepreserved -- either on ice for quick sale °

in a nearby market; or salted, dried, smoked, or canned if ming to a
distant market. These methods are discussed in the next section.

Remember: Fish sPoil very quickly in warm temperatures. Sell or preserve
the fish right after.harvesting.

After Harvest
After the pond is harvested, it should be prepared for the nex stocking

of fish:.

;. Plow-the bottom of the pond

. Clear out predators, sticks, rocks, etc.

. Dry the pond bottom until the soil cracks

. Put lime on the pond bottom

. .Wait two weeks

. Add water to the pond

; Check the water quality
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Put new fish into the pond

Begin daily and

Breed

Market

Harvest

Begin again

monthly management offish and ponds

LQ
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MAKING A SEINE

A seine can be made using materials found in the market. The materials
needed are:

. rope

. cork floats

. iilead sinkers (or something heavy to help the net sink)

netting

. sewing needle for nets

The directions for making the net are as follows:

. Tie a rope that will be used for the top'and bottom lines
between two treas. Use nylon rope,if possible, because it
will last longer than cotton or hemp.

Mark each rope at 15cm intervals. Makesure the rope is
longer thap the final net by a few meters.

. Stretch the netting until the meshes close completely; then
(J count the number of meshes in a 23cm section. Good netting

fora general seine will have 6 to 9 meshes in a 23cm stretched
section.

3OTTOM ROPE

TOP POPE

-WEieFIT5

FLOATS

NYLON STRiN
4- NEEDLE

NETliNa-
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. Use nylon string that is very strong.. Wind a long section on
a net needle. Theh tie the end onto the lead line rope (top
toper at the first marking. Pass the needle through the num-
ber of meshes counted in the 23cm section of netting. Tie the
string on the rope at the second marking.

Repeat the process until the last marking on the top rope is
reached.

Pound the sinkers, or string them, onto/the bottom rope rit the
15cm intervals. Tie the cork floats onto the top rape zit the
same intervals.

String the bsittom line onto the nett in the sue way as the
top line.

REMEMBER: The net must be washed, repaired, dried in the ,;ade. folded,
and put away in a cool, dry place after each A net
which is taken care of in this way will last r.-.n longer.



Preserving Fish
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Fish that are not taken to the market fresh must be preserved in some way
after harvesting. All fish have bacteria in their intestines; as soon as
they die, these bacteria begin to multiply, and the process of decay begins.
So the first thing which must be done -- as soon as possible -- is to re-
move the intestines. After this is done, go on to preserve the fish in
the way chosen.

There are a number of ways to preserve fish: salting and smoking are
discussed here in some detail.

4

Salting Fish

Salting is a very old t.athod of preserving fish. Salting depends on the
size of the fish, the species, and on the amount and quality of the
salt used. Fish which have been salted well last 'a long time without
spoiling.

The most important factor in salting fish is the quality of the fish
being salted. Use only fresh fish: fish which have been lying around
for hours are not good for salting. Also, use only clean equipment and
clean fish.

PLEASE READ THE DIRECTIONS THROUGH CAREFULLY BEFORE BEGINNING;

TOOLS AND MATERIALS

Clean sharp knife

Salt -- about 20kg for each 100kg of fish

Containers for washing fish (buckets, tubs, drums)

Flat working surface (table, flat stones)

. Containers for holding waste (parts of the fish not used)
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. Waterproof boxes or jars to hold salted fish (glass or wood;
not. metal unless the metal is stainless steel)

. Boards and weights (to press down the fish)

. Slats or lines' for drying the

. Small shelter to cover #ish While dryinc

STEPS IN SALTING FISH
There .re four major steps:_gutting and.cleaning; salting; washing and

dryin; to remove excess salt; and, finally, air drying.

Gut and Clean the F71Sh.

ANAL VENT
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Gut the fish by cutting along the belly from the gills
the anal vent.

Remove the guts and the black membrane in the gut cavity.

Cut off the head now, if preferred; it is not necessary.

Bleed the fish by removing the gills and all blood vessels
after cutting open the throat.

Cut the fish into the right shape for salting: small fish
may be left whole; larger fish should be split in half from
head to tail, so that all the fish flesh will be exposed to
the salt.

SPINAL ULUMN

Salt the Fish.

Sprinkle a layer of salt on Lhe botLok Ll the container
which will hold the fish.

. Place a layer.of-fish, flesh side up, on the salt. Do not
let 'le fish lay on top of each other.

. Cover fish with a thin layer of salt.

. Continue to place fish, then salt, almost to the top
the container.

. Place the last fish layer with the skin side up. Sprinkle
with salt; the last layer must be salt.

Place boards and weights on top of the fish in the con-
tainer to press them down.

. Leave the fish in the container for :5 days. Add salt
as necessary, until the fish are "struck through" --
thoroughly full of salt. As the fish lie in the salt, the
salt draws out all the moisture in their flesh. This
moisture forms a solution (brine) with the salt as the
salt dissolves. It is necessary to add more salt as the

169
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salt is diluted in the solutioh_. As the Moisture is removed

froM the fish by the salt, the level of fish in the container

. Add more fish, skin side up, and also more layers of salt as

the level of fish falls.

Wash and Dry the Fish.

Remove tre fish from the container when they are fully

salted. The fish are prorsrly salted when they are firm

and have a whitish salt layer on their flesh.

Wash the fish in clear, clean,sea water or brine.

Place the fish on a flat sface and press them down with

boards and weIghts to make them as flat as pos;ible before

drying.

Air Dry the Fish.

Dry.the fish in the sun and in the air, or use heating and

fans. Usually fish are dried outside in an area that is

exposed to sun and wind and is very clean.

. Dry the fish under a shelter of leaves or branches for the

first few days, so that they do not dry too quickly.
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Put the fish into as much sunlight as possible, after the
first few days.

Lay the fish on triangular slats or hang the fish by their
tails from fish lines strung up between trees.

Cover the fish if it rains. -)y moisture at all, at this
stage in the salting process, will cause the fish to spoil.

Dry the fish for about six days.

Pack and store the fish in waterproof containers.
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HOW TO USE SALTED FISH

Soak salted fish in fresh water overnight. Change the water at,least once

during this time. The soaking removes the salt; the longer the fish is

soaked, the more_salt is remr/ed. After the fish has been soaked, it can

be used in any way that fresh fish is used.

Smoking Fish
Smoked fish does not last as long as salted fish, because it must be re=
frigerated, frozen, or canned if it is to be stored. Smoked fish are pre=
pared in a smoke house which is merely a shed or a box over a fire which

is controlled so that it produces smoke instead of flames. The fish are
merely hung inside the smokehouse so that they are surrounded by smoke.

It takes about six hours to smoke fish so that they can be eaten or stored.

Smoked fish are prepared like fish for salting. After they are bled, and

gutted, they are split from head to tail. They are then washed in freshwater

and placed in a saltwater brine made by dissolving lkg of salt in one liter

of water for one hour. Then the fish are removed from the brine and washed

in cledn_, freshwater again. The fish are then drained and hung in a cool

breezy place for about an hour.

At this point, the fire can be
built in the smokehouse. When
it is smoking properly, place
the fish on hooks and hang
(or tie) the fish in the top
of the smokehouse.--Make sure
the fish are placed securely
so they will not fall. Watch
the fire carefully to make
sure it is smoking, and not
burning, the fish.

After the fish are smoked for
six hours, they can be eaten
immediately, or stored in jars
(to be canned), or stored fro-
zen or refrtgerated until they
are eaten.

Smoked fish do not last as long as salted fish, so do not smoke all of the

fish, unless it will be used soon after harvesting.
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Other Preserving Methods
Fish can also be preserved by simple air drying; or by canning. Air
drying involves only cleaning and washing the fish and drying them in
the sun and wind until they are a clear white color. Canning is a much
more complicated process. Canning must be done very carefully: fish
can contain many bacteria which must be killed before canning. If fish
are canned with this bacteria still in them; the fish will spoil. People
who eat canned fish which is spoiled can become very sick. A farmer'who
wishes to can his fish should arrange with a canning factory to take part
of his harvest and can it for him. A farmer should not try to car, fish
at home unless he has expert help.

Often fish are preserved by freezing. Freezing requires a_constant
supply of electrfcity -- which most farmers do not have. If_electricity
is available, however, freezing is one of the easiest and safest ways
to preserve fish. In this method, the fish are gutted, cleaned, cut
up (if desired )-, placed into containe-s, and put into freezers. Frozen
fish can last fbr a very long time, if they are not thawed (unfrozen).
Once_frozen,fish are thawed, they must be used immediately, or they will

spoil.

Spoiled Fish
Even spoiled fish can be used -- although it cannot be eaten by human
beings. Spoiled fish can be cut up and boiled; then dried in the sun or
cooked in an oven until it is very flaky. Once this is done; grind the
fish into a powder and mix it with powders of plants: this makes a very
nutritious-food for_fish.in ponds he powder can be used as a powder,
or it can be mixed with something to make it stick together so-that-the
powder can be pressed into pellets for fish.

Spoiled fish, and evcr, the guts of fish that have been used in some other
way, are called "trash" fish. The powder is called "fish meal." Fish

meal is used_to feed fingerlings or even brood stock. Fish meal is one

of the best fish foods for pond fish.



7 Problems Of Fish Ponds

Fish cultured in ponds can have problems: they can be stressed by a
lack of oxygen; they can be eaten by predators; they can be infested by
parasites. These problems and some solutions to these problems are
discussed in this section.

Diseases
Diseases of pond fish are caused by fungi, bacteria, protozoans, worms,
and crustaceans. Usually diseases can be controlled by proper pond
management, which includes draining the pond, drying it, and liming it
periodically, and also by preventing wild fish or unfiltered water from
entering the pond. Same diseases are fatal, but many can be controlled
by treating the pond or the fish with-chemicals.

Some diseases attack fish in ponds because some other factor is causing
stress: overcrowding, low oxygen levels, or not enough food. All of
these conditions weaken the fish so they can get diseases more easily.
The farMer must watch his fish for signs of stress and disease. Any
change in normal behavior may be a sign of disease; for example, gasping
at the surface for air, rubbing the body or head against the sides of
the pond, or ragged firs and sores on the body. Something is wrong when
a fish population stops eating suddenly. So the farmer oust check the
fish often (see "Management "); especially in very hot weather.

FUNGAL DISEASES These diseases are caused by fungi.

Gill Rot. This is -a_ disease caused by the filamentous fungus, gkanchio-

myou aanguin24. This disease is first noticed by a red spotting.on the
gills. Later, the gills becbme greyish-white and stop working. When the

gills stop working, the fish suffocate and die. Gill rot is most common
during the hot part of the year and Is sometimes associated with large
amounts of dung and a "bloom" of plankton.
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Treatment: Remove dead fish from the pond; the remaining fish
will probably recover. Drain the pond and dry the
bottom. Treat the pond with quicklime or copper
sulphate_to kilil the fungus spores. Fill the pond
again.' Add qiIcklime every few weeks until there
is no more sigi of.the disease.
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MiCROSCOPiC_
FUNGAL SPORES

Saprolegnia. This fungus is often associated with Gill Rot, It attacks
weakened places (e.g., bruises from handling) on fish. Since it hits
already weakened fish, Sapitategyt:ia attacks fish already trying to fight

other diseases. SapAotegn.Za 'rooks like fuzzy, white cotton wool and is
often in tufts on the body of the fish. Saptaeania by itself can kill
eggs and fry, but does not kill adult fish. Indian carp are very sus-
ceptible to this disease, and common carp eggs are attacked frequently.

Treatment: Use the same treatment as outlined for Gill Rot,

BACTERIAL DISEASES These are caused by parasites which are
actually bacteria.

Furunculosis. This is the most important bacterial disease. This di-

sease causes ulcers or abcesses in muscle tislue. It then breaks through
the skin, and,_eventually, becomes a site for fungus infections, like

8apitotegm;ca. This disease attacks in the spring, and is most often found

in more temperate species, like trodt.

Treatment: Drain the pond and treat it with slaked lime.
Disinfect every tool used in the pond (nets,
feeding rings, etc.).
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Infectious Dropsy_. This is caused by the bacterium6Pseudomonas punctmta.
The symptoms are a swelling of the fishes' belly with water, ulcers on
the skin, lengthening of the fins, and deformation of the backbone.

Treatment: Prevent diseased fish from entering the pond. .1

Bury and burn the dead fish.

Columnaris: Thisis another bacterial disease which causes discolored
patches.on the body, loss of scales, and often, death. This disease
can look like a fungal dig se, but it is not. If possible, it should
be exaMined under the microscope for positive'identification. It is
caused \by the bacteria Chonchococcao'caumnemiA and Cytophaga cotumnai&s

--and is,Often associated with low oxygen levels.

Treatment: Give fish a feed which has terramycin in it. If
it is very bad, place each infected fish in a dip
(bath) of copper sulfate (2 minutes in a solution
of 1 to 2 ;000) or a dip of malachite green (10 to
30 seconds in a solution 'of 1 to 15,000). Treat
the pond with 1 ppm of copper sulfate.

PROTOZOAN DISEASr
440!)
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ENCYSTED STAGE AT
OND BOTTOM

Ichthyophthirius multifilis. This is the worst protozoan disease. The
"lob" disease is caused by a ciliate which' forms white spots Gr pimples
on the skin and fins of the fish. Each parasite produces thousi.nds of
spores, which can then infect other fish in the pond.

'6
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Treatment: Drain the pond, and lime it.
with chemicals as follows:

Formalin

Malachite green

Methylene blue

Acriflavin

Salt

Costia_and Trichodina. These are- two
caused by microscopic organisms -which
lesions; Tilapia, the very resistant
protozoan;

TRiCHODiNA

200-250ppm
15,1Vm

1.25ppm
0.5ppm

r treat/the fish

daily bath
in pond

daily bath/30 minutes
in pond

2ppm daily bath

lOppm 3720 deily bath's

7,000ppm several daily baths

other ciliate diseases. They are
attack the skin of fish and cause
fish, are attacked by the Tki_chod:hqa

These ciliates cannot be seen by the naked eye, but the lesions and sores
that they cause can be seen by looking closely at the fish.

Treatment: Add 3ppm of potassium permanganate to pond. Or dip
the fish in baths of 5 to 10% sodium chloride (salt)

for 5 to 20 minutes daily for up to.one week.

CRUSTACEAN PARASITES
Lernea. The anchor worm is the most common disease of this type (a copepod).

This Tiorm attacks the gills or any other part of the body. It burrows into

the fish, leaving its two egg cases protruding on +1 qtside of the fish.

Leknea causes red sores; and makes the fish thin s -2ir market

vague is much lower.
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Treatment: Add castor oil in a thin film over the surface of
the pond.-'- Treat fish infected with young Le&nea
in.aformalin bath>) or remove each parasite by hand.
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Argulus. A/r.gutuz is the fish louse. It is a flat, pinkish-red disc ,
that clings to the skin, fins, mouth,'or gills. It sucks blood with
a piercing organ, which also injects poisons. Young fish may die.

Treatment: Drain and lime the pond. Or place the fish
in a bath of 3 to 5 %, salt, or 250ppm of forma-
lin for 1 hour.

WORM PARASITES Most of these are external parasites.

Dactylogyrus. This parasite attacks the gills of young fish. The fish
are exposed to this worm When they are between 2 and 5cm long.

Treatment: Manage the pond Well to that fingerljpgs
grow rapidly past the stage when they are
susceptible to.Dactytogykat.

Gyrodactylus. This parasite burrows into the blood vessels of fish
through the skin, causing the fish to appear.reddish wh sores. This

worm can cause fish to die from emaciation.

78
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Treatment: Treat ponds with 5ppm formalin. Treat fish
individually in a bath of 25ppm formalin.

Bothriocephalus gowkongensis. This is the tapeworm which often attacks
the Chinese carp, especially grass carp. cIt is difficult to treat-this
worm; it is found in the fishes intestines.

.

r-ECT ED
GR;-1, CARP SHOWING
"TAPEWORM IN FESTA-I I ON

General Treatments
Farmers often will have trouble finding the proper chemicals for treating
their ponds or deciding which disease the fish have and which treatment
to give. Here are some general treatments: any of these treatments will
help an infected pond.

Baths: Potassium permanganate
Salt
Copper sulfate
Formalin
Malachite green

3-5%
500ppm for 1-:2 minutes
250ppm for 1 hour
67ppm for 10-30 seconds

Or the farmer can use unslaked Time directly in the pond.
---

Some pond owners always treat new brood stock with a one-hour bath in
lOppm of potassium permanganate, and then tinsfer the fish to a bath of
15ppm of formalin for 4 to 12 hours. This nsures that no parasites Will
be introduced into the pond with the.brood stock.

Other Problems
Other problems are caused by deficiency or environmental factors.

Deficiency problems appear because the fish3are missing -ume factor they:
need to grow and be healthy. The missing factor can be a lack of essential

1'9
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elements like vitamins or minerals. This lack is difficul detect

.until a problem exists. So the only way to prevent this k F de-

ficiency is to be sure the fish are eating the right kinds o, rood.

Environmental problems are caused by some change in the pond environ-
ment which places a stress on the fish, such as a rapid change in water
temperature or an increase in pond water acidity.' These are not disz=2i,ses

but problems of fish in ponds which can be controlled by watching the
water and soil quality of the fish pond, and by preventing any rapid

changes from occurring.

:Pet F :S

Other problems occur-in fish pondf 'ther animals eat the fish.

Frogs; snakeSi and birds at young fish and must be kept out of ponds;

The worst OredatOrSi_Of course, are carnivore,.. fishes; like tho

CZaAfizis catfishes. Prevent these fish from er:tering the ponds
screening the water inlet;

In_any pOnd_i_all_UnWanted (trash) fish and predators must be removed

before 'ttOtking'_the_pond. If the pond can be emptied.; simply drain the
'pond, plow and dry the bottom; etc; If the pond cannot be drained, seine

the pond as completely as possible; However, in fiSh escape the net by

staying at the edges of the pond; The best way to -get rid of -the
predators is to poison the pond water in a pond Which cannot be drained.

USING POISONIThe most common poison for use in fish ponds is rotenone.
Rotenone can be purchased -- as a liquid or powder -- or it can be gotten

from the roots of-the-derris-plantTo make-rotenone, collect_ derris
roots and pound them until _a milky=White fluid can be squeezed out. This

fluid contains rotenone. Apply one kilogram of derris root for every

hectare of pond surface- area. If using powdered rotenone; use only 0.05

kg/ha. The powder should be dissolved in water and dipped into the pond

from buckets.

Other poisons used in fish ponds are quicklime, teaseed cake, camelia

seed cake, tobacco waste, and powdered croton seed. These are some

ISO
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application rates:

Quicklime :

Teaseed Cake
Camelia Seed Cake :

Powdered Croton
Seed

Tobacco Waste :

160 kg/ha
150 kg/ha
50 tc 200 kg/ha, depending on dept:

50 to 200 kg/ha, depending on depth
150 to 200 kg/ha

Most of these natural pOsons_will degrade (break down) and disappear
from the water in 7 to 12 days. After this period; seine the pond
again. If no live fish are caught; stock the pond.

There are many chemicals which car be used to poison predators in fish
ponds._ However; many of them stay in the ground too long: Others are
dangerous. One of the chemicals which can be used safely is saponin;
which is a component of teaseed cake. Apply a dose of 0.5 ppm in the
pond.

In most places; there are fishermen and farmers who_know of some local
plant wr:ich causes fish co die. For example; in India_large_ponds
that cannot as drained are_poisoned with Mah.:a oil cake.(Mahuca
eat*,Zia; syn; ati6otia); appliedat a rate of 150 250 ppm
(1500 to 2500 kg /ha v2r meter of water depthl. This plant poison
-eaks down in 10 to 20 days. These types of_poison_are_all better

sources of poison than are chemicals. Many times, when there is a
tree that overhangs apondi_fish_will be_killedwhen the treeleaVes
drop into_the_oond._ Watch for plants which do this, and use them in ponds
instead of poisons in a chemical form'.

NOT USE CHEMICALS LIKE ENDRIN; DXELDRIN; AND DDT IN PONDS:. THEY IAN
L=sT IN THE GROUND FUR YEARS; AND LATER; KILL ALL THE POND FISH. NEVER
USE POISONS WITHOUT FIRST CHECKING WHETHER THEY CAN BE USED IN PONDS:
SOME POISONS KILL OTHER ANIMALS AND HUMAN BEINGS; AS WELL,AS FISH:



SUMMARY: FISH DISEASES & TREATMENTS

TREATMENT

VISEAq. OBEASE ORGANISU IN PONDS TN BATHS

Gill Rot Ikaitchiomycv 6culjatn,iz
_

Quicklime__

Copper Sulfate

Saprolegnia SapAotegnia Quitklime

Copper Sulfate

Furunculosis Slaked lime in

Drained Pond

Infectious Dropsy Neadothohd pdhaitta Burn or Bury Dead Fish

ColuTraris Clrondnoecccus Otatikalt,ii5

Cytopkaga cohtmnati

Copper Sulfate 1ppm Copper_Sulfate 500ppm

for 2 Minutes

Malachite Green E7ppm

for 10-30 seconds

Ich
Fornilin 150pm: Formalin 200-250ppm

Malachiteareen 0.5ppm Malachite Green 1.25ppm

Methylene Blue 2p2m

SalV7000opm
Acriflavin lOppm

CeStiaSi', and

Trichodiniasis

Co 6ti_a and TiLic;io, P, cassium Perman-

janate 3ppm

Salt 5-10% for 5-10

minutes daily

Anchor WorM LeAP ca
Castor Oil Formalin

Fish Louse Aitgaus Salt 35%
Formalin 25Oppm for 1

Nematodes la-ctytogyAw and Cigkodadytaz Formalin 130pm s Formalin 25ppm
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Other Methods of Fish Culture

_ 'Fish culture in ponds is the primary_method of freshwater fiSh culture.
7---4.'Iowever, there are other mettmls of fith culture used in places where

ponds are not possible.

vr

Fish Culture in Dams and Reservoirs
' Water contained by dams and reservoirs is sometimes used for fish culture.
These waters can be stoked with-fry-or-fingerlings; the adults are later
harvested with Pets. Raising fish in these waters is more difficult
than in ponds because these waters -Annot be drained.land the predators
cannot be removed. Also, it ;- , )ssible to feed, fertilize. or
poison the water; so na',ir7-, utri,cs must_provide enough fish food.
But if there is no oth,-, ester source available, culture in dams and
reservoirs can work.

Culturing fish in
waters held by dams
and reservoirs can
be done more easily
4f the fish are placed
in fish cages and
pens. These structures
confine the fish to a
certain place and give
more control over the
fish.
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In Cages

In many parts of the world, the only water available is flowing water
or large bodies of water where it is not possible to divert the water
into a pond. In these waters; it is possible to grow fish in small

cages. Cage culture can also be practiced in areas like swamps where
there is water not being used for any other purpose.

Cages can be rectangular boxes.. bamboo cylinders, or anythiny that
can be floated in a water curnt so that the water passes through.

In additicn to bamboo, cages can be made out of such materials as wire

screen, nylon mesh3and wood. All cages must be anchored so that they

do not float away.

Cage culture is used in some countries in very fertile waters (poll,

from sewa:je) 'with very good results. Fish in cages usually get their
food from the water as it floats past thc stationary cage, but in some
cases, the caged fish are fed pellets of food daily.

CAGE CULTURE TV FERTILE WATERS

Logs had cages in ptace._ .Watet
weLe.-6ettitized by okganie mattei:///7., //r> .

id/Lopped into the watek km the //26
4aitmeez house and anima. shatek.,4.

P
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Fast flowing water is best for cage culture. If the is not 11001 0

very fast, problems such as oxygen lack and cofirytit'(;1 for fooc can

occur. These can be big problems in cages because tr.-!re are usually more
fish placed in the small area of the cage than wo,,:d ormally be in the

same area in the pork!.

Cage culture is still experimental, but in ideal cordtions, good growth
rates have been shown by fish that were grown in cages and given extra food.

zdimmorily' ,Af rip
wag .a; mutsr tWilrVFIMirspi

11

11

1111

114191i 1@inki

Cages also are used inside ponds
for holding fish between harvest
and the time they are sold;
And, sometimes, cages are used
as.breeding tanks -- like hapas;.
Cages are Ilso used to carry
fish caught in rivers to market,
strapped alongside a boat4

art Pens
Fish can also be cultured in pens inside lakes or offshore areas. Fish

culture in pens has been done in Israel and Scotland for years, and is

now being done in some Asian countries. Pens are constructed of bam-

boo or wooden poles that are forced down into the lake or shore bottom.

Then nets are strung from pole to pole to form an enclosure. The nets

are anchored into the lake bottom with weights or sinkers, and the fish

are placed inside the pen for culture. Fish grown in pens can be

controlled a little better than fish in cages because pens are larger

(fish pens can be comparable in size to regular fish ponds) an:I p-ovide

more area and more food;

I
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OFFSiORE FISH PEN I I>

-.`

fish pens pladed in fertile (productive) lakes have verygood growth
(rates. Ina fish pen placed in a major lake in the Philippines; silver
carp stocked at 7 grams gained an average of 4 grams a day in a 52-day
growing season.

Fish pens have many good p6ints: they require no extra feeding of Ns`,,
no fertilization, and very little maintenance (although a lot of care
is given to the nets). The fish are stocked and harvested later at the
end of their growing seasons Fish rens can work in_areas_wher» the
water is not very productive, but in these areas, the fish must be Ted
supplementary foods. Feeding rings are used so th food will stay in
the pen and not float out into the water. Fish 7!,1 ;Jens art. usually

harvested by gill nets; seines also may be used.

STAKES
FLOATS

SWEVIEW. OF AN
OFFSHORE FISH PEN

There

1..

S-TAKES OR WEC&NTS
Fi NE MESH NET

aresome,disadvantages to pens:

Pens_are_expensIve to The !letting used- must 1)e rylon
or plastic so_it does not rat, an6 poles oust be treated
so they do_ rot becowi 'f=viter7egged end rot. In the Philippines,
It rls,:s abot; $1;- GCS 0.!.S.) to build a one hectare pen, using
nylon letting a7sd b?.Ibt,b poles. Thlz is comarable to the
cost of 4 one-hectar::: fish pond; but a pen be flestroyed

by a'big storm 4F a will not be- destroyed:
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A fish pen only lasts three to five years in the water.

Fish pens are usually built in the shallow areas of a
lake, where they use space many fish need to feed and
spawn. The pens, therefore; reduce the natural pro-
duction in some lakes.

Fishermen must go further out into the water to fish when
pens are in the shallow areas.

Fish pens can also be built like fish cages they float. Floating
fish pens are used most for marine fish rest .tudies; they also can

be used in lakes. Eloating fish pens can be all as one hectare
in size, or as large as 10 hectares. They are not destroyed by storms
as easily as pens anchored to the bcttom, and they can be moved from

one site to another.

Fish pens may have an increasingly important role in future fish culture
activities around the world.

In Rice Paddies
Th's manual has already mentioned the practice of culturing fish in
fields with rice. Herejs further, brief mention cf that subject.

The farmer digs deep trenches all along the dikes of the paddy. He then

floods the field and plants the rice. After the rice has_grown to

- a height of 5cm or so, fish can be placed into the paddy_field.

This culture method can be used only with fish that art resistant 'to

low oxygen levels and are -not herbivores herbivores might t the young

rice plants. Clarias catfishes are good fish to culture in r),:e
paddies because they have accessory breathing organs which help them to
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bi-eathe e' 77 when the paddy gets dry and the water in the trenches gets
very low.

After t is harvested; the fish are caught in hand nets and
This not really a culture of fish; but a culture of rice with nmE
fish added. It :an be an easy way for a farmer who has no extra land on
whit' to Liild fish ponds to increase the total production of his land.

183
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GIOSEiary

acclimate to become adjusted to a change from the normal environment,
(also acclimatize).

acid - a substance pat can dissolve in_water and is sour or bitter
in' taste; and turns litmus paper from blue to recL

adhasive a-sticky substance; sticking or sticky to something else.

amttion - adding oxygen to water by spraying or bubbling air through
the water.

algae - small or large water plants from five classes plants.

a.ehainity - the ability to combine with an acid to a salt.

at,,lcu--tvite - the cultivation of animal and vegetak.":, iife in water.

akca - the length times width of .a piece of lar: or other surface.

back - forcing water in the opksite erection frOM-itS
normal

serisitive organs that hang down on the sides of the mouth

of fishes;

bazic - forming elements (alkaline on re2ction).

Hoorn - a very good growth of algae in a pond that haS a strong green

color.
_

bottoin 6eedeA.6 - fish that feed on bottom organisms (organisms that
live in mud on =,. pond bottom).,

b,teectiqg - the cycle of reproduction in animals.

Mine - water that is saturated with common salt, or the water from
a salt water body (the ocean).

Mood ponds ponds where the fish used fort5reeding are keot.

Mood &tack. - the fish used for breeding in fish pondi..

cage - an enclosure to hold f!sh in the water.
0

captivif,ty - the state n-r being halA in a confined :plane (fish in

ponds'are captive);

catnivone - an organismthat eats atlimal products.

190
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centkiiuge the Machine that uses centrifugal force to separate
materials of different densities.

compete - to fight for something against someone or thing.

cuntaminant - something that makes something else impure; a pollutant.

coopexative - an organization of people that are worki-n together for
a .common purpose.

dam - the wall of a fish pond.

deb/Liz - rubbish; garbage;] anything that is not supposed to be in a
certain area (pond).

]

denzity "- the number of fish in a pond;

dike - the wall' of a fishioond.

diveuion channet - a ditch that takes water from a stream or river
to a fish pond.

etevation - the height of land.

eXctic.4pciZ4 - fish cutured in ponds that are not native to thea..

tettiiity being very productive.

iiektiZizen - anything added to water or soil to m7 --:r? it more productive.

6ingetting - a fish that is aboot as long as a man's finger (6-10cm).

6ishmttlte - the breeding and cultivation of fish in ponds:

picy - fish: that have just hatched until they reach fingerling S170

genitat6 - reproductive organs.

genLtzt op a g. -the ope rli ng on the fiFhes: body where the eggs 0._
sperm are,rel ased.

pita. - the part :of a fist that allows it to breathe in the water.

gitat44 - the tendenty of things to fall downwards: towards the. center
of the earth.

hapa - the mesh enclosure in ponds where fish can be spawned.

habaoke = an d'rganism that eats onlY,OlantSand Plant 'products.

6;
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hypophyzation - hormone injection to induce breeding of fith.

,hypophois - the pituitary gland.

hoitmonez - components thatare Secreted by glands of t'ip body to.cause..
certain changes in the body's funticions;

.4V

impuureabte - a substance that nothIng can leak thru.

induced oawning - causing a-fish o spawn by injecting it with hormones

intAoduccd *cies - fish not native to an area that are used in fish.
ponds of t elarea.

kakaban - aniegg collector.

moAtaity nave - the rate of death.

natuAa good - food that a fish eats in nature.

niche = what an organism does; ;ts job in the community.

nutA.ient ao ingredient of food that is healthful.

OtithiVcike = an organism (like man)_- hat can eat both plants and animals:

operteutum - the gilt covering.

oxygen;- a gas that is necary for all life;.

penz enclosures for fish Culture on la.fge odies of water;

phy;optankton - tiny green or brown plants that are microscopic,
free-floating in water, that are used as food by fish.

photozynthesiA - the process on which green plants produce food for
themselves and release oxygen into the water,

pituitah.g gZ4nd - the.glan8 that releases hormones controlling the
reproductive cycle in animals (like fish).

ptankton = the tiny plants and animals that grow in ponds that are
,

eaten by fish.

poytd4 -enyencTos,urethathdl-aiWatersofish can be grown
inside it.

/that

pAediatm..6 aiiimals-that prey on othee animals.

wtoductivity - ability to grow food in a pond, whether it is plankton

or fish.
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rEeptoduction - producing offspring.

rEespi4ation - breathing.

zertAationz - rough edges, like on a fishes' fin.

stope - the slant of land.

spawning - the release and fertilization of eggs and sperm.

stAess - any change that is not normal
problems.

the environment''that creates

tAash 6ish - fish not wanted in the pond, or fish that ire too small to
eat or spoiled fish.

watettight - impermeable.

zooptankton - small animals in ponds that can be seen with the naked eye.
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*MEASUREMENTS USED IN THIS MANUAL,

1 gram (gm) = 1000'milligrams (mg)

1 kilogram (kg) = 1000 gm = 2;2 pounds (lb) :"-";

1 mg/1 1 part per millibnAppm)

1 liter (1)

1 inch (in)

1 foot (ft)

1 meter (m) = 100 cm = 1000 millimeters ( '= 39,37 inches

1 100 square meters (m2)

1 hectare (ha) 10;000 m2 = 100 ares 2.5 acres

o Centigrade (CY 5/9 x (c)F - 32)

0 Fahrenheit (F) ( °) C + 32

1000 milliliters (m11= 0.26 gallons (gals)

2.54 centimeters (cm)

30.5 cm
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Chano,6 chanos - p. 39, 49
Characteristics of fish - p. 33
Cilochina motitorcetta - p. 39, 44

avdDima nvtLgaf - p. 39, 46

CtaAia4 batAachca - p. 39, 47, 138

Clarias catfish - p. 29, 39, 47, 138, 147
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Cecwi.a4 mackocephaeu4 - p 39, 47, 138, 147
Clay soil - p. 15 - 16
Cotumnani4.-.p. 167
Compost - p. 96 - 97 __

Construction - p. 53 = 78
Cooperatives - p. 8
Costia - p. 168
Crucian carp,- p. 39, 50
Crustacean parasites - p. 168
Ctenophanyngodon 1datu6 = p. 39, 44
Culture in.pens - p. 177
CypAinia, cavio = p. 40 (see "common carp")

DactytogyADA p. 169
Dams - p. 19, 54
Depth of ponds - p. 25
Dikes = p. 54
Diseases - p. 165
Diversion ponds - p. 21 - 23
Dorsal fin p.. 33

Double-sleeve overflow - p. 63
_Drainage ditches 69
Drainage systems - p. 55, 60 69"

Eggs - p. 36
Eels - p. 39, 50, 140

vElbow joint - p. 62
Elements - p. 4
Exotic species - p. 38

Fats - p. 3 = 4
Feeding - p. 116 = 117
Feeding.ring p. 117-
Fertility p. 16 =:17
Fertilizers - p. 93,0120

Inorganic - p. 99 - 100
Organic p. 95 - 96

Filters - p. 14, 70 - 73, 116
Fingerlings - p. 19, 37, 113, 123 - 128
Fish Lulturd - p. 1

Fish louse - p. 169
Fish farming - p. 6
Fish meal. - p. 163
Food - p. 7-, 100 - 106

Natural - p. 101
Supplementary = p. 101, 117 = 119

Food quotient - p. 101 = 102

Fry .; p. 19, 36, 110 - 113; 123 - 128
Fungal diseases - p.; 165
fuaunc.gpia4 - p; 166



Genital opening,- p: 34
Genital papilla - p. 35

Gill net - p; .149
Gill rakrrs - p. 34 .-
Gills - p. 34

Gley - p. 77'

Goldfish - p. 39, 50
Gourami - p. 40, 46, 47, 137

Kissing - p. 40, 49, 138 :

Shakeskin - p. 40_, 49, 138
Three - spot - p. 40, 49, 138

Gravity = p. 17
GyAodactytu4 - p. )69

Hapa - p. 136 - 137
Hard water - 90
Hardness - O. 89 - 90

c.
Harvesting - p. 149 - 156
Hams -Coma temmincki - p. 40i 49
HeteADV4 nitoticta - p. 40, 48; 139
Hormone injection - 43. 141

Hybrid vigor - p; 38
Hydra ta veAticittata - p. 49, 84, 138
Hypophysis - p. 142
Hypothamidhthy4 maitkix - p. 40, 43

Ichthyoplal muttiiiti4_- p._167 - 168
Inlet, water - p. 20 - 21, 55, 69_7 70
Inorganic fertilizers,= p. 99 100
Induced spawning - p. 141 = 148

Kakaban p. 132
Key - p. 75 - 76
Kissing gourami - p. 40, 4 , 138

Labeo Aphita - p. 40 -45
,Lateral line - p. 34
!At m& - p. 168 - 169
Levee -.p. 54
Level - p._56
Lime - p. 79 - 80
Limestone - p: 80
Litmus paper - p. 89

Magnesium p. 90
Management - p._107 = 148

Daily - p. 115

p. 152 -
Monthly - p._121

203
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.

Milkfish -_pl 3; 49, 50, 140
Monk -_p; 65 = 69_
Monoculture_; 0..26 =_28
Monosex culture = p._30 31

Mortality rate =_O. 125
p. 39,_46__.

Mud_carp p. 40, 44_____

MugZeCephatu4 = p. 40, 51

_ _Mullet -.= p.-40, 51, 140
Myt.ophanyngodon pttem p. 44

.Nets - p 149
Nutrients - p. 3; 16 - 17, 92 - 93
Number of ponds - p. 23

Operculum - p. 34
Organic fertilizers - p.-95 - 96
Optimum temperatures - p. 81 _

Osphronemuz goAamy - p. 40, 46 = 47
'Overflow channels - 20 - 21
Oxidation - p. 85 .

Oxygen - p.'14, 19, 83 .= 88

Paddy culture'- p. 179
--Parallel ponds = p. -22 = 23

Pectoral fins = p,_33
Pelvic fins - p. 33
Pen culture = p. 177 = 179
pH - p. 89
Phosphates = p. 99 - 100
Photosynthesis - p. 84
Phytoplankton - p. 84
Pituitary gland - p. 142
Plankton - p. 25, 36, 83 - 84
Planning - p. 11 - 52
Polyculture -_p. 28 - 30, 45, 108
Poison - p. 171
Rond bottom - p. 59
Pond preparation_- p. 79
Pond site = p. 58
Predators -= P. 19, 121, 171 = 172
Preservation = p._157

_Prot - 5

rotozoan diseases .= p._167_

Neudomonaz punctata -)p. 167
Panta4 gonionotta- p. 47 (also P. javanicu4)

/_

Quicklime - p. 80

Respiration - p. 83
Rivaldi valve - p. 61 - 62
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Rohu - O. 40, 45
Rosary 22

Run-off = p. 13
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Salting p. 157 -_162
SapAntegivize = p. 166

'Sealing pond - p. -77 - 78
Seccbi disc =- p. 91
Seines = p. 150 - 151, 155 - 156
Selvtanochtona 40m4 b.14 - p. 166

Silt 74
Siltation tank - p. 74
Silver carp - p. 2, 29, 40, 43

Siphon - p. 61
Site selection - p._11 -_13
Size of ponds - p. 23_- 25_
Slope - p. 17 - 18, 55 - 59, 77
Sluice - 20,_64 -
Smo g
nakeskin gourami_.= p. 40, 49, 138

Soft water_- 74

Soil - p. 15, 74
Spawning = p. 130

Induced p. 130, 141 - 146
Natural = p. 130 - 140

Spoiled fish - p. 163
Springs = p:.13
Stocking - p. 107, 109 - 114

Density - p. 107
Rates - p. 108' "

Strippipg - p. 145 --146
SuperaturatiOn -13. 99 - 100
Surveying - p. 55

Tawes - p; 39, 474_48i 139
Temperature - 0-81
Threespot gourami p, 40, 49, 138
Tilapia - p. 2_,_29.= 31, 40 - 43; 109, 119, 133 -134

Titaidia mac/Leda& - p: 40
Tildpcd meteinop4ema - p; 40
TiLdAta MO44ambica - p; 2, 40, 42
Tadpid 4gotica - p; 2; 40, 42

Topography = p. 17
Trash fish - p; 163
Tkithddifta p; 168
Tkithop4ma pextvulta - p. 404_49_
aithdptexua tAichopteAudii_- p. 40, 49

Turbidity, - p; 25, 92

Turn-down pipe - p. 62

.2
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Walls - p; 19; 54; 74
Water quality - p; 14
Water supply_7 p; 13
Worm parasites - p; 169
Wells r= p.' 14

Yolk sac - p. 36

Zooplankton p. 84
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Since 1961 when the Peade Corps was created, more than 80,000 U.S. citizens haVa served

EIS Volunteers in developing countries, living-and working_among_the people of the Third

WbrId as colleagues and co-workers. Tbday 6000 PCVs are involved in progr4ms designed

to help strengthen local capacity to address such fundamental concerns.at fOOd _

production, water supply; energy development, nutrition and health education and

reforestation.

Peace Corps overseas offices:

BELIZE FIJI MALAYSIA SEYCHELLES

P.G. Box 487 P.O. Box 1094 177 Jalan Raja Muds Box 564

Belize City Suva Kuala Lumpur Victoria

BENIN GABON MALI SIERRA-LSONE

eI 97! BP 2098 BP 85 Private Mail -c

Freetown
Cotonou Librev-1-11e Batte.0

BOTSWANA GAMBIA, The MAURITANIA SOLCMON-1-S-LANDS

P.O. Box 93 P.O. Box 582 BP 222 P.O. Box 547

Gaborone Banjul Nouakchott Honiara

CAIEROON GHANA MICRONESIA SWAZILAND

BP 617 P.O. Box 5796 P.O. BOX 336 P.O. Box 362

Yaounde Accra (North) Saipan, Mariana Mbabane
Islands

CENTRAL AFRICAN GUATEMALA MOROCCO TANZANIA

_REPUBLIC 6A Avenida 1-46 1, Rue Benzerte SOX 9123

B-1-0-80- Zona 2 Rabat D &r es Salaam

WangUi Guatemala

CHILE HONDMAS _ NEPAL THAILAND

Casilla 27 -0 ApartadO POStal P.O. Box 613 42 Soi Somprasong 2

Santiago C-51 Kathmandu Petchburl Road

Tegucigalpa Wangkok 4

COLOMBIA_ __ IVORY COAST NICER _ TOGO

Carrera 9 7x86-26 BP 1127 Bp10537 BP 3194

Bogota Abidjan Niamey Lore

COSTA RICA JAMAICA OMAN TONGA

Apartado PoStal 9- Musgrove Avenue P.O. Box 966 Bp 147_ _

1266
sap Jose

Kingston 10 Muscat Nuku'Altda

DOMINICAN-REPUBLIC KENYA 'PAPUA-NEW-GUINEA TUNISIA _

Apaotado Postal P.O. WOX 30518 c To American Embassy 8, Ave. LoUiS

1414_ Nairobi POtt Moresby Braille

Santo Domingo
Tunis

EASTERN CARRIBBEAN KOREA PARAGUAY -UPPER VOLTA

InCIUding: Antigua Gwang Wha Moon c/o AMerican Embassy BP 537-Samandin

Barbadoa, Grenada P.O.Box 521 Asuncion Ouagadougou

Montserrat, Seoul

St. Kitts-Nevis,
St.LeCia,St. LESOTHO PHILIPPINES__ WESTERN SAMOA

Vincent, DOminica P.O. Box 554 P.O. Box 7013 P.O. ;Box 880

"Erin Court" lUseru Manila Apia

Bishops Court ,Hill
P.O. BOX 696 -C _ LIBERIA RWANDA YEMEN

Bridgetown, Barbados 14:7;-177 77713erlean Ethbassy P.0._Box 1151

MontOVia Kigali Sana'a

ECUADOR MALAWI SENEGAL ZAIRE

Casilla 635-A Box 208 BP 254 BP 697

Quito LIIOngwe Dakar Kinshasa
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